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The word for it, in case you were searching, is “despicable.” (http://www.nbcnews.com
/news/us-news/american-citizens-u-s-border-agents-can-search-your-cellphone-
n732746)

“Un-American” would also work.

But you might save time by just labeling it: Trump.

When Buffalo, New York couple Akram Shibly and Kelly McCormick
returned to the U.S. from a trip to Toronto on Jan. 1, 2017, U.S.
Customs & Border Protection officers held them for two hours, took
their cellphones and demanded their passwords.

"It just felt like a gross violation of our rights," said Shibly, a 23-year-old
filmmaker born and raised in New York. But he and McCormick
complied, and their phones were searched.

This is what happens when Americans endorse through their votes a policy of
xenophobia that deliberately disregards our history of laws, traditions, and
Constitutional principles.
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It is what is happening to Americans returning from trips abroad, by a newly deputized
Gestapo,  the U.S. Customs and Border Service clearly feeling its oats after the rabid
anti-immigrant campaign and ultimate election of Donald Trump (the like-minded 
Border Patrol Agents and Immigration Customs and Enforcement were among the few
unions endorsing him (http://www.latimes.com/nation/politics/la-na-border-patrol-
trump-20160511-snap-story.html)):

Three days later, they returned from another trip to Canada
(http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/trump-replaces-acting-
director-immigration-enforcement-n714491) and were stopped again
by CBP (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mahpLdV6vZQ).

"One of the officers calls out to me and says, 'Hey, give me your
phone,'" recalled Shibly. "And I said, 'No, because I already went
through this.'"

The officer asked a second time.

Within seconds, he was surrounded: one man held his legs,
another squeezed his throat from behind. A third reached into his
pocket, pulling out his phone. McCormick watched her boyfriend's
face turn red as the officer's chokehold tightened.

NBC news examined 25 cases of American citizens recently detained and abused by
U.S. Customs officials.  In all of these cases, newly “empowered” border agents, eager
and willing (http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/unions-of-border-patrol-ice-agents-
cheer-trump-actions/article/2613278)to channel their latent authoritarian impulses,
threatened American citizens, demanding they either hand over their cell phone
passwords—or else.

The travelers came from across the nation, and were both naturalized
citizens and people born and raised on American soil. They traveled by
plane and by car at different times through different states.
Businessmen, couples, senior citizens, and families with young
kids, questioned, searched, and detained for hours when they tried to
enter or leave the U.S. None were on terror watchlists. One had a
speeding ticket. Some were asked about their religion and their ethnic
origins, and had the validity of their U.S. citizenship questioned.

This is happening. This is real. And the Republican Party has enabled it.

Wait, did I mention? Most of them are Muslim.

The practice of searching certain people’s cellphones at the border did not start with
Trump (the couple described above were interrogated in January, before Trump’s
inauguration) but according to many, many reports the strong-arm behavior and
attitude of border agents has worsened dramatically since the election. In February of
this year alone, five thousand devices were “accessed,” more than the entirety of 2015,
in what former privacy officers for the Department of Homeland Security see as a
“conscious strategy.” The former acting Commissioner under both the Bush and
Obama Administration, Jayson Ahern, says the policy of searching electronic items is
supposed to be “based on specific, articulable facts that raise security concerns.”

It is apparent that under Trump the policy is now being applied on the basis of religion.

[T]he officials caution that rhetoric about a Muslim registry and ban
during the presidential campaign also seems to have emboldened
federal agents to act more forcefully.

"The shackles are off," said Hugh Handeyside, a staff attorney with the
ACLU's National Security Project. "We see individual officers and
perhaps supervisors as well pushing those limits, exceeding their
authority and violating people's rights."

The article details several specific instances of what is happening right now on our
borders to American citizens who happen to be, sound, or look Muslim, trying to
re-enter their own country from travelling abroad. It also is being applied to people
leaving this country. Either way, the Constitutional protection of the Fourth
Amendment doesn’t apply at the border, and border agents have free rein to search
anyone at any time. What is different now is that these same agents are being
encouraged to be as intrusive as possible in furtherance of the political ideology of this
Administration.

First they came for the Muslims. That’s bad enough. And we should be outraged.

But do you really think they’re going to stop with that?

Read the article.

Just read it.
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It pains me to say this, but I’m embarrassed to be an American.
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Mine was largely in remission for eight years, but it’s back with a vengeance.
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Welcome to the fascist oligarchy, farewell to the liberal secular democracy.

Next up, France’s Le Pen (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_Le_Pen).

Au revior liberté.
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Well, then you weren’t paying attention.  Clink on the linky in the article or right
here — www.nbcnews.com/ (http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/american-
citizens-u-s-border-agents-can-search-your-cellphone-n732746)….  The article
makes very clear that this is not a new Trump policy.  These policies come from
the Obama administration.

The more aggressive tactics of the past two years, two senior
intelligence officials told NBC News, were sparked by a string of
domestic incidents in 2015 and 2016 in which the watch list
system and the FBI failed to stop American citizens from
conducting attacks. The searches also reflect new abilities to
extract contact lists, travel patterns and other data from phones
very quickly.

Time flies when you are having fun, but Trump has not yet been president for
two years.
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From your link:

“...The practice began a decade ago, late in the George W. Bush
administration, but was highly focused on specific individuals….”

And then was upped following actual attacks, the article reporting:

“...Data provided by the Department of Homeland Security shows that
searches of cellphones by border agents has exploded, growing fivefold
in just one year, from fewer than 5,000 in 2015 to nearly 25,000 in 2016.

According to DHS officials, 2017 will be a blockbuster year.
Five-thousand devices were searched in February alone, more than in
all of 2015….”

So, please, at least read it and make the correct attribution and
proportionality.
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Funny — you just joined a couple of days ago to share this with us
— gee . . . I wonder why I never heard of this shit happening when
Obama was President . . . probably because it wasn’t happening?
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Except that it was happening under Obama — heck, you don’t
even have to click through to the original story, the events
they’re talking about in this article happened in the first week
of January, before Trump took office using policies that have
been in place for some time. There’s been a lot of coverage in
the last few days about the EFF’s Border Search Pocket Guide
(https://www.eff.org/document/eff-border-search-pocket-
guide)released recently, but it’s also worth looking at their
much longer Defending Privacy at the US Border
(https://www.eff.org/files/eff-border-search_2.pdf) guide from
2011.

These policies may be getting more aggressively used now with
Trump in office or post-election with the expectation that any
overreach won’t receive any punishment, but the policies
themselves are not new and Obama didn’t do much to reduce
them.
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For people traveling I have a couple of suggestions.

get a throw away phone to use abroad and
dispose of before returning
remove the sim card before exiting the plane.
CBP can look all they want but no data to check.
Replace with old spare that is disconnected
Remove and replace camera media with smaller
empty card
To be really diabolical, plan to spend some time
being detained and make a scene. Be loud, be
proud and call the by their tactics “Gestapo”.
Demand they produce a warrant and stand up to
them as they try to harrass those in front of you
as well. Make them uncomfortable and take

... 
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notes and names for any potential lawsuit.

You may wind up on a check list and receive extra
scrutiny when you travel again, look at it as a public
service. While they are wasting their time with you,
some other poor soul will have an easier time of it.
You will get to exercise your right to free speech,
protest, unlawful search and seizure, gain grounds for
a possible false arrest or imprisonment lawsuit and
vent your spleen at the absurdity of the BS.

It may also result in a flash protest with every other
passenger joining in. Make their lives miserable for
following orders without questioning them. They are
our own employees, and should show us the respect
we deserve. We ARE the People!
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Please expand into a full diary !

... 
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Per your request,

www.dailykos.com/...
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/15/1643491/-We-the-People-Are-the-
Face-of-the-Resistance-to-the-CBP-Violating-
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He may not have done much to reduce them, but I
certainly don’t recall any of this happening before
January.

... 
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Please learn to read BEFORE posting.
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ugh.  i was hoping someone other than just me was going to at least
note this, but then i saw the responses to your comment and the first is
reasonable, but sort of misses the point and the other two are exactly
what’s making me seriously consider quitting this site.  i’m depressed
enough generally that coming on here to confirm and confirm and
confirm that we’re nearly as bad as the other side who wants to point
fingers endlessly, but never really self examine is just making me
fucking suicidal.
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Yup, all these tools were handed to Trump fully operational.
 Drones, cell phone searches, Guantanamo, Facebook
microtargeting.  Oops.
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and like somebody else mentioned, they were started
by bush, but they were still used by “our guy” and our
inability to look honestly at ourselves and them just
breaks my heart.  you don’t make change just be
correcting others.
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Perhaps it is time to move on from our
current political party structure to something
new that reflects the truly humane, and
progressive liberty that we all are seeking.
The past is deeply tainted, right up to Jan
2017...if only the current set of 3rd parties
weren’t red herrings...why is it that as “real”
as it can get close to home, on the
ground...when things get to a certain point at
the federal level, there is a distinct
disconnect between the people and their
wishes, and the actions of the most
“powerful” democratic leadership? Blue dogs,
sometimes Feinstein, Wall St., Obama even
doing things we don’t approve of out of
“necessity”...but who’s necessity? the
Democratic party has had a lot of trouble
differentiating from the Republican party
since Reagan...
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Oh bull pucky.
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I agree! I 100% believe that we will get the
seats we need in the run off elections going
on now in particular states and in 2018 to
Repeal this administrations agenda. We
know that we cannot acknowledge this
election as valid because of its being hacked
by a foreign power. And we did NOT protest
Trump enough during the election! We all

... 
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have to acknowledge and accept our
responsibility in the election of Donald
Trump! If you were involved and did
everything you could to stop this from
happening THANK YOU! To those of us who
voted and stood with Bernie Sanders and
were pissed off that people were not allowed
to have their vote counted because of voter
registration being hacked and not enough
ballots at several locations that then led to
Hillary winning the Democratic Primary and
STOPPED the Revolution that was so
incredibly strong that had we kept going, this
would not be our reality? Well, we failed.

That being said, what is IS and we have go
from Revolution to Resistance and get the
seats we need to block legislation. 2020 is
then our goal! THERE IS NO DOWNTIME! The
Republican Party is no longer! It's a group of
RADICALS. They are the domestic equivalent
to ISIS. They have the exact same goals to
radicalize America citizens and have them
fight on their behalf for their ideological
beliefs! Destruction is what they want! And
they all need to GTFO! It's our duty to make
that happen. We have to resist the fear of
arrest, being labeled as a terrorist group
because we are out to DESTROY them
politically! Because that is very much on the
horizon. I, with all my heart pray and hope
that when given the order, our local and
state law enforcement RESIST mobilizing
against us when we protest in our streets
every chance we can! I also hope our Judicial
system upholds the Law and Defends us
under the Constitution TO PROTEST,
MOBILIZE. and do what Americans do: FIGHT
FOR LIBERTY, FREEDOM AND JUSTICE FOR
ALL.

See you on the battlefield.
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Just imagine if Senators like Bernie Sanders had not
voted against closing the Guantanamo Bay Prison 8
years ago when President Obama asked Congress to
close the facility.
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You mean that vote that was 90-6?   Yeah,
that’s what I thought. Clinton also had a
meaningless vote to keep Guantanamo
open along those lines.  Neither candidate
was perfect on this issue, and neither
individually was the main problem.   The
problem on our side is the entirety of the
Democratic party establishment that voted in
lockstep to keep Guantanamo open.  

So, I’m imagining just like you asked me to.
 89-7 instead of 90-6.   Hmm, nope, no
difference whatsoever.  

... 
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Don’t do it!
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thanks.  i suppose maybe i oughta put an (H) or
something for hyperbolic, when i’m overstating a bit.
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How can T rump hire new border agents when his first day of business
was to put a hiring freeze on all federal workers?
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Didn’t that hiring freeze on federal workers make an exception
for border agents? (I seem to remember something like that—I
could be wrong.)
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I think your right, I seem to recall that as well. And
considering Dumpster’s HATRED of other races it does
not surprise me one bit.
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It's not just the policy; it's the implementation of the policy which
matters. Trump admires dictators and ICE admires Trump. It's time to
get active to elect state legislators and governors in '18 and '20, because
the next census and reapportionment is coming. Hopefully democracy
will last until then.
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get a grip
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I can’t be bothered to look at your comment history, but it appears you
made a lot of friends during your very brief stay…
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Oh yeah, 2 years ago, I still can’t sleep at night.

All those American citizens going to Canada and coming back with
weaponized facebook pages.  I think there was a mass shooting in
Bowling Green.
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Steve Bannon and his lap toy popular vote loser Donald Trump won't be happy
until they incite a race slash religious War in America. I guess if you just go dark
mentally and project and predict Gloom Doom and other assorted psycho
leanings you have to forment them on your own to prove that you we're right
after all. break it to prove that it doesn't work. Paul Ryan is another one down
this rabbit hole and there is no coming back for him. his career is on the
downstroke and I'm sure he knows it or at least has nightmares about it. What an
insufferable anal b****. This will pass. The Architects will die and fade from
memory and America will be better off in the end because of it. But first tragedy
misbegotten self-inflicted wounds and needless suffering. All because some
misplaced losers had a hard on for Power and Revenge to assuage their
delusional perceptions of Their Own imaginary relevance and importance. Pride
is like sharp glass. it hurts like a b**** when you have to swallow it. Here's a little
foreplay for you. Brace yourself. You're up.
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I refuse to be embarrassed to be a citizen of the nation I still love. I can’t stand the sight of
Donald Trump, and I find the actions of this man and his coterie of fools to be beyond
embarrassing — but I worked hard to prevent his becoming president. I have worked for
years to prevent the insanity this Administration is spewing out almost daily. I’ve been
carrying my share of the load, registering voters, educating voters with facts and
information intended to ensure they are Informed Voters at the ballot box. 

Any shame created during this time of national strife belongs to the Republican Party,
each and every one of those immoral idea spouting, unconnected from reality, crackpot
spreading assholes. They want poor kids to go hungry during lunchtime and without
access to medical care when they are sick — because their parents are poor. THAT right
there is an IMMORAL idea generated to make it possible to give more of that “less taxes”
to people whose grandchildren wouldn’t ever be able to spend all of the money they have
today. 

So don’t be embarrassed to be an American.

Be a fighter for Liberty and Justice for All, and resist this Ship of Fools.

Call your US Rep and Senators every week and tell them to do what 5 Calls.org
(https://5calls.org/) says you should (you give them your zip code, they give you the latest
news on what to ask your elected members of Congress to do. I have approved of every
single suggestion to me). Here’s what mine says today:
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Attend your local Democratic Party meetings. Ask me how to find yours, if you don’t know
how to find them where you live. Trust me, new faces at these meetings? We are friends
you just haven’t met yet. 

Volunteer for a candidate. Campaigns are forming (http://votepeterharrison.com/) and
raising funds (https://secure.actblue.com/contribute/page/payitfoward) and organizing
right now for 2018. Check the DK Elections page (http://www.dailykos.com/blogs
/Elections) for where to find a candidate to help. If you have a Republican US House
member, like I do? You need to get out there and find a challenger to help, even if all you
do is talk to every household in the five square blocks around you this year about voting
that terrible, horrible, very bad representative to government OUT of office. 

Because you shouldn’t ever be ashamed to fight for what is right.

I’m a fighting Liberal (http://stevegilliard.blogspot.com/2003/12/im-fighting-liberal-
you-know-ive.html) courtesy the late Steve Gilliard (http://www.thenewsblog.net/) 2003

https://5calls.org (https://5calls.org/)
attribution: https://5calls.org/

(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) Angela Marx

Mar 13 · 08:45:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65806833#comment_65806833)

Recommended 29 times

Yes. Thank you. I do my daily work too. It adds up. 

I waver between two extremes: 

(1) whether to give in to fear and despair and move to another country, where
the government and political system are even worse but the people and life are
pleasant, and where I don’t feel obligated to be a citizen-participant;

(2) fight like hell, buy a firearm, learn to use it, and hunker down for the final
battle.



(/user/COMALite J)

[new]


COMALite J (/user/COMALite J) o4tuna

Mar 13 · 08:47:52 PM (/comments/1643059/65806853#comment_65806853)

Recommended 27 times

Just remember that every one of us that leaves is another vote that
Democrats at all levels within the jurisdictions you reside in, won’t get.
Keep in mind that if the GOP gets just one more state legislature, they
can unilaterally invoke a Constitutional Convention.



(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) COMALite J

Mar 13 · 09:05:21 PM (/comments/1643059/65806996#comment_65806996)

Recommended 10 times

I can still vote even though I might be living in Mexico.



(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/Angela o4tuna

Mar 13 · 09:34:20 PM (/comments/1643059

... 
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/65807209#comment_65807209)

Recommended 11 times

Democrats Abroad.

(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/use Angela Marx

Mar 14 · 05:32:12 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808650#comment_65808650)

Recommended 3 times

Would be tough to help canvass for
candidates if you’re in Mexico. Unless there’s
a financial reason, or you’re one of the
“muslim looking” persons at risk for abuse,
staying put is the best course.

... 

(/user/COMALite J)

[new]


COMALite J (/user/COMALit o4tuna

Mar 14 · 11:18:10 AM (/comments/1643059

/65812181#comment_65812181)

Recommended 0 times

Can you vote in your State and local elections? Will
your vote actually be counted? There’s been evidence
that absentee ballots are simply not counted unless
the main election day results are close.

...

(/user/lismalo)

[new]


lismalo (/user/lismalo) COMALite J

Mar 14 · 10:36:29 PM (/comments/1643059

/65819280#comment_65819280)

Recommended 2 times

In my state, they are counted — if you think
your vote is not being counted, and you live
abroad, Dems Abroad has legal counsel to
assist you in finding out, and making a big
stink if it is not.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) COMALite J

Mar 13 · 11:11:37 PM (/comments/1643059/65807773#comment_65807773)

Recommended 20 times

And the GOP should keep in mind that if they unilaterally
invoke a Constitutional Convention, they are going to get Civil
War II.  Now perhaps that’s what they actually want, so they
can reinstate slavery and have their full-on planter aristocracy. 

But California is responsible for a sizable double-digit
percentage of GDP, so our counter-threat is Calexit.  Pull the
plug, let them sink, and welcome in the refugee tidal wave that
will result. 

Here I should mention that I am not in favor of Calexit, but if
deterrence is “Zen with weapons,” then Calexit is “deterrence
with votes.”  The willingness to push the button, or pull the
plug as it were, keeps the peace.



(/user/Ghastly Ghoulie)

[new]


Ghastly Ghoulie (/user/Gh G2geek

Mar 14 · 02:13:56 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808215#comment_65808215)

Recommended 2 times

A civil war?  Because the GOP follows the exact rules
laid out in our Constitution to peaceably and
democratically change the Constitution?

... 
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(/user/Russell Grand 1981)

[new]


Russell Grand 1981 (/ Ghastly Ghoulie

Mar 14 · 02:37:25 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808242#comment_65808242)

Recommended 32 times

GOP following the rules?!
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

Seriously...HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj Ghastly Ghoulie

Mar 14 · 05:15:24 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808562#comment_65808562)

Recommended 22 times

Actually, no. The Constitution lays out the
requirements for a Constitutional
Convention. That’s all. Past that, there ARE
no rules. It would be a free-for-all. And hardly
“peaceful and democratic. (if current actions
are any indication).

... 

(/user/GrouchySquirrel)

[new]


GrouchySquirrel (/us Ghastly Ghoulie

Mar 14 · 05:34:53 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808664#comment_65808664)

Recommended 29 times

First, the GOP considers itself above the law
and believes that laws and rules are things to
only be selectively applied at their whim,
depending on whether the subject has an (R)
after their name or not.

Secondly, the civil war would not be because
they held the convention. It would be
because they would change the Constitution
into something intolerable.

You can bet freedom to criticize the
government would be gone. Freedom of the
press would be gone. Freedom of religion
would be gone. And on and on.

Once the Constitution is hollowed out and
made into something enshrining the
Republican cult’s evil idea to keep America
only for Rich White Christian Males, and that
becomes the law of the land, that will prompt
the civil war.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) GrouchySquirrel

Mar 14 · 06:14:10 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808893#comment_65808893)

Recommended 16 times

And I also think they will bring back all
manner of segregation, discrimination, and
even slavery.

And you can bet that would get a lot of us
otherwise-pacifists into the war too.

BTW I have a name for that regime: the
DPRK.

Dominionist Pastors’ Republic of Kookistan.
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(/user/family farmer)

[new]


family farmer (/user G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:28:53 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809009#comment_65809009)

Recommended 1 time

And this amendment would then be
approved by three-fourths of the states?

... 

(/user/COMALite J)

[new]


COMALite J (/user/CO family farmer

Mar 14 · 11:21:56 AM (/comments/1643059

/65812222#comment_65812222)

Recommended 1 time

The GOP already controls the legislators of
33 states. They need one more to invoke the
Convention, and four more beyond that to
guarantee ratification. Five more than they
have now in all.

But, they got over twice that many (eleven!)
in the Great Shellacking of 2010 alone!

Given how the tables have been tilted
against us (voter suppression laws and
more), it’s not looking good for 2018.

... 

(/user/family farmer)

[new]


family farmer (/user COMALite J

Mar 14 · 11:36:20 AM (/comments/1643059

/65812438#comment_65812438)

Recommended 2 times

And then they will bring back slavery?  OMG!
 No wonder you are so agitated!

... 

(/user/bluefrosting)

[new]


bluefrosting (/user/b family farmer

Mar 14 · 01:14:28 PM (/comments/1643059

/65813721#comment_65813721)

Recommended 0 times

Slavery=not being able to get health
insurance unless you work for the man.
Read: company store.

... 

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/u family farmer

Mar 14 · 01:46:18 PM (/comments/1643059

/65814065#comment_65814065)

Recommended 1 time

You missed it.

Slavery already exists in private prisons.

The final piece needed is the passing of more
expedient laws, so as to fully label the target
population as criminals.

... 

(/user/Wary Idealist)

[new]


Wary Idealist (/user/ Canadian Reader

Mar 14 · 05:25:41 PM (/comments/1643059

/65816342#comment_65816342)

Slavery isn’t restricted to private prisons. It’s
still allowed under the Constitution:

The 13th Amendment
(https://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin

... 
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Recommended 1 time

/ampage?collId=mal&fileName=mal3
/436/4361100/malpage.db&recNum=0) to
the Constitution declared that "Neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude, except
as a punishment for crime whereof the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall
exist within the United States, or any place
subject to their jurisdiction." Formally
abolishing slavery in the United States, the
13th Amendment was passed by the
Congress on January 31, 1865, and ratified by
the states on December 6, 1865.

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/u Wary Idealist

Mar 14 · 10:20:32 PM (/comments/1643059

/65819194#comment_65819194)

Recommended 2 times

Yes, I know. That was my point.

And it is disgraceful. The 13th Amendment
may have been a big step forward in 1865.
That was then. Now it is more than a
hundred and fifty years later.

You allowed slavery to remain legal. It has
been used to silently re-enslave, and you let
it continue. Now you may find how foolish it
was to leave that loophole open.

... 

(/user/Wary Idealist)

[new]


Wary Idealist (/user/ Canadian Reader

Mar 15 · 01:59:19 PM (/comments/1643059

/65825338#comment_65825338)

Recommended 0 times

Please don’t mistake my quote of the article
as an endorsement.

... 

(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/ family farmer

Mar 14 · 11:36:38 PM (/comments/1643059

/65819532#comment_65819532)

Recommended 2 times

As of 2017:

Republicans control both chambers in 32
Statehouses and have the Governor’s
Mansion in 33 states.

38 States are required to ratify.

Tell me you are convinced 100% that five to
six states couldn’t be revved up to go along
with the other 32 or 33 to approve the
lunatic changes — like making it part of the
Constitution that abortion is illegal, voiding
Roe vs Wade. 

Because I am not so sure as you that we are
safe from such a political machination. 

Look around you — it’s looking more and
more clear that some international
shenanigans went into Don the Con
becoming President. Which in the end WILL
become a vote in the Congress on either the
25th Amendment or an Impeachment bill
brought in the House.

If they could call a Constitutional Convention
and change the Constitution itself before
that happened?

We’ll all reap the whirlwind.

... 
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(/user/COMALite J)

[new]


COMALite J (/user/CO Angela Marx

Mar 15 · 03:13:07 PM (/comments/1643059

/65826085#comment_65826085)

Recommended 0 times

33, not 32. Nebraska has a unicameral
legislature which is technically non-partisan,
but its members tend to vote along GOP
lines by about a 35–14 margin on average.

⅔ of 50 = 33⅓. That’s how close we are to
them possibly calling a Convention (though
they’d likely wait until they could guarantee
ratification). ¾ of 50 = 37½. Fortunately, the
supermajorities required are minimum
thresholds, so any fractions, however small,
have to be rounded up.

Keep in mind that if even one “blue” state
such as California secedes, then we have
only 49 states. ⅔ of 49 = 32⅔, so they’d
already have the ⅔ supermajority needed
without gaining any more states.

If all of “Cascadia” and merely three of either
New England or the few remaining “blue”
Rust Belt states secede, that leaves 44. ¾ of
44 = 33, which means they’d have enough
to guarantee ratification.

For this reason, I could easily see the GOP
allowing secession. They’d frame it as, “Oh,
well, back around 1860 the North went to
war to stop the South from seceding and
force us to stay, but we don’t hold grudges
and abide by our States’ Rights principles,
even when it’s our opponents. You wanna
leave? Fine with us! ’Bye!”

But really they’d allow it because they know
that each “blue” State that secedes means
one less they’d have to win in election. Once
they finally rewrite the
Constitution, then they’d go to war (and
they’d have the drones and nukes and much
more of an armed citizenry) to force us back
in as payback for the Civil War.

Keep that in mind when anyone (whether
ostensibly or truly) on the left agitates for
secession.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Ghastly Ghoulie

Mar 14 · 06:08:12 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808853#comment_65808853)

Recommended 8 times

One party that has become thoroughly
extremist, doing it unilaterally.

Seeking to make radical changes to the core
operating system of our culture.

And you don’t think that’s going to cause
major upheaval?  Bloody hell is that naive;
where have you been?



(/user/Gatorgirlnc)

[new]


Gatorgirlnc (/user/Ga G2geek

Mar 14 · 07:54:18 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809724#comment_65809724)

Recommended 5 times

Apparently, he hasn’t been part of DKos
— he just joined a few days ago . . . 

... 

(/user/tikkun)

[new]


tikkun (/user/tikkun) Ghastly Ghoulie
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/65810189#comment_65810189)

Recommended 5 times

And then watch the brightest and best leave
your stupid collection of losers to their own
sorry devices.  No one, especially intelligent
and well educated women, will want to live
anywhere near the likes of you.  You will
have your choice of any and all the dim bulbs
in America. 

(/user/trumpeter)

[new]


trumpeter (/user/tru Ghastly Ghoulie

Mar 14 · 08:48:33 AM (/comments/1643059

/65810387#comment_65810387)

Recommended 0 times

Ah.  Gotcha. 

... 

(/user/Reva Madison)

[new]


Reva Madison (/user Ghastly Ghoulie

Mar 14 · 09:04:38 AM (/comments/1643059

/65810565#comment_65810565)

Recommended 1 time

Rules indeed are for everyone.  The
difference is how one sees and operates
under those rules that makes the difference. 
Pushing one rule away, to install another,
completely opposite one is where we are
today.  How come, at one point, something is
legal under the supreme court , yet we get a
new justice, and it can turn everything
completely upside down.  Its the same
constitution- just different rulers. 

... 

(/user/Chiennoir)

[new]


Chiennoir (/user/Chi Reva Madison

Mar 14 · 09:53:09 AM (/comments/1643059

/65811039#comment_65811039)

Recommended 0 times

The fallacy in your argument is that the
United States does not have a “ruler.” The
PEOPLE are supposed to control the
government, not the other way around. 
Until, of course, the people get fearful,
complacent, and are duped into installing a
fascist government.

... 

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/u Chiennoir

Mar 14 · 01:47:50 PM (/comments/1643059

/65814084#comment_65814084)

Recommended 0 times

Supposed to.

But do you? Let’s see some evidence.

... 

(/user/PhotogHog)

[new]


PhotogHog (/user/PhotogHog) COMALite J

Mar 14 · 08:17:15 AM (/comments/1643059/65809989#comment_65809989)

Recommended 3 times

They can convoke a convention with 2/3rds, but I believe any
amendments still have to be ratified by 3/4ths. 



[new]
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(/user/PhotogHog)
PhotogHog (/user/PhotogH PhotogHog

Mar 14 · 08:18:37 AM (/comments/1643059

/65810005#comment_65810005)

Recommended 0 times

Good lord! I started writing this and got a call, and
when I finally hit submit about 20 comments had
intervened. 

... 

(/user/COMALite J)

[new]


COMALite J (/user/COMALit PhotogHog

Mar 14 · 11:23:06 AM (/comments/1643059

/65812235#comment_65812235)

Recommended 0 times

I know. I expounded on it in more length (complete
with links and videos) elsewhere on DKos.

...

(/user/COMALite J)

[new]


COMALite J (/user/COMALit PhotogHog

Mar 15 · 03:15:15 PM (/comments/1643059

/65826103#comment_65826103)

Recommended 0 times

Oops, forgot to include the link
(http://www.dailykos.com/comments/1642698
/65800005) (this is to a later reposting).

...

(/user/lismalo)

[new]


lismalo (/user/lismalo) COMALite J

Mar 14 · 10:34:49 PM (/comments/1643059/65819272#comment_65819272)

Recommended 0 times

Democrats Abroad!  I am a proud and active member.



(/user/officebss)

[new]


officebss (/user/officebss) Angela Marx

Mar 14 · 10:27:40 AM (/comments/1643059/65811398#comment_65811398)

Recommended 8 times

Thank you.

Looks like U.S. Citizens need to start taking burner phones on their travels
— with the ACLU on speed-dial.  



(/user/iLuvReading)

[new]


iLuvReading (/user/iLuvReading) Angela Marx

Mar 14 · 10:35:33 AM (/comments/1643059/65811497#comment_65811497)

Recommended 2 times

Just bookmarked the 5 Calls website.  Thanks!



(/user/jrasicmark)

[new]


jrasicmark (/user/jrasicmark) Angela Marx

Mar 14 · 10:43:52 AM (/comments/1643059/65811608#comment_65811608)

When I typed my zip code and hit return, I looked back at the screen to see only
the last 2 digits registered for some reason.

When I clicked on the first issue in the list, it told me to call John Cornyn. I saw a
line that said, “Why call him?” and I thought “Good question”. It said it was
because he’s my senator. Um, no. He’s for Texas, I’m in South Carolina.

I tried clicking the back button so I could retype my zip, but it didn’t work. So I
came back her to click your link again, but it took me back to the page telling me
to call my reps in Texas. So they permanently think my zip code is 35. You’d think
that wouldn’t be enough to give me any information at all, let alone the wrong
information.

Any idea how to fix this?
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/Angela Marx) jrasicmark

Mar 14 · 12:43:37 PM (/comments/1643059/65813331#comment_65813331)

Recommended 1 time

Yes, up top on the left, see where they have your location in RED font.

Click on your Town and it gives you the box to input your zip code again.



(/user/Austingal)

[new]


Austingal (/user/Austingal) jrasicmark

Mar 14 · 08:06:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65818232#comment_65818232)

Recommended 0 times

It could be worse, jrasicmark: what if John Cornyn really was your
senator? That would mean your other senator would be Ted Cruz!

Or is South Carolina really in even worse shape than Texas? (BTW,
around here Cornyn is considered a moderate. When I call or write my
Senators, Cornyn’s office e-mails a form letter thanking me for my
interest but rubber-stamping the party line; Cruz’s office just ignores
me.) 



(/user/Jackie Larson)

[new]


Jackie Larson (/user/Jackie Larson) Angela Marx

Mar 14 · 12:34:14 PM (/comments/1643059/65813206#comment_65813206)

Recommended 1 time

AMEN.



(/user/seesdifferent)

[new]


seesdifferent (/user/seesdifferent) Angela Marx

Mar 14 · 01:51:07 PM (/comments/1643059/65814117#comment_65814117)

Recommended 1 time

pretty much ashamed of the Democratic Party also, so there’s that. Debbie W. S.
can get as much credit as anyone for this flame out of the Great Experiment in
Democracy. 

I get 3-5 solicitations for money every day from their various arms and
committees and “leaders.” For what? I never know. They never say. Or they
say “Resist”….just slogans. I suspect it’s for nothing but a fancy dinner. Nancy
Pelosi thinks she’s the answer. (!!??)….are you joking?  Surely you’ve GOT to
be joking…..What is she gonna do? nominate Hillary Clinton to be president? 

Who in Congress is standing up? The only one I know is Elijah Cummings. I’ll send
him money. Otherwise there is NO effective countermessage from the
Democrats. 

WTF?   The country is effectively a Soviet satellite….and the Dems can’t message
that? ??????!!! What a bunch of stooges. Who the F is in charge here? The Russians
must just be laughing and smoking cigars and rolling their eyes at how easy it is. 



(/user/Caroline061715)

[new]


Caroline061715 (/user/Caroline061715) Angela Marx

Mar 14 · 02:53:03 PM (/comments/1643059/65814804#comment_65814804)

Recommended 1 time

Thank you Angela!



(/user/marxducksoup)

[new]


marxducksoup (/user/marxducksoup) davidkc

Mar 14 · 09:57:05 AM (/comments/1643059/65811072#comment_65811072)

Don’t be.  Real Americans know that Trump and the officials that committed the acts
mentioned in this article, are despicable and Un-American.  My Uncle fought in the South
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Recommended 8 times

Pacific in World War II and he said this is not what I fought for; I fought for freedom for all
people.

(/user/Isotope217)

[new]


Isotope217 (/user/Isotope217) davidkc

Mar 14 · 10:56:59 AM (/comments/1643059/65811835#comment_65811835)

Recommended 1 time

But this is not the America that we believe in nor support. This is Amerikkka under a
Fascist regime.



(/user/rlarge1050)

[new]


rlarge1050 (/user/rlarge1050) davidkc

Mar 15 · 06:01:23 AM (/comments/1643059/65820348#comment_65820348)

Recommended 0 times

I would agree that this would be how most Americans feel!!! In all my 66 years, I never
thought that I would ever say that I was embarrassed to be an American. Something new
occurs every day since the inauguration that makes me wish that this was a bad dream
and I could just wake up from, then I realize that it isn’t. 



(/user/Apprenticegeezer)

[new]


Apprenticegeezer (/user/Apprenticegeezer) Mar 13 · 06:34:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65805797#comment_65805797)

Recommended 95 times

The intent seems to make life so disagreeable for Muslims that they’ll leave, whether citizens or
not. The same goal is being achieved by making life miserable for the undocumented, and may
soon be coming to a Hispanic citizen in your neighborhood. I think it’s more than just taking the
leash off the thugs.

(/user/Colonel Mustard)

[new]


Colonel Mustard (/user/Colonel Mustard) Apprenticegeezer

Mar 13 · 07:28:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65806262#comment_65806262)

Recommended 47 times

Yeah, I just listened to a recent Fresh Air podcast today and the guest, a Yale law
professor, gave the opinion that Trump+Bannon+Sessions troika were implementing
Romney’s scheme to have immigrants self-deport. 



(/user/subir)

[new]


subir (/user/subir) Apprenticegeezer

Mar 13 · 07:36:52 PM (/comments/1643059/65806317#comment_65806317)

Recommended 63 times

We’ve had cases where TSA agents were illegally saving body scans and female
passengers complained agents were targeting them for body scans
(http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2012/02/13/cbs-11-investigation-leads-to-new-tsa-legislation/).

Given how humans beings work, it won’t be long before a DHS border agent steals
personal pictures from a “detained” phone.

Who wants to bet they’ll blame it on “inadequate training”?



(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) subir

Mar 13 · 08:46:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65806847#comment_65806847)

Recommended 15 times

They’re already allowed to download the contents of a phone and keep it for two
weeks. Of course they’ll keep anything they think is tittilating. 



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) o4tuna

Mar 13 · 09:28:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65807171#comment_65807171)
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Recommended 28 times

That’s why you should have a second set of social media if you travel.
Then if you want to bring a phone with you, use a cheap Tracphone or
its equivalent. Occasionally update the social media, just keep it very
boring. Use a standard password, not one that you would use for
anything useful. Or you could mail your phone back and forth and don’t
travel with it.

(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) Anna Lemma

Mar 13 · 09:57:22 PM (/comments/1643059/65807379#comment_65807379)

Recommended 34 times

This is good advice, but it’s ridiculous that we should have to
do this, especially US citizens. It should be a 4th Amendment
violation.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Rumaikiya

Mar 13 · 11:25:19 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807828#comment_65807828)

Recommended 24 times

Demands for passwords are actually a 5th
Amendment violation, because disclosing a password
is providing testimony, which you have every right to
decline.   As follows:

“What is your password?”

“Am I under oath right now or otherwise obligated to
tell the truth?” 

If they answer No, give them a fake password.  Give
them enough fakes in a row that the device locks up
and can’t be reset without bringing it in for service.

If they answer Yes, tell them “Then my reply to that
question constitutes testimonial evidence, and I
hereby reserve my right to refuse to testify against
myself.” 

Again, what it’s going to take is someone who is young
and well-off and refuses to take any bullshit, who can
double-dare the Gestapo to drag them to a
concentration camp and make damn sure their lawyer
knows about it. 



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar G2geek

Mar 13 · 11:42:51 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807885#comment_65807885)

Recommended 7 times

I hate even to think this, but I wonder if one’s
Fifth (or any other) Amendment rights are,
shall we say, diluted at the border.

Despite some legal training, I actually don’t
know the answer to that question.

... 

(/user/BobTheHappyDinosaur)

[new]


BobTheHappyDinosa G2geek

Mar 14 · 02:37:33 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808243#comment_65808243)

Recommended 2 times

There is an exception for fingerprints
though.  Given people are lazy and use
thumbprints for their password on iPhones,
there you go.

... 

[new]
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(/user/dewtx) dewtx (/user/dewtx) BobTheHappyDinosaur

Mar 14 · 04:16:40 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808412#comment_65808412)

Recommended 7 times

Except if you power down your iPhone/iPad,
you have to physically enter your iPhone’s
pin code/password upon restart—your
fingerprint scan won’t work in that case. So
make sure your iPhone is powered down
upon entering or leaving the US—or just
leave it at home (or get a burner phone), if
you can.



(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/use dewtx

Mar 14 · 05:39:16 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808693#comment_65808693)

Recommended 4 times

Funny thing us, having a burner phone
actually looks suspicious...they get you either
way on this. The very existence of
smartphones is kind of a personal privacy
timebomb, ever waiting to go off....

... 

(/user/dewtx)

[new]


dewtx (/user/dewtx) Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 05:58:33 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808793#comment_65808793)

Recommended 19 times

My wife, my grown daughter, and I will
be spending a week in Jamaica in July and I
am leaving my iPhone and iPad at home and
will bring only a couple of paperback books
to read and my old digital camera. I’ll be
giving my relatives and close friends the
phone number of the resort in case they
need to reach us for some reason. A week
away from media and Trump will be a
rum-infused blessing.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) dewtx

Mar 14 · 06:55:50 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809196#comment_65809196)

Recommended 6 times

Smart.

Smart people don’t need smart devices.



(/user/dewtx)

[new]


dewtx (/user/dewtx) G2geek

Mar 14 · 12:01:11 PM (/comments/1643059

/65812807#comment_65812807)

Smart devices do have their place. I like my
iPhone and my iPad Mini a lot. My iPad Mini
particularly is very convenient for
reading/commenting on DKos from the
comfort of my comfy chair, and most
importantly for video chatting over FaceTime
with my grandson when he needs help with
his 9th grade Algebra/English/Biology
/Geography (he knows Grandpa is a
pushover when he says “Could you help me
p-l-e-a-s-e Popo?”) How can you ever say no
to that? Plus it’s always nice to see him, even
over video.

So technology is great and has its place. But
not on my get-away-from-it-all-for-a-week
vacation.
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Recommended 3 times

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 06:55:24 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809191#comment_65809191)

Recommended 11 times

“The very existence of smartphones is kind of
a personal privacy timebomb, ever waiting to
go off.”

Right on.  Exactly right.

As for “burners” being “suspicious,” the
answer to that is, “In case lost or stolen while
traveling.”

I don’t have a mobile in the first place
(because see first sentence), so, no
problemo.

“Why don’t you have a cellphone?”

“Because when I’m at home or work I have
landlines, and I refuse to give in to the
culture of distracted driving.”

Or if you want to get cheeky, “Because I don’t
feel like paying hundreds of dollars a year for
more surveillance, when I can get all the
surveillance I want from the alphabets for my
taxpayer’s dollars.”

Or if you’re me and in the mood to be
terribly frank about it, “Because these things
are connected to AIs, which in my religion
are golems, and it is not permissible to feed
golems.”



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) BobTheHappyDinosaur

Mar 14 · 06:47:59 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809141#comment_65809141)

Fingerprints are physical evidence, not
testimonial evidence.

Physical evidence is not subject to 5th A right
to refuse.

Ditto breath & blood as for intoxication
testing for DUI.

Ditto DNA, which I want to see overturned
because “source code to your body including
your brain thus your mind.”

Now here’s a nightmare for you:

What are your brain waves?  Are they
testimonial because they are arguably
identical with your thoughts?  Or are they
physical because they are a trace that can be
detected with an instrument (EEG)?

With progress in neuroscience and AI, it
becomes increasingly possible to determine
what a person is thinking, from electrical
signals that can be picked up on the surface
of their scalp.  See also “P3 evoked potential”
for an example.

So: 

Does recording and interpreting your brain
activity during questioning constitute taking
testimony against your will?  Or does it
“merely” constitute “another” form of
physical evidence that can be taken without
your consent?

Upon this question hinges the entirety of
your personhood vis-a-vis not only the state
but employers and others.

Because if your brain waves are ruled to be
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Recommended 8 times

“physical evidence,” that’s the end of your 5th
A rights, and the rest of your rights to the
integrity of your own thoughts: you become,
effectively, an object.

Only if your brain waves are ruled to be
“testimonial” and entirely immune to search,
does your personhood have standing, at all.

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) Rumaikiya

Mar 14 · 08:50:39 AM (/comments/1643059

/65810407#comment_65810407)

Recommended 9 times

I already feel like I’m living in Nazi USA,  and I’m
neither Muslim nor a POC.



(/user/joeschmeaux)

[new]


joeschmeaux (/user/joeschmeaux) Anna Lemma

Mar 13 · 11:03:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65807738#comment_65807738)

Recommended 4 times

I'm not sure about mailing it, as they might intercept it, and
they'd be on the lookout for packages from people traveling
without phones. I think the best thing would be to travel with a
throwaway android with its own email addy, totally encrypted,
with multiple ridiculously long passwords, that the government
would have to spend many hours to crack. Perhaps it could be
a great way to troll them depending on what you put on it for
them to find.

I think it's probably safest not to put anything you don't want
others to see on any phone, period. But fukkk donald trump
for making it so.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Anna Lemma

Mar 13 · 11:20:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65807812#comment_65807812)

Recommended 22 times

Better yet, bring no devices, and if asked for social media
passwords, reply “I don’t use any of that crap.”

Really: we have got to get over this “device addiction” because
it is the Achilles’ Heel by which Big Brother and the Gestapo are
putting the torque to us. 



(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) Anna Lemma

Mar 14 · 06:31:26 AM (/comments/1643059/65809026#comment_65809026)

Recommended 6 times

I’m not traveling internationally this year, but the husband is,
and I’m suddenly grateful he has a 10 year old clamshell phone
that doesn’t even have the capability of more than texting,
phone calls, and a basic calendar. 



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) catwho

Mar 14 · 08:54:01 AM (/comments/1643059

/65810459#comment_65810459)

I’m too embarrassed to travel internationally this
year.  I’d have to wear a sandwich-board sign that
reads: “I didn’t vote for Trump.”
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Recommended 6 times

(/user/Wary Idealist)

[new]


Wary Idealist (/user/ ellpeecee

Mar 14 · 05:34:06 PM (/comments/1643059

/65816468#comment_65816468)

Recommended 2 times

Change the phrase to “Part of the Resistance”
and you may even get free beers.

... 

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellp Wary Idealist

Mar 14 · 08:50:07 PM (/comments/1643059

/65818587#comment_65818587)

Recommended 0 times

Good idea!

... 

(/user/Reva Madison)

[new]


Reva Madison (/user/Reva Madi Anna Lemma

Mar 14 · 09:08:07 AM (/comments/1643059/65810597#comment_65810597)

Recommended 3 times

It is good advice to use a Tracphone anytime. Its cheap, easy,
and works almost anywhere.  I dont get paying hundreds of
dollars for a phone, and almost as much for monthly
payments, as It cost me for a year with Tracphone.  Of course I
dont walk around with my nose in it, 24/7.  Its a PHONE, not
your brother.

... 

(/user/bryduck)

[new]


bryduck (/user/bryduck) Reva Madison

Mar 14 · 10:16:30 AM (/comments/1643059

/65811273#comment_65811273)

Recommended 4 times

You have your nose in your brother 24/7? That’s . . .
odd.



(/user/luxemburger)

[new]


luxemburger (/user/luxemburger) Anna Lemma

Mar 14 · 09:43:18 AM (/comments/1643059/65810950#comment_65810950)

Recommended 3 times

I will be heading back from Europe to see family in the U.S.
soon , having not set foot in the U.S. for 6 years. I can hardly
wait...I don’t fit a particular profile, except a graying retiree, but
I expect my 6 year  absence to set off alarms.

I plan to carry a cheap phone with no social media access, and
no laptop, and I will mail my passwords ahead to destination.
Mine are randomly generated 16 character passwords and I
have no idea what they are (generated and managed in a
software app; wrote them down and mailed them to family in
the U.S.), if BCP asks for email or media access I won’t be able
to comply...wonder how long they will keep me before giving
up. 



(/user/ruscle)

[new]


ruscle (/user/ruscle) subir

Mar 13 · 10:56:03 PM (/comments/1643059/65807697#comment_65807697)

This is why you shouldn't give your passwords to them.  

From Mother Jones (http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2017/03/donald-
trump-border-patrol-corruption-use-force)
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Recommended 31 times

According to leaked internal memos (http://i2.cdn.turner.com
/cnn/2017/images/03/07/cbp-memo.pdf) from Acting
Commissioner Kevin McAleenan, first reported by Foreign Policy
(http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/02/25/trump-administration-
seeks-to-loosen-hiring-requirements-to-beef-up-border-patrol/),
CBP has requested approval to ease its stringent hiring
standards, which include background investigations and
polygraph exams mandated by Congress in 2010 after the
misconduct allegations came to light. The polygraphs are
particularly unpopular; according to a former DHS official, they
were "insanely cumbersome" and a reason why the agency has
trouble recruiting.

James Tomsheck, who headed CBP internal affairs during the last
hiring surge, thinks that's nonsense. [snip]

He points to 2012, when he began requesting a scientific review
of 1,000 randomly selected polygraph exams given to people
after they had cleared a background investigation. More than
half of them failed it, and the majority gave detailed
admissions about why: Some were involved in smuggling,
and others had committed felony crimes. But "the most
hair-raising of it," says Tomsheck, is that some were
"infiltrators"—people who worked for criminal organizations
and were told to seek employment at CBP. For Tomsheck, it
confirmed what he long suspected: that background
investigations weren't enough on their own. (In 2014, the agency
removed Tomsheck from internal affairs. He claims, as have his
supporters (http://cironline.org/reports/removal-border-agencys-
internal-affairs-chief-raises-alarms-6443) inside the agency, that
he was pushed out for being too aggressive in going after
corruption and calling for meaningful reforms.)

emphisis mine.  

(/user/Dr Moreau)

[new]


Dr Moreau (/user/Dr Moreau) ruscle

Mar 14 · 10:28:23 AM (/comments/1643059/65811413#comment_65811413)

Recommended 5 times

Wow.  Well, it makes sense…  If someone is trying to smuggle something
into the country, no better way than having a friend in the CBP.  For
people that supposedly care so much about the “war on drugs” it sure
seems like they’re not serious about having or using the right tools to
stop them from coming into the country.



(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) Apprenticegeezer

Mar 13 · 07:42:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65806364#comment_65806364)

Recommended 19 times

Not just Muslims.



(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfe PJEvans

Mar 13 · 07:44:21 PM (/comments/1643059/65806377#comment_65806377)

Recommended 6 times

True.

... 

(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfe PJEvans

Mar 13 · 08:01:03 PM (/comments/1643059/65806527#comment_65806527)

Like this — 

... 
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Recommended 38 times

On January 31, an engineer from NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory was pulled into additional screening upon his return
to the U.S. after a two-week vacation in Chile. Despite being
cleared by the Global Entry program, Sidd Bikkannavar received
an "X" on his customs form. He is not Muslim, and he is not from
any of the seven countries named in President Trump's original
"travel ban" executive order (http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-
news/trump-signs-two-executive-orders-expands-power-military-
extreme-vetting-n713336). Half his family comes from India but
he was born and raised in California.

Bikkannavar was brought into a closed room and told to hand
over his phone and passcode. He paid particular notice to the
form CBP handed him which explained it had the right to copy
the contents of the phone, and that the penalty for refusal was
"detention."

"I didn't know if that meant detention of the phone or me and I
didn't want to find out," said Bikkannavar. He tried to refuse but
the officer repeatedly demanded the PIN. Eventually he
acquiesced.

"Once they had that, they had everything," Bikkannavar said.
That access allowed CBP officers to review the backend of his
social media accounts, work emails, call and text history, photos
and other apps. He had expected security might physically search
any travelers for potential weapons but accessing his digital data
felt different. "Your whole digital life is on your phone."

It’s like that Oliver Stone advert.

(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) Crimson Quillfeather

Mar 13 · 08:45:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65806843#comment_65806843)

Recommended 44 times

I travel between Canada and the US frequently due to the fact that my
family lives in Canada. Next time I intend to only take a burner phone
with me, and to have the number of an ACLU lawyer written in
unwashable marker on the inside of my arm.

Because these are the times we live in now. Christ, what a country. 



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) CyberMindGrrl

Mar 13 · 09:53:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65807351#comment_65807351)

Recommended 26 times

I imagine that they’re expecting this and will eventually ask for
people’s social media accounts and passwords that they can
log into from computers. If they’re really diligent they can find
out what accounts you have using government databases. I’m
quite sure that most of us already have FBI files detailing every
account we’ve ever created online, even if we haven’t used it in
years. So, even without a phone on you linked to your
accounts, they can list them off to you and force you to give
them your passwords. And since you’re in a transit area, you
might not even be allowed to call the ACLU.

Be ready for some seriously scary shit to come down soon.
Trump and his top people are 100% authoritarian bullies and
sadists and they DO intend to turn all arms of law enforcement
and national security into their own private Gestapo. They are
quite prepared, even eager, to destroy every last one of our
rights and liberties to gain maximum power. It’s what they live
for, more so than money or fame I believe. These people are
fascists.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) kovie

Mar 13 · 11:30:59 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807848#comment_65807848)
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Recommended 25 times

Just.

Dare.

Them.

“I don’t have social media accounts.  That stuff is for
(snotty kids / old farts) (as the case may be).”

They might let you sit & stew for an hour and come
back and say “I don’t believe you,” and then it’s their
word against yours in the game of brinksmanship. 
Just keep repeating, “I don’t have social media
accounts,” and that’s that.

They can’t prove that you do, unless they are wiling to
disclose sources & methods, which they are almost
never willing to do.

Don’t give up.

Don’t give in.

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar G2geek

Mar 13 · 11:45:19 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807896#comment_65807896)

Recommended 12 times

I actually don’t have any social media
accounts.  At least not Facer or Twitbook. 
Now, maybe Daily Kos counts.  Heck, even
having a DK account is probably grounds for
immediate, indefinite detention.

... 

(/user/Penguinn)

[new]


Penguinn (/user/Pen gharlane

Mar 14 · 02:18:58 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808220#comment_65808220)

Recommended 10 times

At least high on the suspect list.

All I’ve got is Linkedin — and there is really
nothing about me there. They keep hounding
me to list my education, but I won’t even do
that.

I really don’t understand putting all manner
of private info into any databases. There is
enough of that over which we have no
control to add to it by voluntarily putting
stuff out there.

... 

(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) Penguinn

Mar 14 · 06:33:50 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809035#comment_65809035)

Recommended 4 times

That’s a good idea — my LinkedIn is the lone
social media account that uses my real
name, and its the only one I keep scrubbed
free of anything but business as a result. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) gharlane

Mar 14 · 07:56:03 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809743#comment_65809743)

I don’t either, IMHO they are golem-feeds in
a bad way.

DK is not “social media.”  It’s political media. 
But so are the Sunday pundit shows, so:  “Do
you use any social media?”  “No, that’s for
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Recommended 6 times

(snotty kids / old farts).” or, “Do you use any
political media?” “No, I watch them, on
Sunday morning, but I’ve never been on TV
myself. I think I’d be too shy to go on TV.”

If they say "do you use any blogs,” the
answer is “No, I don’t,” because the word you
heard him say was “drugs.”

If they say “do you have any blogs,” the
answer is “No, I don’t,” because you heard
him say “bugs” as in, a cold or a flu.

The point of all of this is:

To be just a wee bit ditzy and not quite
understand the questions, whereby either a)
they give up or b) they ask you very
specifically if you engage in any sort of
writing on the internet. 

If the latter, then the response is “I write
letters to editors, which is my First
Amendment right,” and if they ask for
anything more specific about what you write
or which editors you write to, the reply is “I’m
sorry but I don’t have to tell you anything
about my political opinions, my religion, or
who I voted for.” 

Now if they try to press it further, you can
threaten to raise one hell of a super-duper
lawsuit over it, and despite the fact that
borders are legal gray zones, there’s a damn
good chance that they will recognize that you
will stir up exactly the kind of publicity they
do not want, and that will make them drop it
right on the spot. 

And the same case obtains for questions
about your religion, and you can even quote
Republicans about freedom of religion. 
“President Trump is very clear about his
support for religious freedom, so by asking
these questions you are violating the
administration’s own policies.”

Now consider Rosa Parks.

She was just another random citizen who got
sick of being bossed around on buses
because she’s black.  So at some point she
decided enough was enough.  And she made
revolution, in the courts, which is the best
way to make revolution aside from at the
voting booth.

She wasn’t somebody extraordinary whose
speeches rang out over a huge audience in
Washington and were carried on TV.  She
was just an American, and you and I are just
Americans. 

There comes a time when you have to stand
up and say this far but no further.  Each
person has to find that in their own
conscience.  For me the bright red line is
when someone with coercive power starts
asking about my political opinions or about
my religion.  I’ll be happy to proselytize for
either, but I will not be subjected to any sort
of coercion about either.

Find that place in your conscience and draw
whatever lines you find are appropriate for
your principles.  You will be surprised at the
type and degree of strength this produces.

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar G2geek

Mar 14 · 12:36:38 PM (/comments/1643059

/65813238#comment_65813238)

... 
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Recommended 8 times

One correction: Rosa Parks was not “just
another random citizen.” She was part of the
movement, and had been long before she
refused to give up her seat. Nor was she the
first to take that action, having been
preceded by Bayard Rustin, Irene Morgan,
Sarah Louise Keys, Claudette Colvin, Aurelia
Browder, Susie McDonald, and Mary Louise
Smith. Hers was a conscious act of civil
disobedience. She had been active in the civil
rights movement for 12 years before her
action.  She was secretary of the
Montgomery chapter of the NAACP at the
time and had been for quite a while, in which
capacity she had investigated the kidnapping
and gang rape of Recy Taylor by six white
men.  She had been trained in activism at the
Highlander Folk School where she was
mentored by Septima Clark. In a 2005 NYT
obituary, she said “My resisting being
mistreated on the bus did not begin with that
particular arrest...I did a lot of walking in
Montgomery."

To some extent, we are all “just another
random citizen.” But not all of us are
committed activists.  Rosa Parks was one,
and it’s about time we were aware of and
honored her entire life of activism.

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:27:43 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808998#comment_65808998)

Recommended 2 times

I’m sure that they can find this out. I’d rather
not know, but I doubt they don’t already
know what we do online.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) kovie

Mar 14 · 08:05:47 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809866#comment_65809866)

Perhaps, but whether they want to effectively
disclose sources & methods by admitting as
much, remains to be seen. 

I’m betting they don’t want to go there.

So then they have to do one of three things:

a) Let you enter the US.  No problemo.

b) Put you on a plane back to where you
came from.  As soon as you get there, pick
up the phone and call your lawyer in the US.

c)  Haul you off to detention.  Now at that
point, if they don’t let you call your lawyer,
your lawyer (who you will have told in
advance to start looking for you if you don’t
call by X time and date) will start raising
mighty hell about your status. 

And if the thing that got you hauled off was
your refusal to answer a question that was
specifically about your political opinions,
then that is going to raise a stink from here
to Heaven and back, with the kind of
publicity that will hurt the Regime bigtime,
and a legal case that will rapidly hit the
Supreme Court. 

And I would bet you the downpayment on a
house in San Francisco, that you’ll win. 
Because this Court has been so expansive
about free speech rights in particular, that
the obvious use of coercive force to
effectively intimidate your 1st Amendment
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Recommended 7 times

rights will not stand.

One more thing: they can’t “disappear” you
over this, and when your lawyer submits a
writ of Habeas Corpus to the judge, they will
have to bring you before the judge.  Who will
almost certainly set you free on the spot and
give Customs one hell of an earful.  Sitting in
court and hearing that, will make it all
worthwhile, even more so when it’s reported
in the media the following day.

If we don’t fight, we won’t win.

These are things worth fighting for.

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) G2geek

Mar 14 · 08:13:25 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809934#comment_65809934)

Recommended 6 times

Most people crossing over for a quick trip
aren’t thinking about all this and may not
even have a lawyer. You’re right that most
people would probably win in the end, but at
considerable cost to themselves, their
families, their careers, and their mental
health, and are thus not willing to go through
this and will likely just give them what they
want. I’m pretty sure that I wouldn’t, but
that’s me, and I don’t have as much to lose as
some others. I’m at the point where I’d
welcome such abuse, and be willing to rot in
a cell for a few days just to be able to show
them up in the end. But, again, most people
are not, and they know and are exploiting
this to sow terror. Literally everything Trump
accused others of, he’s 100% guilty of,
including promoting terrorism.



(/user/Dunvegan)

[new]


Dunvegan (/user/Du G2geek

Mar 15 · 10:25:18 AM (/comments/1643059

/65822743#comment_65822743)

Hello, Geek...Infosec nerds like us might
consider putting together a quick
reference/bullet-point guideline to advise
people on what their rights are in regards to
information privacy involving border
enforcement.

As in: What exactly their rights are. What the
present law says. What is happening when
you are challenged at the border and how to
deal with this.

What they must, by law, reveal...and what
they may decline.

What legal protections they can dependently
rely on when suddenly confronted about
their account access in that situation.

I.e.: A strategy sheet.

A card/sheet they can refer the TSA agent to
that presents and elucidates the present law,
a spectrum of possible responses and the
actions for them to expect in each
circumstance.

People need something they can print out
prior to travel and carry with them for quick
reference.

We do have some talent around here.

G2geek, I know you have considerable
expertise in information security and I have
25+ years in Infosec as a CISSP and
consultant. There must be a “basket” of we

... 
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Recommended 0 times

nerds, and I’m guessing some lawyers in this
joint.

I hold certification to act as an “expert
witness” in court, but IANAL. I’ve advised
departments in the Judicial branch of gov’t
on Infosec, and I’ve worked with both the FBI
and the DoJ on federal cases, and as a sworn
advisor and evidence authority. I’ve been a
speaker at both the “hacker” DefCon
convention, and the “alphabet agency”
infosec advisory gathering “InfoWarCon.”

So I have experience in how the “Alphabets”
and law enforcement approach enactment of
search and seizure/probable cause/et. al.
laws, and how privacy advocates fight against
privacy encroachment when it comes to
technology and data.

But since IANAL and I am limited in some
activities due to disability, I’d really welcome
some input from tech activists like (for
example) the folks at the EFF (Electronic
Freedom Foundation) and anyone else that is
concerned and immersed in this battle at
present.

Especially it would be good for travelers to
have advice from privacy advocates that are
familiar with technology and
Federal/international information privacy law

Would it be of any help to put together a
“strategy sheet” for dealing with the TSA and
Border Security involving travelers
(native-born US citizens, naturalized US
citizens, foreign passengers, et. al.) as to
their rights regarding
electronic/communication device privacy and
border crossing via US Customs?

I’d love to work with any interested parties
(and others with contributing expertise) on a
project like this.

Those of us with experience in the capricious
nature of executing law enforcement on
technology privacy are going to need to get
in front of every erosion of our
rights.certification.

How a law applies to a given technology is
very often over the heads of those who are
tasked with enforcement, and this nescience
is frequently true from the street up the
entire chain of command.

As is so commonly seen, law-keepers can’t
keep up with the nexus of law and
technology. Nor can the folks on the street or
the beat reliably sort out an illegal state-
treasonous computer crime from a legal
state-of-the-art contraption.

It’s certainly not expect that the average
flustered citizen traveler will know all their
rights from the various capricious TSA
wrongs.

Considering the break-neck speed of the
issuance of confusing Executive Orders being
handed down, and that (in my experience)
even judges need substantial education in
the courtroom of how laws (both new and
old) map onto emerging technologies...we
need to simplify and translate the tech and
the law into a simple every-day reference
form.

People are going to need all the “at hand”
help they can get to navigate this
encroaching madness.

[new]
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(/user/blugrlnrdst) blugrlnrdst (/user/blugrlnrdst) CyberMindGrrl

Mar 13 · 11:25:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65807829#comment_65807829)

Recommended 3 times

I will be traveling overseas this summer.  Someone on another
post suggested fedexing personal phone and laptop back
home and having only a burner phone.  I’m totally going to do
this.



(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/user/Alic blugrlnrdst

Mar 14 · 05:52:01 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808764#comment_65808764)

Recommended 1 time

Do you “look like a Muslim”? It appears that this is all
aimed at young men (and women travelling with
them) whose appearance or name seems muslim-y in
some way. If they went around treating “white”
“christian” people like this there’d be hell to pay.

... 

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/u Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 02:04:07 PM (/comments/1643059

/65814255#comment_65814255)

Recommended 2 times

Well, except for the people who are white
and Christian, like, oh... that middle-aged
Australian children’s book author? Or the
van-load of church volunteers?

So, no, it’s not all aimed at Muslims. When
the restraints are lifted, you will always get
someone being a bully just because they can.

... 

(/user/blugrlnrdst)

[new]


blugrlnrdst (/user/bl Canadian Reader

Mar 15 · 01:51:28 AM (/comments/1643059

/65819804#comment_65819804)

Recommended 0 times

I have visa stamps in my passport from
Muslim countries.  I’m sure some Trump
loving CBP agent would consider that reason
enough to pull me aside for questioning.  I’m
not taking any chances.  Shit has gotten real.

... 

(/user/DrJohninDC)

[new]


DrJohninDC (/user/DrJohninDC) CyberMindGrrl

Mar 14 · 12:13:17 PM (/comments/1643059/65812946#comment_65812946)

Recommended 1 time

Better still — join the ACLU and keep their card in your wallet
(along with the indelible marker phone number on your arm).



(/user/bumpa)

[new]


bumpa (/user/bumpa) Crimson Quillfeather

Mar 13 · 09:28:45 PM (/comments/1643059/65807176#comment_65807176)

Recommended 10 times

Raises the question; What if you don’t happen to own a cellphone (I
don’t)?   Will they allow me to go out and buy one to hand over? 



(/user/JeffW)

[new]


JeffW (/user/JeffW) bumpa

Mar 13 · 10:28:51 PM (/comments/1643059/65807543#comment_65807543)
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Recommended 7 times

What if you own a flip phone, and don’t participate in social
media?

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Merc JeffW

Mar 13 · 10:43:04 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807630#comment_65807630)

Recommended 9 times

That’s me.  All they’d find on my phone is phone calls,
mostly to my sister, doctors, and for campground
reeservations.  My phone doesn’t have a password!

... 

(/user/JeffW)

[new]


JeffW (/user/JeffW) Mercy Ormont

Mar 14 · 02:02:52 PM (/comments/1643059

/65814246#comment_65814246)

Recommended 0 times

Same here.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) bumpa

Mar 13 · 11:32:13 PM (/comments/1643059/65807857#comment_65807857)

Recommended 3 times

I don’t either.  Why should I spend all that money for a
personal surveillance device when I get the same “services”
from the alphabets “free” for my tax dollars?



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Crimson Quillfeather

Mar 13 · 11:27:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65807839#comment_65807839)

Recommended 6 times

He’s Indian, which is the same thing as far as racists are concerned.

And the test for that is really simple: does the person’s last name have
more than ten letters?



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) G2geek

Mar 13 · 11:46:47 PM (/comments/1643059/65807901#comment_65807901)

Recommended 1 time

Or are the first two letters of either name “Ak...”



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Apprenticegeezer

Mar 13 · 11:17:43 PM (/comments/1643059/65807800#comment_65807800)

Recommended 11 times

All it’s going to take is the statistical data to show that Muslims are being
disproportionately targeted, and there’s going to be one hell of a lawsuit, and it’s almost a
guaranteed win all the way to the top.  Yes even with a Trumpie on the Court, because
precedent still counts for something.

And as for people being questioned about their religion, the answer to that is “I am not
going to answer that question,” dig in your heels, get a lawyer, and let the Trumpists in the
Customs & Border Service discover how hot things will get for them once they step over
that line.

Sooner or later, C&BS is going to ask “what is your religion?” to someone who is
reasonably young, wealthy, legally savvy, and unwilling to tolerate that bullshit, and then
it’s “game on!”
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(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) G2geek

Mar 13 · 11:47:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65807904#comment_65807904)

Recommended 1 time

Compiling those statistical data could be kind of a bear, though….



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) gharlane

Mar 14 · 06:27:49 AM (/comments/1643059/65808999#comment_65808999)

Recommended 1 time

FOIA request and a show-cause order if they refuse.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) G2geek

Mar 14 · 12:15:43 PM (/comments/1643059/65812977#comment_65812977)

Recommended 0 times

Assuming they document it at all.



(/user/happyshadow)

[new]


happyshadow (/user/happyshadow) Apprenticegeezer

Mar 14 · 12:34:42 AM (/comments/1643059/65808046#comment_65808046)

Recommended 0 times

The same intent for mexican immigrants as well. They never really gave up on the idea of
“self-deportation”.



(/user/DocG)

[new]


DocG (/user/DocG) Mar 13 · 06:36:22 PM (/comments/1643059/65805812#comment_65805812)

Recommended 73 times

It's disturbing how enthusiastic they are. Fuck them. I am writing my senators now.

(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfeather) DocG

Mar 13 · 07:02:49 PM (/comments/1643059/65806038#comment_65806038)

Recommended 38 times

Their enthusiasm is frightening. The banality participation. 



(/user/FarWestGirl)

[new]


FarWestGirl (/user/FarWestGirl) Crimson Quillfeather

Mar 13 · 07:13:03 PM (/comments/1643059/65806114#comment_65806114)
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Recommended 110 times

(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) Crimson Quillfeather

Mar 13 · 07:56:47 PM (/comments/1643059/65806481#comment_65806481)

Recommended 37 times

I used to work in security — most of the officers were wanna-be cops.

I’m guessing border patrol officers are the same.



(/user/JamieH)

[new]


JamieH (/user/JamieH) Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 10:27:01 PM (/comments/1643059/65807535#comment_65807535)

Recommended 25 times

Sounds more like they are wanna be Nazis. 
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(/user/Progressive Dastard)[new]


Progressive Dastard (/user/Progressive Dastard) DocG

Mar 13 · 07:16:31 PM (/comments/1643059/65806143#comment_65806143)

Recommended 29 times

Hitler’s willing executioners.



(/user/Colonel Mustard)

[new]


Colonel Mustard (/user/Colonel Mustard) DocG

Mar 13 · 07:33:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65806297#comment_65806297)

Recommended 43 times

All it takes are a few real psychopaths and the rest will follow like sheep.  This is the
Stanford Prison Experiment (https://www.psychologistworld.com/influence_personality
/stanfordprison.php) in real life. 

Although the intent of the experiment was to examine captivity, its result
has been used to demonstrate the impressionability and obedience of
people when provided with a legitimizing ideology and social and
institutional support. It is also used to illustrate cognitive dissonance
theory and the power of seniority/authority.



(/user/jan4insight)

[new]


jan4insight (/user/jan4insight) Colonel Mustard

Mar 13 · 09:09:51 PM (/comments/1643059/65807026#comment_65807026)

Recommended 24 times

I just referenced that experiment in the diary about the Canadian church group
that was turned back at the border.

Another relevant experiment from around the same time was the Milgram
obedience experiment. Interestingly, both experiments produced such horrifying
behavior from their subject that neither has been repeated.

Until now. We’re living in a goddamn Zimbardo/Milgram experiment! Gah.



(/user/praesepe)

[new]


praesepe (/user/praesepe) jan4insight

Mar 13 · 10:17:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65807491#comment_65807491)

Recommended 12 times

www.dailykos.com/...Trumpism, Milgram, and Stochastic Terrorism
(http://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/8/10/1558676/-Trumpism-
Milgram-Stochastic-Terrorism)
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(/user/Olds88)

[new]


Olds88 (/user/Olds88) Colonel Mustard

Mar 13 · 10:58:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65807710#comment_65807710)

Recommended 7 times

I worry that if trump winds up near impeachment, he may entice his followers to
pick up their guns with promises of immunity and visions of power. There are a
lot of authoritarians out there who would just love permission to go wild.



(/user/johnel)

[new]


johnel (/user/johnel) Olds88

Mar 14 · 06:15:12 AM (/comments/1643059/65808900#comment_65808900)

Recommended 7 times

And most of them will wet their pants when we shoot back.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Huma johnel

Mar 14 · 02:45:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65814721#comment_65814721)

Recommended 2 times

Oh snap!

(or maybe I should say ... snapp? Tee Hee)

... 

(/user/AnnieR)

[new]


AnnieR (/user/AnnieR) DocG Mar 13 · 07:53:56 PM (/comments/1643059/65806458#comment_65806458)

Recommended 13 times

Just did the same thing — wrote my senators.  I live in GA.  I’ll get a response about how
wonderful trump is, no doubt.



(/user/EducatetheMasses)

[new]


EducatetheMasses (/user/EducatetheMasses) AnnieR

Mar 13 · 08:12:34 PM (/comments/1643059/65806628#comment_65806628)

Recommended 14 times

Send it to Carter’s grandson.  Maybe he can use it in his next campaign.



(/user/Reva Madison)

[new]


Reva Madison (/user/Reva Madison) DocG

Mar 14 · 09:19:29 AM (/comments/1643059/65810679#comment_65810679)

Recommended 0 times

Lots of luck if they are Republicans. they are the problem.



(/user/Rich in PA)

[new]


Rich in PA (/user/Rich in PA) Mar 13 · 06:44:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65805895#comment_65805895)

Recommended 36 times

I’m not clear about what the ACLU’s response has been besides publicizing the abuses.  Have they
filed any lawsuits on behalf of the victims yet?  

(/user/TRPChicago)

[new]


TRPChicago (/user/TRPChicago) Rich in PA

Mar 13 · 07:18:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65806165#comment_65806165)

Recommended 14 times

I don't know, but early on, you need a good, solid, compelling case on the facts … and in
this day and age, in a forum that is likely to be fair. Those factors are more important than
rushing to judgment.
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(/user/subir)

[new]


subir (/user/subir) TRPChicago

Mar 13 · 07:39:38 PM (/comments/1643059/65806335#comment_65806335)

Recommended 32 times

The 4th amendment issues are particularly fraught at the border, I thought the
article did a decent job covering it. There’s a Supreme court case in the making
here since this touches on pretty fundamental expectations around privacy. It’s
probably going to hinge on whether there’s a reasonable basis to search the
individual, or whether they’re profiling.



(/user/Rich in PA)

[new]


Rich in PA (/user/Rich in PA) subir

Mar 13 · 07:50:10 PM (/comments/1643059/65806423#comment_65806423)

Recommended 5 times

Even I could win this one in the Supreme Court, I suspect.   



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) Rich in PA

Mar 13 · 07:59:36 PM (/comments/1643059/65806506#comment_65806506)

Recommended 10 times

I don’t have much faith in SCOTUS.

And, I imagine, I’ll have even less faith in it by the time Trump is
out of office.



(/user/getfuzzy)

[new]


getfuzzy (/user/getfuzzy) Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 09:22:59 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807129#comment_65807129)

Recommended 5 times

I have some faith in it now, look at the Virginia
gerrymandering vote. But once NG is in, all bets are
off...



(/user/TRPChicago)

[new]


TRPChicago (/user/TRPChicago) Rich in PA

Mar 13 · 08:24:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65806710#comment_65806710)

I’m concerned that Republican scholars believe — with some
justice as many non-conservative law profs will concede
— that “privacy” is a made-up concept, confabulated from the
interstices of several amendments but never expressed as
such in the Constitution. As such, it is a more fragile in
application than liberals want to admit. As in
(http://www.patheos.com/blogs/dispatches/2016/07
/01/conservatives-suddenly-discover-a-right-to-privacy/):

“There is no right to privacy, no generalized
right to privacy,” the late Justice Antonin Scalia
announced in a 2012 interview. When
interviewer Chris Wallace pointed out that the
Supreme Court said otherwise in Griswold,
Scalia replied “indeed it did, and that was —
that was wrong.”

Griswold was the landmark case that recognized a right to
privacy and struck down Connecticut’s law banning
contraception. One legal scholar
(http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/whats-
wrong-with-rights/) has argued that:
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Recommended 14 times

We tend to throw down rights as if they were
absolute trumps. But they are not, and must be
measured against competing rights, values,
and obligations.

There’s the rub when it comes to basing “bans”, enhanced
vetting and border checks on national security and
immigration. These are clusters of powers where there are
strong competing interests, where presidents are classically
given considerable (though certainly not limitless) latitude.

When that ninth justice comes aboard, a privacy case on
border controls may not be a slam dunk. Still, it may be made
harder to defend, depending on the guidelines and amount of
discretion that Homeland Security, Border Patrol and TSA
people are given to stop, seize, challenge, incarcerate and
deprive people (especially US citizens) of consulting with
counsel.

I suspect this will be an area a SCOTUS majority will be inclined
to decide case-by-case rather than declaring Trump’s EO
violates a broad Constitutional right to privacy.

(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/Cybe TRPChicago

Mar 13 · 08:56:49 PM (/comments/1643059

/65806922#comment_65806922)

Recommended 13 times

At what point does this cross into “Unreasonable
Search & Seizure” territory? I would assume that a
demand by border patrol agents to search your
phone and gain access to your entire digital world
would constitute a CLEAR violation of the 4th
Amendment. Does the Constitution not apply when
one is crossing the border? 

It’s going to take someone to stand up and fight this,
and most likely find themselves in “detention”
(whatever that means) for a long time while their case
winds its way through court. 

... 

(/user/TRPChicago)

[new]


TRPChicago (/user/TR CyberMindGrrl

Mar 13 · 09:17:33 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807092#comment_65807092)

Recommended 11 times

Yes, the Constitution applies (even to
non-citizens in many cases) but there is
plenty of flexibility. Reasonableness is indeed
the key, and that will vary depending on the
circumstances.

How long one can be detained without
counsel is also flexible. Delays in being
admitted to the country and ongoing travel
— while records are being consulted and
analyzed, for example — could take quite a
while. It’s the old question: how much
Process is Due?

This is a subject that cries out for rules, given
the sheer number of tourists, the burden on
courts in the busiest border crossings and
the variety of individualized situations that
will confront the most able and
efficient border enforcement officers.

An attorney with recent experience in this
area would be more able to respond to your
concerns than I can.

... 

[new]
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(/user/G2geek) G2geek (/user/G2geek) CyberMindGrrl

Mar 13 · 11:51:36 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807916#comment_65807916)

Recommended 7 times

Yes, that’s what I mean when I say, someone
who is young, rich, has a lawyer standing by,
and will not tolerate any bullshit.

S/he will be someone who is willing to sit in a
cell for as long as it takes for this thing to
wind its way through the courts.

And s/he will become one hell of a public
human rights celebrity while this is going on,
a prisoner of conscience whose very
existence will be a permanent thorn in the
side of the Regime.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) TRPChicago

Mar 13 · 11:49:01 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807909#comment_65807909)

Recommended 8 times

Text of the 4th A, emphasis added:

“The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects,

 against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall
not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation,
and particularly describing the place to be searched,
and the persons or things to be seized.

Clearly the term “papers” did not mean “gift wrapping
papers” or “cigarette rolling papers” (cigarettes hadn’t
been invented yet), or even “writing papers,” but
rather, the writings that are written upon whatever
type of paper.

And just as clearly, the term “papers” would not have
meant “paper only,” but any medium upon which
something could be written, such as the chalkboards
that were common in professors’ offices and labs, and
any future medium of writing that might be used. 
(Originalists once tried to argue that wiretaps did not
require warrants because telephones hadn’t been
invented when the Constitution was written; this was
swiftly overruled and has long been settled law.)

Thus, “any medium” necessarily includes digital
storage media.

The problem arises here in that the national border
is a deliberate legal gray zone, where rights that
apply once “on US soil” are traditionally abrogated
freely.

However, one way to approach this might be to use
the FISA precedent, whereby lawful intercept
(“wiretap” broadly speaking) on US persons abroad is
also limited and requires a FISC warrant, same as if
the US persons are in domestic locations.



[a] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Fourth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution#cite_note-

2)

[2]”

(https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Fourth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution#cite_note-

3)
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(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/user/Alic TRPChicago

Mar 14 · 06:03:15 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808824#comment_65808824)

Recommended 1 time

To be fair to Scalia, though, he was far more
respectful of privacy when it came to traditional
issues of surveillance and such. His dismissal of
privacy as “made up” was entirely in the context of
reproductive rights cases.

... 

(/user/TRPChicago)

[new]


TRPChicago (/user/TR Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 08:10:33 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809906#comment_65809906)

Recommended 4 times

Yes. Conservatives apply the concept of
“privacy” flexibly, just as they do the concept
of "freedom."

... 

(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/use TRPChicago

Mar 14 · 10:41:07 AM (/comments/1643059

/65811571#comment_65811571)

Recommended 5 times

..and the one place they refuse to recognize
privacy is your private parts. No freedom
there!

... 

(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politica TRPChicago

Mar 14 · 06:18:11 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808926#comment_65808926)

Recommended 3 times

Surveillance is a key player in a fascist state.  Not only
does the state watch you, the neighbors and
co-workers do too.  That is what built up the frenzy in
the Red Scare in the 1950s.  

... 

(/user/Harper)

[new]


Harper (/user/Harper) politicalceci

Mar 14 · 01:35:00 PM (/comments/1643059

/65813940#comment_65813940)

Recommended 2 times

I remember being confused during the 50s
about all the “Communism” talk, and also
having to hide under my desk during a “fake”
drill.



(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/p Harper

Mar 14 · 02:02:07 PM (/comments/1643059

/65814238#comment_65814238)

In elementary school, I had to do “air raid”
drills in which my class had to do the same
thing.  They played the sound over the
intercom and the students quickly ducked
under the desk. The siren alert sound was
unmistakable. It was a stark reminder of the
Cold War and  the threat of nuclear war (á la
the TV movie, “The Day After Tomorrow”).

... 
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/Reva Madison)

[new]


Reva Madison (/user/Reva Madi Rich in PA

Mar 14 · 09:20:41 AM (/comments/1643059/65810698#comment_65810698)

Recommended 1 time

Well, maybe THIS month.  Next might be a problem, if this
dumb bunny gets on. 

... 

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadian Rea subir

Mar 13 · 08:37:37 PM (/comments/1643059/65806783#comment_65806783)

Recommended 13 times

..or whether they’re just targeting anyone and everyone, because now
they can… and some people really like being bullies.

... 

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) subir

Mar 13 · 10:00:01 PM (/comments/1643059/65807401#comment_65807401)

Recommended 10 times

It’s probably going to require some brave soul to refuse to hand over
any passwords or even account IDs, and be willing to be detained
indefinitely, until the ACLU takes it on, now that they have standing, for
wrongful detention and harassment, that can’t be willed away by
dropping all charges and releasing them.

But they probably know how long they can hold someone and how
badly they can abuse them before it gains them official standing. Plus,
as we all know, there are all sorts of ways for these thugs to justify
excessive force and rude behavior.

What will probably need to happen is for CBP to egregiously overstep its
bounds and a solid test case to emerge. But how many people are
willing to risk that, especially knowing that even if they’re detained and
abused, it’ll probably just barely fail to cross the threshold of legal
actionability?



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) kovie

Mar 13 · 11:57:13 PM (/comments/1643059/65807947#comment_65807947)

Recommended 4 times

All it’s going to take is ONE good case.

One American citizen who is young enough to not be subject to
torque based on job and family issues, wealthy enough to
afford a lawyer and the time in detention, and tough enough to
tough it out.

Chinese peasants with no education are building airplanes
from scratch, using scrap material:  www.bbc.com/…
(http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20170312-the-amazing-
flying-machines-of-chinese-farmers)

Some of them succeed and take to the skies.  Some of them die
trying.  All of them have the courage to at least try to get off
the ground.

Do we?

Do we have the courage to try?  The courage of our
convictions?  Even one American?  If we do, we will prevail and
we will win.  If we don’t, not even one of us, then we will get the
Regime we deserve.



(/user/alamancedem)

[new]


alamancedem (/user/alamanced kovie

Mar 14 · 04:32:07 AM (/comments/1643059/65808440#comment_65808440)

I mentioned it above but what will really help is for somone at
the border to get this recorded with their Mobile Justice app
(https://www.aclu.org/feature/aclu-apps-record-police-

... 
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Recommended 4 times

conduct).  The video uploads directly to the ACLU server so
even if they smash your phone the video is already in the wind.

(/user/Reva Madison)

[new]


Reva Madison (/user/Reva Madi kovie

Mar 14 · 09:24:11 AM (/comments/1643059/65810730#comment_65810730)

Recommended 4 times

I got stopped, exiting from The Hague, and asked to open my
camera???????  They apparently wanted to see if I had a bomb
in it.   I refused.  They made me sit while they loaded the plane,
and finally let me board.  I had a diplomatic passport, and that
is what probably save me from further abuse.  I had a half used
roll of film in it (1983), and some good pictures of museum
pieces.  I wasnt going to lose them from the light pollution. 

... 

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Reva Madison

Mar 14 · 09:39:17 AM (/comments/1643059

/65810905#comment_65810905)

Recommended 1 time

I’ve never had a problem with property searches in
public. I mean, it’s annoying and intrusive, but we’re
talking about devices that can kill dozens or more. I’m
originally from Israel and lived in NYC on 9/11 so this
is real to me.

Of course, opening up a camera seems too far. I
suppose that you could have wasted the rest of the
roll and wound it back, but luckily you didn’t have to.
I’ve faced similar hassles, but at customs, with agents
claiming that I was an electronics smuggler.

But it’s still vastly different from having to provide the
keys to a major portion of your digital life. That’s a
violation and quite creepy, that should HAVE to be
justified with a warrant based on specific probable
cause.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) subir

Mar 13 · 11:51:38 PM (/comments/1643059/65807917#comment_65807917)

Recommended 4 times

Also 5th Amendment, as G2geek pointed out upthread.  Giving a
password to a locked device is “testimony” within the meaning of the
5th Amendment.

The question bothering me is whether those rights even exist at the
border, and even if so, if they might be “diluted”.  I have just enough
legal training to be dangerous, and I could imagine a line of case law
that said exactly that.  Don’t know if it exists outside my paranoid
imagination, however.



(/user/Iberian)

[new]


Iberian (/user/Iberian) Rich in PA

Mar 13 · 08:04:40 PM (/comments/1643059/65806568#comment_65806568)

Recommended 7 times

The Supreme court has given border agents incredible powers beyond the constitution



(/user/getfuzzy)

[new]


getfuzzy (/user/getfuzzy) Iberian

Mar 13 · 09:30:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65807187#comment_65807187)

Recommended 0 times

Such as?… I’m led to believe that no one is above the constitution (at least
in theory of course)
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(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) getfuzzy

Mar 13 · 11:58:17 PM (/comments/1643059/65807949#comment_65807949)

Recommended 2 times

Searches, for one thing.  So yes we are going to have one hell of a fight
on our hands.  None the less, we will fight because we must, because it
is necessary.



(/user/getfuzzy)

[new]


getfuzzy (/user/getfuzzy) G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:57:40 AM (/comments/1643059/65809211#comment_65809211)

Recommended 1 time

Did the Supreme Court grant these powers? I must’ve missed
that. Or was it Pres TruBannon’s EO giving DHS authority to do
pretty much whatever? if that’s the case, still definitely
unconstitutional as will be proven, but yes, we definitely must,
and will, fight.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) getfuzzy

Mar 14 · 02:35:22 PM (/comments/1643059

/65814609#comment_65814609)

Recommended 1 time

From what I’ve read there are Supreme Court cases
ruling that Customs officials have the right to conduct
searches pretty much at will and without warrants,
subject to very minimum restrictions that have to do
with things such as racial and religious
discrimination. 

As we are now seeing apparent discriminatory tactics
used against Muslims, that could provide a basis for a
lawsuit, particularly since Trump has made “unofficial
policy statements” about that subject.



(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) Rich in PA

Mar 13 · 08:50:30 PM (/comments/1643059/65806872#comment_65806872)

Recommended 13 times

ACLU LAWSUITS:

I am aware that the ACLU has filed lawsuits on some of these instances of abuse.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) o4tuna

Mar 14 · 12:01:12 AM (/comments/1643059/65807970#comment_65807970)

Recommended 1 time

I would donate to ACLU for this, if it was possible to donate to an earmarked
fund for whatever purpose (this and some others).

The reason I do not donate to ACLU is because they take the “expansive” view of
“free speech” that includes hate speech that causes direct violence.  “My speech
over your dead body” does not cut it and is not acceptable.  I will not support the
defenders of hate speech.

But if ACLU has earmarked or targeted funds, then yeah I’ll support that.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) G2geek

Mar 14 · 12:04:46 AM (/comments/1643059/65807979#comment_65807979)

They also (well, at least the NYCLU) took the “bad” side in Citizens United
(and I believe in Buckley back in ‘76, but I’d have to check on that).  And
by their lights, they had good reason to.  Much as I hate CU (not a fan of
Buckley, either), I understand and to some degree respect their
reasoning.
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Recommended 2 times

As soon as I get some money, I’m re-upping, to hell with earmarks.

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) gharlane

Mar 14 · 02:52:33 PM (/comments/1643059/65814798#comment_65814798)

Recommended 1 time

Here’s the problem.  ACLU et.al. are treating “speech” in much
the same manner as a legal person, that has rights unto itself. 

We see where that’s gotten us with “corporations are people,”
which is into a state of affairs where something that is not a
person comes to have equal rights with actual persons. 

But corporations, and “speeches,” have two attributes that
actual persons don’t have:  collectivity and immortality.  This
effectively gives them much more power than actual persons. 

And the result of that, is to create an uneven playing field of
very real and operative inequality under the law, where
corporations and “speeches” gain power over actual persons,
up to and including the power to harm and kill actual persons,
often with no recourse by those who are harmed or killed. 

That’s wrong, full stop.  It’s immoral, and it directly violates the
rights of actual persons.  At minimum we have to have a level
playing field, where these collective and immortal “legal
entities” (corporations and “speeches”) are subject to real and
effective legal control to prevent them gaining
disproportionate and even harmful and deadly power over
actual persons. 

If ACLU and others get around to recognizing these or similar
arguments, and move to any reasonable degree toward
fairness or equality under the law in these areas, I’ll support
them.

But I have to act in accord with my core moral principles, that
include “persons before objects,” and “thou shalt not treat
persons as objects, neither shalt thou treat objects as
persons.”

And we haven’t even touched the issue of “hatred as pathology
or disease,” whereby I assert that there is no more right to
spread hatred than there is to deliberately spread HIV/AIDS,
measles, or the flu (BTW, flu kills about 40,000 Americans per
year, so spreading it is in fact deadly, though on an
unpredictable basis).



(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) G2geek

Mar 14 · 11:12:32 PM (/comments/1643059

/65819447#comment_65819447)

Recommended 0 times

When you say

ACLU et.al. are treating “speech” in
much the same manner as a legal
person, that has rights unto itself.

you are mistaken. The ACLU represents individuals
whose rights have been violated. 



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) G2geek

Mar 22 · 02:07:24 PM (/comments/1643059

/65899699#comment_65899699)

Should EFF have free speech rights?

How about Planned Parenthood?

SEIU?  IBEW?  UAW? AFSCME?

NOW?

Sierra Club?  Center for Biological Diversity?  NRDC?
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Recommended 0 times

EDF?

Doctors without Borders? Amnesty International?
Presente.org? ColorOfChange.org?

You get the point, I trust.

Many corporations are an expression of ordinary
people banding together to make their collective
voices louder when their individual voices wouldn’t
be. Above is a partial list.

Let’s say we overturn the part of CU that says these
entities, as corporations/associations, have free
speech rights.  Know who that leaves the field wide
open to?

Individuals, that’s who.  Rich individuals, that’s who. 
Charlie and David Koch.  Sheldon Adelson. Dick
DeVos.  To name a few.

I’m not sure that’s such a good trade.

The point of attack needs to be the ruling in Buckley v.
Valeo that money = speech, leveling the playing field
so that nobody can spend more than a certain
amount.  Focusing on “objects vs. people” instead of
“property vs. speech” is not likely a good move.

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) G2geek

Mar 22 · 02:14:54 PM (/comments/1643059

/65899785#comment_65899785)

Recommended 0 times

Another point, and a second apology for returning to
this so late.

“Hatred as pathology or disease.”  Fair enough, in
morals and in theory.  But as someone smart said, “In
theory, there is no difference between theory and
practice.  In practice, there is.”

In law you gotta be aware of unintended
consequences.

Who gets to define hate, and regulate speech on the
basis of what they consider as hate?

I can hardly wait for some future Congress, or state
legislature, to define criticism of ExxonMobil as hate
speech.  For example.  Or TransCanada. 

Again, I trust you get the point.  That’s why ACLU are
the free speech absolutists that they are.  I haven’t
found a way of defining speech I don’t like as out-of-
bounds without some nasty unintended
consequences.



(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/user/Alice in Florida) G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:13:24 AM (/comments/1643059/65808886#comment_65808886)

Recommended 5 times

It would be impossible to effectively run an organization if each donor
got to “earmark” funds. It sounds like you’re not comfortable with the
first Amendment as currently interpreted...in that case you probably
won’t want to support the ACLU, there are other organizations you can
give to. Ultimately, remember that although courts are expected to be
“above politics” it is politicians who appoint them or, in some states,
voters who elect them. The most effective thing in the long run is
supporting better politicians who campaign on hope instead of fear.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 03:02:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65814912#comment_65814912)

I support EFF to the tune of four figures per year, even though I
don’t agree with everything they say or do (for example we
differ about Edward Snowden). 

The way my moral code works, there’s an “OK” zone and a
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Recommended 0 times

“not-OK,” zone, with a large area in between that ranges from
“mostly-OK” to “mostly not-OK.”  (In common terms, lots of
“gray” between “black” and “white,” though I don’t use the
terms “black and white" for this because that reinforces
racism.)  I am willing to accept behaviors and attitudes that are
in the in-between zone, but after they cross into the “not-OK”
zone, they’re not acceptable, at all. 

In other words, I don’t insist on anyone doing good, but I do
insist on them not doing harm.

See also my comment upthread that begins with “Here’s the
problem.  ACLU et.al. are treating “speech” in much the same
manner as a legal person, that has rights unto itself...”

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) G2geek

Mar 22 · 02:09:10 PM (/comments/1643059

/65899717#comment_65899717)

Recommended 0 times

Replied to you there, and apologies for getting back to
it so late.

I have a similar moral code.  It’s just that ACLU, for
me, is in the “mostly OK” zone, for reasons I discuss
above.



(/user/alamancedem)

[new]


alamancedem (/user/alamancedem) Rich in PA

Mar 14 · 04:39:39 AM (/comments/1643059/65808454#comment_65808454)

Recommended 5 times

I did go to a protest training by the ACLU, they didn’t have it for every state, yet, but they
do have a Mobile Justice app (https://www.aclu.org/feature/aclu-apps-record-police-
conduct) so you can record these interactions to be directly uploaded to the ACLU and
they do have get a warrant stickers the right size to put on your phone.

The problem, of course, is weighing do you want to be detained and make sure you are
cooperating enough to avoid charges.  One thing they did say is use a numerical or other
type of passcode rather than a thumbprint.  If they put your thumb on the phone while
you are in that choke hold they can claim you opened the phone voluntarily. 



(/user/Lunaville)

[new]


Lunaville (/user/Lunaville) Rich in PA

Mar 14 · 03:06:41 PM (/comments/1643059/65814946#comment_65814946)

Recommended 0 times

The border is largely a Constitution free zone. Searches can be conducted there that
cannot be conducted anywhere else in the nation and in a manner that could not be used
anywhere else.



(/user/Sixty Something)

[new]


Sixty Something (/user/Sixty Something) Mar 13 · 06:45:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65805899#comment_65805899)

Recommended 37 times

Do not take your cell phone, computers, or tablets with you.  Take only your passport and ID’s.
 They can’t demand what you don’t have.

(/user/TorturedIllogic)

[new]


TorturedIllogic (/user/TorturedIllogic) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 06:52:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65805960#comment_65805960)

Recommended 15 times

They have been demanding people’s social media passwords as well, so not carrying your
phone may not be enough.



[new]
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(/user/dcnblues) dcnblues (/user/dcnblues) TorturedIllogic

Mar 13 · 06:58:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65806005#comment_65806005)

Recommended 15 times

“What is social media?”

I’ll be happy to give them some 20 year old BBS logins… good luck with tracking
down the data though, those systems have been offline for a LONG. TIME.



(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) dcnblues

Mar 13 · 07:16:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65806138#comment_65806138)

Recommended 3 times

But, it’ll be suspicious if you don’t have some type of on-line
presence…….   :-(



(/user/Colonel Mustard)

[new]


Colonel Mustard (/user/Colonel nchristine

Mar 13 · 07:38:07 PM (/comments/1643059/65806326#comment_65806326)

Recommended 10 times

Many people now keep up 2 or more online personalities. One
completely innocuous to share with parents and prospective
employers — and now over inquisitive border agents and the
other the real them.  

... 

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Colonel Mustard

Mar 13 · 09:34:51 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807214#comment_65807214)

Recommended 6 times

That’s what I do. My real name isn’t Anna. I have
multiple sets of Facebook, and twitter. I did this for
work and now it’s good for travel now.

... 

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar Anna Lemma

Mar 14 · 12:01:08 AM (/comments/1643059

/65807968#comment_65807968)

Recommended 0 times

Do you have a static IP address?  Does your
machine have a unique identifier?

Most do.

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj gharlane

Mar 14 · 05:37:47 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808684#comment_65808684)

Recommended 1 time

Most have a static IP? Umm, no. Not even at
work on dedicated servers did we have static
IP addresses. But, yeah, most machines have
an identifier (which is why I get “notifications”
from FB and gmail when I log in from a
device I don’t usually use.)

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj anjaspapa

Mar 14 · 05:39:42 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808698#comment_65808698)

To be complete, though, I’m not sure
whether FB/gmail is recognizing the
MACHINE (I think not), or “recognizing” the

... 
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Recommended 0 times

software (OS and/or browser). It seems it
might be the browser (as I see g2g posits
below<G>)

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar anjaspapa

Mar 14 · 12:00:45 PM (/comments/1643059

/65812800#comment_65812800)

Recommended 1 time

I realize I was unclear, but I was referring
mostly to the unique identification, which is
possible with most machines whether their
owners know it or not.  It's not just the OS
and browser; it’s the combination of OS,
browser, font sets, and a variety of things
that the browser sends out.  There are
websites up where you can get an estimate
of how many machines “look like” yours. 
Typically that number is not large.

I suspect if you’re on broadband, chances are
good you also have a static IP.  I recently
“upgraded” my service to a faster DSL.  I use
a smallish ISP, but this service, through them,
is actually provided by AT&T, right down to
the modem.  It’s not superfast in today’s
world, but it’s around 15-18 Mbps download,
2-3 Mbps upload.  People who stream video
have this speed as a bare minimum.  (I don’t
do much video streaming beyond the
occasioual youtube. No Netflix for me.)

Before my switch, my IP address was
dynamic.  Changed every time I power cycled
the modem.  Now, it’s constant as the
northern star.

I strongly suspect I’m far from alone in that. I
suspect most addresses from the big
providers (AT&T, Comcast) are static.  I’m
quite willing to stand corrected, but you’ve
not provided nearly enough to convince me.

... 

(/user/dcnblues)

[new]


dcnblues (/user/dcnb gharlane

Mar 17 · 10:33:14 AM (/comments/1643059

/65844406#comment_65844406)

Recommended 0 times

This is why I run virtual machines.

Real identity — Windows.  Alter ego
— CentOS.

 :) 

... 

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar dcnblues

Mar 19 · 01:46:57 PM (/comments/1643059

/65865984#comment_65865984)

Recommended 0 times

VMs help. :)  I don’t think they solve all
problems, though.  If your ISP has decided
you have a static IP, the VM uses that.  Not
sure but I suspect the VM broadcasts other
potentially “personally identifiable” info.

... 

(/user/dcnblues)

[new]


dcnblues (/user/dcnb gharlane

Mar 19 · 06:24:25 PM (/comments/1643059

... 
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/65868611#comment_65868611)

Recommended 1 time

Oh i’m sure it does, that’s why you use a sock
puppet account on the VM, different email
address, and birthdate.  Since the IP
allocated is similar, you can use any street
address that would be serviced by that
netblock (do a WHOIS on your own IP
address to find out how big the netblock is
and where it is administered by your ISP). 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Anna Lemma

Mar 14 · 12:19:28 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808013#comment_65808013)

Recommended 1 time

Excellent.

Just f***ing excellent.

BTW you might want to get some used
computers you can use for those different
accounts (one computer per identity), or at
least run multiple different browsers on your
laptop for this purpose.



(/user/DyedInTheWool)

[new]


DyedInTheWool (/user/DyedInTh nchristine

Mar 13 · 08:43:19 PM (/comments/1643059/65806818#comment_65806818)

Recommended 14 times

“Your Republican Party card, please. Oh, you don’t have one?
Step over here, hands on the wall, and spread your legs.”

... 

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) DyedInTheWool

Mar 14 · 06:00:08 PM (/comments/1643059

/65816800#comment_65816800)

Recommended 1 time

“What about a Communist Party card? will that do?”

Betcha a KKK card goes over really well though.



(/user/bumpa)

[new]


bumpa (/user/bumpa) nchristine

Mar 13 · 09:31:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65807194#comment_65807194)

Recommended 2 times

Will my DK profile be sufficient?  That’s about all I can come up
with.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) bumpa

Mar 14 · 12:01:38 AM (/comments/1643059

/65807972#comment_65807972)

Recommended 2 times

Well, that would probably be enough for a one-way
trip to Gitmo.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) bumpa

Mar 14 · 12:21:44 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808018#comment_65808018)

If you let any Trumpist border guard know you're on
DK, you will be in a world of hurt.
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Recommended 3 times

DK does not use “legal names,” so you can just
“forget” you ever had a DK account.

Ordinarily, lying is immoral, but it is justified and
moral when facing direct threats or other coercion.

(/user/bumpa)

[new]


bumpa (/user/bumpa) G2geek

Mar 14 · 08:15:52 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809975#comment_65809975)

Recommended 1 time

Guess I won’t be crossing any borders with
my grandchildren — they’re the ones who
call me “Bumpa.”



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) bumpa

Mar 14 · 03:57:50 PM (/comments/1643059

/65815496#comment_65815496)

Recommended 1 time

You could teach them a different name to
call you when you’re out in public, and give
them a reward every time they call you the
different name in public.  After a while it’ll
become second-nature.

This is part of the Resistance tool kit, as it
was the last time Nazis were afoot. 

This is also a case in point to not use family
nicknames etc. as userIDs on dissident sites. 
An identity used on a dissident site, and the
password for that site, should be unique and
not used anywhere else. 
Compartmentalization of identities is also
part of the Resistance tool-kit, and IC
tradecraft.  In this new era, we all have to
learn new skills.  Best way to do that is to
make the process “fun” in some way, so it
sticks quickly. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) nchristine

Mar 14 · 12:18:10 AM (/comments/1643059/65808010#comment_65808010)

Recommended 6 times

Tough shit for the Gestapo-wannabees. 

The day that not having a Faceborg account can get you locked
up, is the day I show up on Justin Trudeau's doorstep asking to
stay a while. 



(/user/i understand)

[new]


i understand (/user/i understand) TorturedIllogic

Mar 13 · 07:28:45 PM (/comments/1643059/65806264#comment_65806264)

Recommended 5 times

I read the article and they are not asking for social media passwords and claim to
try and avoid reading cloud data. However, many people are automatically
logged onto their social media sites on their phones so the phone password is all
that is needed to access their social media accounts.



(/user/subir)

[new]


subir (/user/subir) i understand

Mar 13 · 07:46:21 PM (/comments/1643059/65806393#comment_65806393)

The article said the existing DHS policy is to avoid “searching” cloud
data. But that policy can be changed. I also don’t know how that would
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Recommended 19 times

be enforced technically. If you’re copying/cloning data from the phone
for later analysis you’re probably copying the app authentication keys as
well. 

Lastly, what’s to prevent agents who have your phone, from using social
media applications manually while they have it? The whole thing is ripe
for abuse.

(/user/i understand)

[new]


i understand (/user/i understand) subir

Mar 13 · 07:49:31 PM (/comments/1643059/65806414#comment_65806414)

Recommended 4 times

Of course it is ripe for abuse, and is already being abused. But
they’re not, as far as I’ve read, asking people for social media
passwords. Nor, again as far as I’ve read, asking for passwords
from people without devices on their person at the time of
search.



(/user/subir)

[new]


subir (/user/subir) i understand

Mar 13 · 07:53:30 PM (/comments/1643059

/65806450#comment_65806450)

Recommended 5 times

Yeah, but if you have their phone, and it has social
media apps installed, they are operated by app/api
keys which don’t generally require a password/login.



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/ subir

Mar 13 · 09:36:25 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807229#comment_65807229)

Recommended 1 time

You can log out and into the “right” accounts
if you have Android.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Anna Lemma

Mar 14 · 12:29:52 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808034#comment_65808034)

Recommended 1 time

And Android is Google, and if anyone here
thinks Google is clean, I have a bridge for
sale, cheap.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) subir

Mar 14 · 12:32:54 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808041#comment_65808041)

Recommended 2 times

People are setting themselves up for digital
Darwin awards and then complaining when
someone pulls the trigger.

Those who are not technically savvy deserve
no blame for that, but those who are, have
no excuse.

I am going to have to spend what for me is
decent money to deal with this shit.  F***!



(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) subir
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/65809103#comment_65809103)

Recommended 1 time

You can uninstall the obvious apps
— Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, etc.  If the apps
aren’t visible on your phone’s app screen or
home screen, it’s a lot harder to prove you
use those accounts and must give them
passwords.

Can always reinstall them later.

(/user/i understand)

[new]


i understand (/user/i subir

Mar 14 · 06:47:24 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809135#comment_65809135)

Recommended 0 times

I was responding to a post that explicitly
stated that not carrying your phone may not
be enough.

... 

(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMin subir

Mar 13 · 08:58:20 PM (/comments/1643059/65806935#comment_65806935)

Recommended 3 times

One of Trump’s latest EO brain farts just gave DHS an immense
amount of latitude to basically make up their own rules on the
spot. 

... 

(/user/getfuzzy)

[new]


getfuzzy (/user/getfuzzy) CyberMindGrrl

Mar 13 · 09:34:12 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807206#comment_65807206)

Recommended 2 times

Meanwhile all the other agencies are required to back
their play, it seems no matter how ridiculous.



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) subir

Mar 13 · 10:09:20 PM (/comments/1643059/65807455#comment_65807455)

Recommended 9 times

More like WILL be changed. Don’t have your phone with you?
Yeah, we were expecting that, so while you were waiting out
here we came up with this list of online accounts you appear to
have: FB, Twitter, Instagram—Daily Kos, isn’t that some sort of
far-left radical web site that preaches the overthrow of
government? Yeah, we’re going to need your IDs and
passwords for each of them, or you’re not going anywhere,
hon.

What do you do then? Either give them the info and realize that
your privacy has been permanently invaded, or refuse, and
likely spend a few hours to a few days or longer in detention,
sleeping on a metal bed with a steel toilet next to your head,
used by your three cell mates. How many people will be willing
to risk and endure that? And how long before they let you call
your family, lawyer, the ACLU, the media?

Plus, this is mostly just border crossings now. How long before
it’s during traffic stops (many of which will seem unwarranted),
visits to local social security or unemployment office, the DMV,
post office, school? If they have their way, it WILL happen. Put
fascist leaders and fascist enforcers together, and bad things
always happen. It’s not even about security, but asserting AND
abusing their power, for the sheer thrill of it, plus to force total
compliance and run by fear.



[new]
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(/user/gharlane) gharlane (/user/gharlane) kovie

Mar 14 · 12:07:31 AM (/comments/1643059

/65807985#comment_65807985)

Recommended 3 times

I literally don’t know my DK password.  My browser
stores it for me.

It’s easier because I don’t have a smartphone.  And I’m
damn sure not taking any laptop across any border
that doesn’t at least have a brand-new hard drive and
an absolute minimum of stuff on it.

So I’d tell them (said this also upthread): All my
passwords are stored in my browser, which is on my
home computer, which is AT HOME IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. If you want to search that, talk to
a magistrate.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) kovie

Mar 14 · 12:46:05 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808068#comment_65808068)

Recommended 6 times

What you do is deny all of those.

First of all, never have accounts on anything that
requires your legal name.  Free speech is not a “legal
act.”

Secondly, the only way they can prove you have a DK
account is if they reveal SIGINT source & methods,
and they aren’t going to do that.

I happen to know a few of those methods, and they
are very fragile indeed, so if they become widely
known, there will be countermeasures.  I’ve designed
two decent countermeasures for one of those
methods, and one decent countermeasure for
another.  Any coders reading this please get in touch
via DK message. 

Bottom line is, you can just say “what’s a Daily Kose, is
that something like a Daily Nose?” and they can’t say
doodley-squat about it. 

As far as border crossings are concerned, all it’s going
to take is a rich young guy or gal with guts and a
lawyer, and it’s going to be Game Over for that. 
Giving a password is testimony, and you cannot be
made to testify against yourself.

See also the art of state-specific memory, where your
memory goes blank when you are in a state of
anxiety, and only works when you are calm and
secure.

As far as domestic stops are concerned, and all the
rest of those:  the moment that ball gets rolling,
where it’s “passwords please, or off to jail with you,”
the violent backlash will begin.  Remember,
deterrence is Zen with weapons, and as long as the
legal system holds up at all, deterrence is also Zen
with lawyers.



(/user/ericy)

[new]


ericy (/user/ericy) TorturedIllogic

Mar 13 · 07:38:45 PM (/comments/1643059/65806328#comment_65806328)

Recommended 7 times

My passwords are long random strings.  I couldn’t tell you off the top of my head
what any of them are.



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) ericy

Mar 13 · 08:02:25 PM (/comments/1643059/65806543#comment_65806543)

“Then vil lock you avay until you remember, schweinhund!”
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/NeverThere)

[new]


NeverThere (/user/NeverThere) ericy

Mar 13 · 08:30:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65806741#comment_65806741)

Recommended 2 times

https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/security.png



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) NeverThere

Mar 14 · 12:51:01 AM (/comments/1643059/65808080#comment_65808080)

Recommended 7 times

I use semantic passphrases on just about everything, and I also
have context-dependent memory where I can’t remember any
of them unless I’m sitting at my desk with my computers plural
in their normal configuration.

Some folks here may recognize this: you remember a phone
number when you dial it on one specific phone, but you forget
it when you try to dial it on a different phone.  By which I mean
a real phone, one that has wires and a physical dial or keypad. 



(/user/spacecadet1)

[new]


spacecadet1 (/user/spacecadet1) TorturedIllogic

Mar 13 · 08:57:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65806931#comment_65806931)

Recommended 9 times

As Sixty Something pointed out, they can’t demand what you don’t have. That’s
why I don’t, and never will, have an account on Twitter or The Book of the Faces.



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) spacecadet1

Mar 13 · 09:00:24 PM (/comments/1643059/65806951#comment_65806951)

Recommended 4 times

“What do you mean you don’t have social media? You must be lying.
Step into this room until you remember. “



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Or CyberMindGrrl

Mar 13 · 10:49:47 PM (/comments/1643059/65807668#comment_65807668)

Recommended 6 times

Loads of us senior citizens don’t do any of that stuff.  So I
expect they’ll believe it.

... 

(/user/spacecadet1)

[new]


spacecadet1 (/user/spacec Mercy Ormont

Mar 13 · 11:17:41 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807799#comment_65807799)

Recommended 2 times

You’re showing my age ;)

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user spacecadet1

Mar 13 · 11:20:27 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807811#comment_65807811)

Well, I’m showing mine.

Actually I can’t understand why anyone does

... 
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Recommended 4 times

that stuff.  It just seems like a terrible waste
of time.

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) CyberMindGrrl

Mar 14 · 12:52:22 AM (/comments/1643059/65808082#comment_65808082)

Recommended 1 time

That is a prescription for a social explosion, so I seriously doubt
it is going to get to that point.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) spacecadet1

Mar 14 · 12:53:29 AM (/comments/1643059/65808084#comment_65808084)

Recommended 0 times

Same here.  “Thou shalt not feed golems.”  All of the “predictive AI” stuff
behind FaceBorg and GoogBorg is basically an attempt to make golems,
and I will not feed them.



(/user/JamieH)

[new]


JamieH (/user/JamieH) TorturedIllogic

Mar 13 · 10:36:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65807585#comment_65807585)

Recommended 4 times

My social media password is FuckYouTrump!



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) JamieH

Mar 14 · 12:54:53 AM (/comments/1643059/65808086#comment_65808086)

Recommended 2 times

Heh.  I used to set up the default passwords on systems for clients as
things such as “ILoveDickCheney” and “ILoveCoal.”  Very effective way to
get people to change their damn passwords.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) TorturedIllogic

Mar 13 · 11:54:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65807936#comment_65807936)

Recommended 6 times

“I use a password manager for all my passwords so I don’t have to remember
them, and the password to that is stored in my browser, which is on my
computer, which is AT HOME IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  If you want to
search that, go talk to a magistrate.  I’ll see you in court.”



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) TorturedIllogic

Mar 14 · 12:15:56 AM (/comments/1643059/65808004#comment_65808004)

They can’t prove that you have, for example, a DK account, because Markos has
been absolutely ferocious about protecting the right of “autonymy” (self-naming)
here.  They can’t prove that you post on Joe Dissident’s blog because his
blogware doesn’t give a hoot and lets you post under whatever name you
choose, or a different name for each posting and each comment.

For YEARS I have been saying: stay the fuck away from Faceborg and other things
that require your “legal” name (free speech is not a “legal act”).  Those things are
Big Brother honey traps in the worst way.  They give you a little intermittent-
reinforcement squirt of dopamine to keep you hooked, and once they’ve got the
hooks in real deep, this happens.

And for YEARS I have been warning about a bunch of that stuff that we have just
seen revealed in the leaks about CIA cyber activities, such as malware that
activates the mic & camera on your mobile devices and “smart” home devices.

Clue-ski: The word “smart” in conjunction with any inanimate object, means that
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Recommended 8 times

someone at the other end of it is trying to out-”smart” you. 

So:

Ditch the Faceborg accounts, Google accounts, and all the rest of those.  Use only
services where you can choose your name.   If you really need a mobile device,
use only one where you can remove the battery.  Etc. etc. etc.

At that point the only way some Gestapo-wannabe can “prove” that Jane Smith is
Janey-O on DK, is by revealing sources & methods that they probably don’t even
know about at that level of the hierarchy.

So it’s their word against yours, and they can’t prove a damn thing.

Dig in your heels.  Practice at it.  Do role-play sessions so you can rehearse and
get it all down pat. 

And have a legal trip-wire: a lawyer who will swing into action if they don’t hear
from you within a day after you are supposed to arrive back in the US.

We can fight this, and in the long run we will WIN.

(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:46:40 AM (/comments/1643059/65809126#comment_65809126)

Recommended 2 times

Bookface will let you get away with a fake name under the following
conditions:  It sounds real enough and nobody you know reports you.

I have 30 fake profiles I set up long ago for Farmville, and FB never
deleted them because they all seemed real enough.  All they ever did
was pass cows to one another.  



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) catwho

Mar 14 · 03:37:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65815290#comment_65815290)

Recommended 0 times

Yes.  Set up plenty of pseudos. 

Only thing is, beware of browser fingerprinting, so use a
different browser for each of them e.g. Safari, Firefox, and
Opera.  Don’t use Chrome, it’s Google and it spies on you
relentlessly and persistently.  Do add all the privacy tools you
can, and tailor the settings differently for each pseudo.

BTW, this stuff is basic IC tradecraft.

Passing cows around sounds difficult.  “Here cows, come on
home… there we go, good cows!  OK, now let’s go visit our
friend over there...”;-)



(/user/dewtx)

[new]


dewtx (/user/dewtx) TorturedIllogic

Mar 14 · 04:48:40 AM (/comments/1643059/65808470#comment_65808470)

Recommended 3 times

And what about those of us getting on in years whose memory just isn’t
honestly that good anymore, like me, either due to simple forgetfulness or
heaven forbid early onset of that-which-I-most-fear. I use 1Password, and keep
its master password taped to my computer at home because I do
sometimes forget it (and also keep a complete written list of all my various
passwords in my desk drawer at home as well). So what does CBP do when they
ask for my password and I honestly can’t remember it...get a search warrant for
my house?

Reminds me of the old joke: Three old married men are sitting around one
morning drinking coffee together when two of them say to the first, “You know,
we’ve noticed how you always call your wife, ‘My love’, ‘Darling’, ‘Sweetheart’,
‘Cupcake’, ‘My precious’, and we think that’s really nice and sweet of you”. And
the first man replies, “Well you know guys, I have to do that...because I forgot her
name ten years ago!” I’ll be here all week, and don’t forget to tip your server.



(/user/Skibird)

[new]


Skibird (/user/Skibird) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 07:16:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65806137#comment_65806137)
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Recommended 8 times

Not possible if you’re travelling for work. 

(/user/i understand)

[new]


i understand (/user/i understand) Skibird

Mar 13 · 07:27:02 PM (/comments/1643059/65806245#comment_65806245)

Recommended 5 times

I don’t care if they look at my work equipment. My employer can do the same
anytime.



(/user/samanthab)

[new]


samanthab (/user/samanthab) i understand

Mar 14 · 02:47:03 AM (/comments/1643059/65808254#comment_65808254)

Recommended 7 times

You may not, but you are not the universal standard. What about
someone from, say, Doctors Without Borders? They need technology to
provide the best care but may have quite a bit of patient information on
their laptops?

Just because you don’t have concerns for your privacy doesn’t mean
that other people shouldn’t be entitled to their’s.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) samanthab

Mar 14 · 03:28:24 AM (/comments/1643059/65808322#comment_65808322)

Recommended 4 times

That’s unfortunately true, hence the JPL engineer blow up,
work phone so potentially a lot of privileged information.



(/user/i understand)

[new]


i understand (/user/i understand) samanthab

Mar 14 · 06:48:39 AM (/comments/1643059/65809145#comment_65809145)

Recommended 0 times

Corporate data is not private from the Government.



(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) Skibird

Mar 13 · 07:27:11 PM (/comments/1643059/65806249#comment_65806249)

Recommended 17 times

If you’re traveling on company time with company equipment, don’t put personal
stuff on them and it’ll be the company’s problem with what’s on the devices.  If
they don’t want CBP, or TSA, or whatever snooping on their equipment, maybe
they should have a chat with them about corporate espionage.



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) nchristine

Mar 13 · 08:05:07 PM (/comments/1643059/65806572#comment_65806572)

Recommended 2 times

Half my phone is company stuff, half is personal stuff.

Who still uses separate devices for work and home?



(/user/radical simplicity)

[new]


radical simplicity (/user/radical s Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 08:17:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65806658#comment_65806658)

I do. Identity theft in 2004 = I keep everything separate and use
a bunch of ridiculous passphrases.

...
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Recommended 9 times

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) radical simplicity

Mar 14 · 01:03:47 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808100#comment_65808100)

Recommended 2 times

Smart.  very smart.

Set the example and others will follow.

If they don’t, too bad for them.



(/user/Back In Blue)

[new]


Back In Blue (/user/Back In Blue) Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 09:16:11 PM (/comments/1643059/65807076#comment_65807076)

Recommended 6 times

Lot’s of people, especially those who don’t want to mix their
job with their life.  Now there’s even more reason not to.



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 09:37:55 PM (/comments/1643059/65807241#comment_65807241)

Recommended 4 times

I would never put personal information on a company phone.
That's ripe for abuse.



(/user/Getting1)

[new]


Getting1 (/user/Getting1) Anna Lemma

Mar 13 · 11:21:56 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807817#comment_65807817)

Recommended 1 time

I could see emergency contact info and maybe any
emergency medical info that doesn't require a
password.

I have my allergies listed this way. I'd probably end up
dead quickly if I didn't. I'm allergic to the cheap
antibiotics, iodine and TCM-99 (radioactive) x-ray
contrasts and also silicone. 

I wouldnt put any other personal info on a work
phone, if I had one. 



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Or Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 10:51:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65807675#comment_65807675)

Recommended 1 time

If you don’t you should.  That seems totally elementary.

... 

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) Mercy Ormont

Mar 13 · 11:57:59 PM (/comments/1643059

/65807948#comment_65807948)

Recommended 1 time

I can think of at least one recent candidate for POTUS
who would have done well to take your advice.



[new]
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(/user/Mercy Ormont) Mercy Ormont (/user gharlane

Mar 14 · 04:54:08 PM (/comments/1643059

/65815973#comment_65815973)

Recommended 0 times

No doubt.  But it wasn’t the main reason she
lost.  It was just the excuse.

... 

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar Mercy Ormont

Mar 14 · 06:08:37 PM (/comments/1643059

/65816886#comment_65816886)

Recommended 0 times

There are several reasons she lost. Some
within her control, some not. This didn’t help.

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user gharlane

Mar 14 · 10:21:35 PM (/comments/1643059

/65819198#comment_65819198)

Recommended 0 times

She lost because she ran a lousy campaign.  I
blame the “professional campaign advisors”
she hired, but of course she didn’t have to
hire them, or follow their advice.  If she’d run
a good campaign she’s have won, even
though the attacks would have whittled
down her margin.

I told Al Gore the same thing, when I talked
to him in 2003.  He lost because he let his
“managers” give him lousy advice, which he
shouldn’t have followed.  It was so close that
he’d have won otherwise.  “Professional
campaign managers” are the curse of the
Democratic Party.

... 

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/ghar Mercy Ormont

Mar 15 · 11:52:47 PM (/comments/1643059

/65830062#comment_65830062)

Recommended 0 times

Sure, that’s a big part of it.  There were some
other unforced errors. To the extent they’re
personal to her, I don’t think they’re worth
going into at this point (and by so saying, I’m
undermining my original comment in this
thread…. I think it was just me venting
frustration). The ones I want to look at are
endemic to the Democratic Party, in terms of
policy positions, campaigning, etc.  You’ve
ID'd a big one.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Bush Bites

Mar 14 · 01:03:00 AM (/comments/1643059/65808098#comment_65808098)

Recommended 2 times

Pardon me, but 30+ years in technology here says, keeping
personal stuff on your work device is angling for a digital
Darwin award.

Get another device.

Get used to carrying two things most of the time.

It isn’t going to kill you.

Convenience is a harsh god that demands human sacrifice.

Do not worship at that altar.
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(/user/YellowDogInGA)

[new]


YellowDogInGA (/user/YellowDo Bush Bites

Mar 14 · 03:27:28 AM (/comments/1643059/65808319#comment_65808319)

Recommended 1 time

I do.  I have a work phone and a personal phone.  I have a work
laptop and a personal laptop.  I never mix business with
pleasure because Big Brother in HR is watching whether I ever
leave the country or not.

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Bush Bites

Mar 14 · 05:50:06 AM (/comments/1643059/65808754#comment_65808754)

Recommended 1 time

I always did. “Never the twain...” And the last company I worked
for was perhaps even more strict about that than I ever was.
Mixing the two was grounds for being “escorted” from the
building with extreme prejudice.



(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) Bush Bites

Mar 14 · 06:48:59 AM (/comments/1643059/65809149#comment_65809149)

Recommended 1 time

That was the argument Hillary Clinton had in defense of her
personal Blackberry.  ;)

For some folks, the hassle of juggling two devices isn’t worth it,
but for someone who handles sensitive information at work,
it’s usually a good idea to keep a wall between the devices. 



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) nchristine

Mar 13 · 11:55:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65807941#comment_65807941)

Recommended 2 times

Remember the story a few weeks back about the guy who worked at
JPL?  With, like, super-duper-high security clearance? They took his
government-issued smartphone and demanded the password.



(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) gharlane

Mar 14 · 05:39:36 AM (/comments/1643059/65808697#comment_65808697)

Recommended 2 times

Yes, and it’s upon JPL to secure it’s equipment and data xfer.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) nchristine

Mar 14 · 12:13:57 PM (/comments/1643059

/65812951#comment_65812951)

That’s as it may be, but no amount of securing
equipment works when border agents demand the
password to the device.

His name is Sidd Bikkannavar
(https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive
/2017/02/a-nasa-engineer-is-required-to-unlock-
his-phone-at-the-border/516489/). 35 years old.  US
citizen. He had ancestors who fought in the American
Revolution.  One younger brother is a US Marine; the
other is enlisting. 10 years working as an engineer at
JPL. Two of his grandparents also worked there.  He’s
working on technologies to be used in the James
Webb space telescope, among other things. Is part of
CBP’s Global Entry program, which means he’s been
“extremely vetted.” Plus NASA’s vetting for his job.
Phone is JPL property, and Bikkanavar showd the CBP
agent the barcode on the back.
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Recommended 1 time

“’The second that phone was out of my sight and they
had the PIN—right away, I knew I’m reporting the hell
out of this,’ he said. ‘This is a huge, huge violation of
my work policy. This is a matter of great concern.’
Bikkannavar declined to share details about what sort
of information was on the phone.”

Just how is JPL supposed to secure its equipment and
data against a thuggish border agent? 

(/user/nasaeng)

[new]


nasaeng (/user/nasa gharlane

Mar 14 · 12:32:03 PM (/comments/1643059

/65813180#comment_65813180)

Recommended 0 times

AHAHAHA...official policy is to give them your
password and then afterwards, tell IT and
protective services.

The official policy is to submit.  Nice, eh?

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Skibird

Mar 14 · 01:01:04 AM (/comments/1643059/65808095#comment_65808095)

Recommended 5 times

Many corporations today are equipping their biz travellers with disposable
laptops and mobile devices, for precisely these reasons.  That practice will
increase.

Thus when Gestapo-Wannabee asks for your devices: “Here, this belongs to my
employer, have fun.”

In any case, DO NOT have personal shit on your work device.  Anyone who
does, deserves what they get. 

And when you get back to the office, ring up IT and let them know what
happened, so they can do the full wipe on the devices.

Really.

Happenstance is not a stance.

And supine is not a position.



(/user/samanthab)

[new]


samanthab (/user/samanthab) G2geek

Mar 14 · 02:49:25 AM (/comments/1643059/65808257#comment_65808257)

Recommended 2 times

That is not very sensitive. You’re blaming the victim here, which means
you are implicitly endorsing the violation of their privacy. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) samanthab

Mar 14 · 04:22:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65815711#comment_65815711)

This is Arguments; Victim Blaming is the third door on the right,
after the Ministry of Silly Walks.

If you’d like to apply for a job as a mind-reader, that’s Post
Office Telepaths, right next to Post Office Telegraphs, if you’re
clairvoyant you can’t miss it.

Seriously though, yah I could have been nicer about that, but I
deal with security stuff all the time at work, we just had a close
brush with the Russkies on one of our client machines due to
end-user error, and I had two hours’ sleep last “night.” 

The cyberwar with Russia is as real as stepping in dog doo and
about as much fun here on the ground, and having a bunch of
f***ing Nazi sympathizers in high places means we can’t even
count on .gov having our backs when “something" “happens.”

So when I see people here saying things like "I only have one
device, it’s my mobile from work, and I keep all my personal
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Recommended 1 time

stuff on it,” my gut reaction is, “oh, and do you bother to wash
your hands after using the toilet?”  That’s not nice, but the
Russians are not nice, and Nazis in high places are not nice,
and reality doesn’t care what we think about it or how we feel. 
When a squirrel doesn’t watch out while scampering across a
street, the result is an ex-squirrel. 

We are now living in a social Darwinist regime, so reality is
“adapt or pay the consequences.”   We didn’t vote for this but
Vlad did, and we’re stuck with it, plus or minus a miracle.  For
now we can be glad that the consequences don’t include a
one-way boxcar ride to a camp.

(/user/J Rae)

[new]


J Rae (/user/J Rae) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 07:27:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65806252#comment_65806252)

Recommended 16 times

Use burner accounts that have your name on them but are unconnected to the accounts
you use daily.

Use the burner account wkly for a game and to like a few videos. 

Turn over the password for that account. 

Don’t DON’T connect the burner account with any family/friends/work.



(/user/Colonel Mustard)

[new]


Colonel Mustard (/user/Colonel Mustard) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 07:40:13 PM (/comments/1643059/65806340#comment_65806340)

Recommended 11 times

Also don’t speak in a foreign language or with accented english.  



(/user/melaka)

[new]


melaka (/user/melaka) Colonel Mustard

Mar 13 · 08:10:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65806616#comment_65806616)

Recommended 25 times

Also try not to be more brown than a paper bag. 



(/user/NWTerriD)

[new]


NWTerriD (/user/NWTerriD) melaka

Mar 14 · 12:40:34 AM (/comments/1643059/65808058#comment_65808058)

Recommended 5 times

Paper bag, hell. Better stick with a manila envelope.



(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 10:00:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65807403#comment_65807403)

Recommended 2 times

That’s not feasible advice for most people.

Better advice is for us all to start getting paranoid about privacy settings, incognito
browsers, VPN usage, etc. It’s not paranoia anymore.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Rumaikiya

Mar 14 · 01:09:01 AM (/comments/1643059/65808110#comment_65808110)

It never was paranoia.  Anyone who knew anything back in the day, was making
noise about this stuff, and never stopped. 

I’ve been howling about this shit for so long that I’m hoarse.

It’s great that folks are starting to listen and read up and take steps. 
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Recommended 7 times

(/user/Timaeus)

[new]


Timaeus (/user/Timaeus) Mar 13 · 06:46:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65805911#comment_65805911)

Recommended 53 times

I’m a white American, 50% German and 50% Scottish, born in Washington, D.C. in the early 1950s. 
I’m eligible for membership in the oldest American fraternal association, the Society of the
Cincinnati, since I have not one but two ancestors who were officers under Washington in the
Revolutionary War.  My ancestors on the Scottish side came to North America in the 1600s.  So I’ve
got deep American cred.

And I don’t think I’m safe for a minute under the current fascist regime.  I’ve got an original birth
certificate showing I was born in Washington, D.C.  What confidence can I have that the fascists
would accept that?

(/user/cheminMD)

[new]


cheminMD (/user/cheminMD) Timaeus

Mar 13 · 07:02:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65806032#comment_65806032)

Recommended 19 times

Well, duh, Washington D.C. is not a state.



(/user/Timaeus)

[new]


Timaeus (/user/Timaeus) cheminMD

Mar 14 · 05:02:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65816051#comment_65816051)

Recommended 2 times

Sorry, don’t understand your comment.



(/user/cheminMD)

[new]


cheminMD (/user/cheminMD) Timaeus

Mar 14 · 06:57:49 PM (/comments/1643059/65817532#comment_65817532)

Recommended 1 time

meant to be snark. Please take no offense. The current fascist regime
would not recognize your birth cert because it isn’t issued by one of the
50 states or some BS technicality like that.



(/user/Phoenix Rising)

[new]


Phoenix Rising (/user/Phoenix Rising) Timaeus

Mar 13 · 08:06:37 PM (/comments/1643059/65806585#comment_65806585)

Recommended 13 times

I’m in the same boat. My wife and I can trace parts of our ancestry back to the Plymouth
Colony, one of my ancestors owned Wall Street when it was a swamp, and another one
spent his life as a pioneer explorer of most of New Jersey. I even have the good ole “I’m
told I have Native blood” cred, though no proof found on my part yet.

We’re thinking of re-scheduling our 20th anniversary trip because we don’t want the
hassle of customs coming back in to the country. Trump likes to use the word ‘sad’ — THIS
is ‘sad’.



(/user/radical simplicity)

[new]


radical simplicity (/user/radical simplicity) Phoenix Rising

Mar 13 · 08:19:46 PM (/comments/1643059/65806678#comment_65806678)

Recommended 16 times

We’ve got Plymouth (and witches) on one side & civil war soldiers on the other
side. I’m so white the automatic faucets in airport bathrooms can’t tell the
difference between me and the sink (really). I don’t feel safe in this regime.



(/user/Phoenix Rising)

[new]
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Mar 13 · 10:07:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65807448#comment_65807448)

Recommended 5 times

Rec for the faucet comment!

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) radical simplicity

Mar 14 · 01:11:27 AM (/comments/1643059/65808116#comment_65808116)

Recommended 4 times

Recced for reminding everyone to wash their hands after they use the
toilet.

Fighting Trump is hard.

Fighting deadly bacteria is easy: 30 seconds of soap & water.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Huma G2geek

Mar 14 · 04:04:33 PM (/comments/1643059/65815568#comment_65815568)

Recommended 1 time

LOL!

... 

(/user/Alioth)

[new]


Alioth (/user/Alioth) Phoenix Rising

Mar 14 · 12:48:25 AM (/comments/1643059/65808073#comment_65808073)

Recommended 9 times

one of my ancestors owned Wall Street when it was a swamp

Still is one ;). 



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Alioth

Mar 14 · 03:33:19 AM (/comments/1643059/65808332#comment_65808332)

Recommended 4 times

Yeah but back then the nastiest thing in it was the gators, and they’re
pretty placid really.



(/user/Sixty Something)

[new]


Sixty Something (/user/Sixty Something) Mar 13 · 06:49:06 PM (/comments/1643059/65805937#comment_65805937)

Recommended 41 times

When the tourism industry and businesses that depend on it in the US are impacted financially by
these tactics, something will happen to put a stop to these tactics.  Until then, it’s facism as usual.

(/user/Mother Mags)

[new]


Mother Mags (/user/Mother Mags) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 06:53:33 PM (/comments/1643059/65805968#comment_65805968)

Recommended 49 times

The “Trump Slump” is already having an effect on international travel—about 7 percent
down since the inauguration. When the president tells the rest of the world “We don’t
want you,” or when he tells Mexico (our No. 1 country of origin for tourists) that it’s full of
rapists and murderers, it’s going to hurt tourism and the economy. 



(/user/growingMajorityMN)

[new]


growingMajorityMN (/user/growingMajorit Mother Mags

Mar 13 · 07:03:47 PM (/comments/1643059/65806050#comment_65806050)

... 
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Recommended 38 times

I suspect much of his voter base never leaves the country, or don’t even have a
lot of contact with tourism. The lost economic activity will still trickle down to
them eventually. The kind of Republican trickledown that actually happens.

(/user/Witgren)

[new]


Witgren (/user/Witgren) growingMajorityMN

Mar 13 · 08:45:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65806841#comment_65806841)

Recommended 15 times

There was a diary about a week ago about how Branson is already
feeling the pinch because they’re having trouble finding seasonal
workers for the tourist season. Usually a lot of their  venues hire a lot of
temporary workers with visas, and the number of visas has been
sharply limited.  And native-born Americans aren’t flooding them with
applications because they’re temporary and not terribly high-paying.



(/user/Phoenix Rising)

[new]


Phoenix Rising (/user/Phoenix Ri Witgren

Mar 13 · 10:10:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65807460#comment_65807460)

Recommended 5 times

I suspect the Grand Circle parks in Utah and Arizona will have
the same problems. Too bad only half of those parks are
supported by Republican-leaning communities.

... 

(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) Phoenix Rising

Mar 14 · 06:51:31 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809169#comment_65809169)

Recommended 1 time

I think the big national parks might be okay, as a lot of
college students will work there for the summer (my
oldest sister spent her time in Yellowstone), but the
smaller parks and places like Branson are in trouble.  



(/user/getfuzzy)

[new]


getfuzzy (/user/getfuzzy) growingMajorityMN

Mar 13 · 09:43:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65807278#comment_65807278)

Recommended 11 times

I spent a couple of years in Springfield, MO, and 90% of the people I met
had never been out of the state. Half of those hadn’t been outside a 50
mile radius. All of them seemed proud of that fact too. High and
mighty opinions about everyone and everything, but theirs was a small
ignorant world.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) getfuzzy

Mar 14 · 03:35:40 AM (/comments/1643059/65808339#comment_65808339)

Recommended 4 times

20 miles, the area the average person lives in and never leaves.
Those of us who’ve traveled far and wide even in our own
states are actually likely the minority.



(/user/necturus)

[new]


necturus (/user/necturus) growingMajorityMN

Mar 14 · 04:26:29 AM (/comments/1643059/65808423#comment_65808423)

Recommended 4 times

The vast majority of Americans — and, unless that’s changed recently,
the majority of Congress — don’t have passports.
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(/user/ban nock)[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) Mother Mags

Mar 13 · 07:25:09 PM (/comments/1643059/65806222#comment_65806222)

Recommended 3 times

That’s a good thing. International tourism is a carbon nightmare. If people stay
home and vacation locally I’m all for it. We don’t need to make money of
destroying the planet. 



(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) ban nock

Mar 13 · 07:39:30 PM (/comments/1643059/65806333#comment_65806333)

Recommended 35 times

Seeing other countries is good for your mind. You discover that other
countries have ideas that we could use.



(/user/NeverThere)

[new]


NeverThere (/user/NeverThere) PJEvans

Mar 13 · 08:31:47 PM (/comments/1643059/65806753#comment_65806753)

Recommended 40 times

“Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness,
and many of our people need it sorely on these accounts.
Broad, wholesome, charitable views of men and things cannot
be acquired by vegetating in one little corner of the earth all
one's lifetime.”

--Mark Twain



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) NeverThere

Mar 14 · 01:23:59 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808144#comment_65808144)

Recommended 2 times

“Needless travel is fatal to endangered species, fish in
the ocean, intact ecosystems, and potentially your
own species.”

-Ma Nature.



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:00:03 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808800#comment_65808800)

Recommended 2 times

What is this “needless travel” of which you
speak?

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) anjaspapa

Mar 14 · 05:08:35 PM (/comments/1643059

/65816123#comment_65816123)

“Needless travel” = travel as novelty, for the
sake of “newness" or "collecting
experiences,” where one presently has no
personal ties or work obligations. 

If you have family or close friends in
Whereverstan, those are existing ties to a
place.  If you have to go there for work, it’s
not your choice.   Those are more important
than “exotic vacations.”  That’s a value
judgement of course, so if someone wants to
argue for a different value judgement, such
as keeping families apart so rich Americans
can go jet-setting around, they can be my
guest.

We are now facing +2 Celsius, which
translates to roughly two billion climate
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Recommended 0 times

casualties, and we are also risking runaway
warming, which translates to human
extinction.

All of which means:  “You can't always get
what you want.”

That’s the reality of the times in which we
live, and reality does not care about our
feelings or our “i-Wants.”

We may as well get used to it, because it’s
going to get a hell of a lot worse before it
gets better.

For now we can accommodate deep personal
connections and obligatory business travel. 
It will not be long before we can’t
accommodate those either.  Commuting to
work by car is going to be o-v-e-r as well,
along with a lot of luxuries we presently take
for granted, such as long-distance food.

This is not “my” “opinion," this is
thermodynamics, so if anyone here doesn’t
like it, they can go out and shake their fist at
the sky and try arguing with physics.

See also climate scientists showing
symptoms of PTSD because of what they
know is coming.

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadia PJEvans

Mar 13 · 08:49:06 PM (/comments/1643059/65806863#comment_65806863)

Recommended 15 times

You discover that the sky is universally blue, clouds are white
the world over, and beauty lives in every country.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Canadian Reader

Mar 14 · 01:24:58 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808145#comment_65808145)

Recommended 2 times

What you said.

Sheesh I have to feel sheepish about this, seeing as an
awful lot of us might be crossing the border in your
direction if things keep going to hell here.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) PJEvans

Mar 14 · 01:22:41 AM (/comments/1643059/65808141#comment_65808141)

Recommended 3 times

When the weather is “400 PPM of carbon with a warming
trend,” Ma Nature doesn’t give a fiddler’s fart about what’s
good for our minds.

You can "see" and “hear” other countries via newspapers,
magazines, books, radio, television, film, and the internet.   You
can communicate with them via blogs, telephone, email, and
postal mail.  Thereby discovering plenty of ideas that we can
use. 

There’s no need to spew a trail of CO2 across an ocean for any
of that. 



(/user/zygoatinottawa)

[new]


zygoatinottawa (/user/zyg G2geek

Mar 14 · 12:43:07 PM (/comments/1643059

... 
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/65813324#comment_65813324)

Recommended 1 time

*enthusiastic applause*

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) zygoatinottawa

Mar 14 · 04:37:37 PM (/comments/1643059

/65815831#comment_65815831)

Recommended 0 times

Not to mention the energy & CO2 savings
from not having to fly people out of their
“exotic adventure” in a Medevac helicopter
when they come down with some deadly
disease or another (speaking of white
privilege). 

The lowest ecological impact of all is to see
the world via library books, and even better if
one takes a bus to the library. 

When I was a kid we subscribed to National
Geographic, which was an excellent
mind-opener.



(/user/PadreMellyrn)

[new]


PadreMellyrn (/user/PadreMellyrn) ban nock

Mar 13 · 07:53:39 PM (/comments/1643059/65806453#comment_65806453)

Recommended 2 times

Why would I want to Vacation in a shit box full of deplorable’s? Please,
we need to get the fuck away from the rotten bastards. Maybe find a
nice place in the world, you know filled with ISIS. They would be more
acceptable than hanging out with the F’ing idiots that voted Trump. ISIS
just wants to kill us, Trumps assholes want to torture us to death for
decades.



(/user/Hatrax)

[new]


Hatrax (/user/Hatrax) ban nock

Mar 13 · 08:01:22 PM (/comments/1643059/65806531#comment_65806531)

Recommended 12 times

The benefits gained from experiencing a different culture and seeing
new places vastly outweighs a bit of carbon, especially with all the other
emission sources. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Hatrax

Mar 14 · 01:27:14 AM (/comments/1643059/65808147#comment_65808147)

Recommended 2 times

And the thermodynamics engendered by “a bit” of carbon,
vastly outweigh everything else.

In the end, physics wins. 



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:01:25 AM (/comments/1643059

/65808814#comment_65808814)

Recommended 2 times

In the end, physics will win — whether we travel or
not.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]
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Mar 14 · 05:18:06 PM (/comments/1643059

/65816232#comment_65816232)

Recommended 0 times

Yes, exactly: in the end physics will win.  I just
replied to another of your comments with a
“you can’t argue with physics” rant;-)

But "whether we travel or not" and “whether
we eat 3,000-mile strawberries or not” and
etc. etc., will determine how much net heat
gain we get over the next few centuries, and
the impacts of that over the next few
thousand years. 

In the long run (5 B years) the Sun goes red
giant, and long before that (250 M years) it
expands enough to boil the oceans.  By
which time we will either have become an
interstellar civilization or we will have failed
the cosmic Darwin test.  I’m all in for cosmic
civ, which in turn depends absolutely upon
sustainability and world peace over the next
8 K years or so, before the first ark ship could
depart from here (plus or minus New
Physics).

(/user/necturus)

[new]


necturus (/user/necturus) Hatrax

Mar 14 · 04:32:39 AM (/comments/1643059/65808441#comment_65808441)

Recommended 2 times

There are plenty of different cultures right here in the U.S.  For
example, some 350,000 Brazilians live in in Greater Boston.



(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) Hatrax

Mar 14 · 04:55:44 AM (/comments/1643059/65808492#comment_65808492)

Recommended 0 times

I’ve lived for long periods in the third world.

Most expats gain little from living in a foreign country, let alone
tourists. It’s just a collecting of T-shirts. 



(/user/hatrack)

[new]


hatrack (/user/hatrack) ban nock

Mar 13 · 08:44:13 PM (/comments/1643059/65806824#comment_65806824)

Recommended 5 times

 . . . said the guy who posted about what a GREAT Secretary of the
Interior Ryan Zinke would be.

Whatever.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) hatrack

Mar 14 · 12:12:01 AM (/comments/1643059/65807993#comment_65807993)

Recommended 0 times

Squirrel!

And this squirrel’s name is “argumentum ad hominem.”

Whatever.



(/user/hatrack)

[new]


hatrack (/user/hatrack) gharlane

Mar 16 · 08:09:14 AM (/comments/1643059

/65832132#comment_65832132)

Oooh!  Stinging!
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) hatrack

Mar 14 · 01:27:59 AM (/comments/1643059/65808150#comment_65808150)

Recommended 0 times

Red Herring Alert!  Be on the lookout for stolen
wheelbarrows...



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) ban nock

Mar 13 · 10:55:04 PM (/comments/1643059/65807691#comment_65807691)

Recommended 1 time

We’re probably going to Canada this summer—driving, not flying.  I
wonder if we’ll have any problems with re-entry, with our American
passports.



(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/user/Alice in Fl Mercy Ormont

Mar 14 · 07:30:25 AM (/comments/1643059/65809483#comment_65809483)

Recommended 0 times

As long as you’re white/”christian” you’re probably ok.

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Merc Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 04:52:54 PM (/comments/1643059

/65815964#comment_65815964)

Recommended 0 times

White but with Jewish names.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) ban nock

Mar 14 · 01:17:26 AM (/comments/1643059/65808128#comment_65808128)

Recommended 1 time

I'm with you on that.

Some people have good reasons to travel overseas: business, family,
etc.  But flying hither and yon to “collect experiences” is a real good way
to make a mockery of whatever else one does to try to save the planet. 

One hand knows not what the other hand does. 



(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/user/Alice in Fl G2geek

Mar 14 · 07:31:57 AM (/comments/1643059/65809493#comment_65809493)

Recommended 4 times

Don’t worry, Americans are quite capable of putting out the
same amount ofcarbon just driving to work/school/shopping
etc.

... 

(/user/Alice in Florida)

[new]


Alice in Florida (/user/Alic Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 07:32:42 AM (/comments/1643059

/65809503#comment_65809503)

Recommended 4 times

Not to mention bass boats and ATVs on the
weekends.

... 
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(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 02:44:05 PM (/comments/1643059

/65814709#comment_65814709)

Recommended 1 time

Actually not. If you look at the carbon and
other warming causing gasses and where
they are deposited in transcontinental
flights, they vastly outweigh any bass boats
or ATVs. For many DKers I’d think air travel is
their number one source. 

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Alice in Florida

Mar 14 · 04:27:36 PM (/comments/1643059

/65815752#comment_65815752)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, I do worry about commuter-polluters.

For which reason I designed something for
telecommuters, that went global a little over ten years
ago.  Every former automobile commuter who is now
a telecommuter, is anywhere up to ten fewer car trips
per week.



(/user/radical simplicity)

[new]


radical simplicity (/user/radical simplicity) Mother Mags

Mar 13 · 08:21:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65806688#comment_65806688)

Recommended 10 times

When Florida, Arizona, and Nevada see their tourism numbers collapse, there
may be some pushback. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Mother Mags

Mar 14 · 01:14:33 AM (/comments/1643059/65808121#comment_65808121)

Recommended 1 time

Tourism down 7%:  And also because people generally don't like visiting places
that are in decline.



(/user/Hatrax)

[new]


Hatrax (/user/Hatrax) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 08:02:48 PM (/comments/1643059/65806546#comment_65806546)

Recommended 39 times

My wife and I do translation services for Japanese clients. We just launched a new
program where we’d provide support for students coming to study at US universities. We
had four clients lined up. All have cancelled in the past three months. I don’t blame them a
bit.

The GOP kills small businesses dead. 



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) Hatrax

Mar 14 · 04:16:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65815667#comment_65815667)

Recommended 0 times

"The GOP kills small businesses dead”.

Make a great bumper sticker!
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(/user/bruised toes)

[new]


bruised toes (/user/bruised toes) Sixty Something

Mar 13 · 08:25:31 PM (/comments/1643059/65806716#comment_65806716)

Recommended 10 times

My sister in law flew to the US yesterday from Melbourne,  and said there were many
empty seats on the flight.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) bruised toes

Mar 14 · 03:45:38 AM (/comments/1643059/65808356#comment_65808356)

Recommended 1 time

Sounds about right, we’ve not spoken about it but I’d say next to none of my
fellows on the short list for the US open will be attending because of the travel
ban putting either ourselves or our kids at risk.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adul Ceri Cat

Mar 14 · 04:19:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65815684#comment_65815684)

Recommended 1 time

So depressing, right?

The GOP has killed “fun”.

Replaced it with “fear”.

Mother f **kers! (Ugh … I feel marginally better now)

... 

(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Human Adulthood

Mar 15 · 02:58:04 AM (/comments/1643059/65819876#comment_65819876)

Recommended 0 times

It’s frustrating, especially since so many of my competitors are
Muslim, none of us have done anything wrong but I’m
definitely concerned for their welfare given the treatment
people have already received and I don’t see that getting better
without CBP getting a nice big boot up the arse and the scum
booted out the door, and that can only happen after this
shitpile of Trump’s is burnt to the ground.



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Mar 13 · 06:53:17 PM (/comments/1643059/65805966#comment_65805966)

Recommended 40 times

I hope the word gets out to wipe your phone of all apps and social media before traveling and to
change any social media account names to pseudonyms. 

I have been warning my son for some time to keep his social media accounts on the down low due
to police brutality.  They are already watching BLM members and other activists. It’s only going to
get worse.

(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) igualdad

Mar 13 · 08:55:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65806918#comment_65806918)

Recommended 5 times

You have to do more than just wipe, erase, or delete data. You have to go in and RESET TO
FACTORY specifications. 



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) o4tuna

Mar 13 · 09:50:06 PM (/comments/1643059/65807334#comment_65807334)

And you want to copy off everything you want off of the phone, then encrypt the
phone, then set it to factory specifications. That way any memory not wiped by
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Recommended 1 time

the reset will be encrypted residue.

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) igualdad

Mar 13 · 09:48:41 PM (/comments/1643059/65807319#comment_65807319)

Recommended 7 times

I actually do the opposite. My real accounts are boring and mostly not visible mainly to
communicate with family and local business, etc. I have another set of social media
accounts for work and now for traveling it seems. This second set is also under my real
name with an email account as well. It’s all very boring and I use it as a cover account. I
also have another set of accounts for blogging, here on DKos, etc that are under a set of
pseudonyms.

I’ve also toyed with the idea of creating another set of social media accounts that are
really out there, some sort of fetish or bizarre fixation. Something like “The Traveling
Menstrual Show” blog or Facebook page, just to see the looks on their faces. Fun facts
about menstruation or some such. I would probably chicken out, but it’s fun to think of
ideas like this.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Anna Lemma

Mar 14 · 01:36:32 AM (/comments/1643059/65808163#comment_65808163)

Recommended 4 times

Also smart, smart, and very smart.

Excellent.  I’d suggest posting a story about this, even turning your comment
directly into a story.  The more people who know about these measures, the
better.   

I’m way compartmentalized too, and so is my memory, so I can’t even access the
stuff in my brain unless the contextual conditions match first. 

Re. bizarre fetishes dep’t: pick three random nouns out of the dictionary, and use
DuckDuckGo to search each noun plus the word “sex.”  But be very careful with
the nouns you choose, so you don’t accidentally land on a child abuse page,
because if you do, you have to wipe your browser cache & history because even
having that stuff in your cache or history is a felony.



(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:57:40 AM (/comments/1643059/65809210#comment_65809210)

Recommended 3 times

DBAN.  Duke’s Boot & Nuke.  Wipes all traces of data off and leaves the
hard drive clean and pristine.

Follow it up with downloading and installing a copy of a large freeware
program (oh, something like Adobe CS2) and then copying the folders,
putting them in a folder, copying that folder twice, etc etc, causing
massive data bloat.  That’ll wipe off the secondary traces left by DBAN,
making it incredibly difficult to recover anything forensically from the
drive. 



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Huma catwho

Mar 14 · 04:30:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65815779#comment_65815779)

Recommended 2 times

Hmmm … sounds time consuming, creating bloat by
folder copying? Never heard of that before and sounds like an
interesting tactic.

I assume DBAN is for desktops/laptops only? (not smart
phones?)

I’m all MAC OS. My DH is android for phone, which I can't
stand. 😏

... 

(/user/catwho)

[new]
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Mar 16 · 06:26:53 AM (/comments/1643059

/65831241#comment_65831241)

Recommended 0 times

Correct, DBAN runs off a USB key or a burned CD
— no way to use it on a smart phone.  I think it can be
used on an x86 Mac though, so the newer models, but
not the old ones. 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) igualdad

Mar 14 · 01:29:20 AM (/comments/1643059/65808151#comment_65808151)

Recommended 0 times

Smart, smart, smart.

Set the example and others will follow.  See also other comments in this thread for other
measures that may be needed.



(/user/Jenem)

[new]


Jenem (/user/Jenem) Mar 13 · 06:53:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65805972#comment_65805972)

Recommended 10 times

It looks like, based on the Jan 1 date, that this preceded Trump by a few weeks.

(/user/HarpPlayer)

[new]


HarpPlayer (/user/HarpPlayer) Jenem

Mar 13 · 07:18:25 PM (/comments/1643059/65806166#comment_65806166)

Recommended 11 times

His election was enough to unleash the ugly impulses of these CBP agents.



(/user/estreya)

[new]


estreya (/user/estreya) HarpPlayer

Mar 13 · 07:30:19 PM (/comments/1643059/65806276#comment_65806276)

Recommended 0 times

I’m really getting sick and tired of the comments being infiltrated by what i’ll
describe as “right-wing messaging” …



(/user/Jenem)

[new]


Jenem (/user/Jenem) estreya

Mar 14 · 01:17:31 PM (/comments/1643059/65813749#comment_65813749)

Recommended 0 times

Are you referring to me?  



(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) HarpPlayer

Mar 13 · 07:30:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65806279#comment_65806279)

Recommended 2 times

The more aggressive tactics started two years ago. You could read the article,
probably more enlightening than this post. I have to wonder, did the person who
wrote this read the article his story is about? or did he intentionally mislead. 



(/user/nomandates)

[new]


nomandates (/user/nomandates) ban nock

Mar 13 · 08:07:07 PM (/comments/1643059/65806588#comment_65806588)

Well, given that since he signed up here in 2006, Dartagnan has written
724 diaries without getting himself banned, it is safe to conclude that he
did indeed read the article he wrote about in this diary that already has
100+ recommends.

Surely you have read the rules of the road (http://www.dailykos.com
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Recommended 8 times

/rules-of-the-road):

DO NOT

Insult the character, intelligence, or
background of people with whom you are
arguing. You want to win an argument? Then don’t
engage in ad-hominem attacks.

1. 

(The item quoted above was #3, but I give up on getting this site to
correct that.)

Flagged for ad-hominem attack.

(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfeather) Jenem

Mar 13 · 07:42:45 PM (/comments/1643059/65806363#comment_65806363)

Recommended 17 times

Data provided by the Department of Homeland Security shows that
searches of cellphones by border agents has exploded, growing fivefold in
just one year, from fewer than 5,000 in 2015 to nearly 25,000 in 2016.

According to DHS officials, 2017 will be a blockbuster year. Five-thousand
devices were searched in February alone, more than in all of 2015.

From article. (http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/american-
citizens-u-s-border-agents-can-search-your-cellphone-n732746)

I have not seen or heard of this before, however. 



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Crimson Quillfeather

Mar 14 · 03:51:51 AM (/comments/1643059/65808368#comment_65808368)

Recommended 3 times

Heard of it, but it’s becoming easier thanks to the level of integration for them to
access your social media data.

The reason it’s not been a major outcry matter to date is the heavyhanded
behaviour of the searchers has escalated dramatically since Trump won the
election, January after the inauguration it got really loud and nobody liked the
TSA and CBP before that anyway.



(/user/Shockwave)

[new]


Shockwave (/user/Shockwave) Mar 13 · 06:54:32 PM (/comments/1643059/65805976#comment_65805976)

Recommended 33 times

The totalitarianism is starting to happen on the edges

Worried about your social media privacy at the border? Take these steps (https://privacysos.org
/blog/social-media-privacy-at-the-border/)

(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Shockwave

Mar 13 · 06:56:34 PM (/comments/1643059/65805992#comment_65805992)

Good tips!
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Recommended 33 times

Wipe your phone and computer and restore them to factory
settings before you travel. This is obviously an extreme measure,
but may be the best defense against warrantless border searches of
your devices.

1. 

Alternatively, encrypt your computer (https://theintercept.com
/2015/04/27/encrypting-laptop-like-mean/) and your smartphone
(https://theintercept.com/2016/11/12/surveillance-self-defense-
against-the-trump-administration/), and use strong passwords
(https://theintercept.com/2015/03/26/passphrases-can-memorize-
attackers-cant-guess/). Shut down your devices before arriving at the
border checkpoint (do not just put the devices to sleep). If you
encrypt your devices and use strong passwords, it will be more
difficult for agents to read your information if you refuse to give
them your passwords. If you’re not a US citizen and you can’t risk
getting turned away from the border for refusing to hand over your
passwords, and you don’t want to completely wipe your devices, see
below.

2. 

Ship your devices to yourself before getting on the plane. But
keep in mind that customs agents may search international packages
and anything inside that they deem suspicious, so this is not a
guaranteed way to protect your privacy. Make sure the devices are
powered down before packaging them.

3. 

If you don’t want to risk bringing your primary devices, you may
want to consider buying cheap(er) devices to use when you
travel internationally. For example, instead of bringing your
iPhone and primary laptop, you could purchase a used, cheap
smartphone and a Chromebook to use when you’re traveling. (If you
use Tails (https://tails.boum.org/getting_started/index.en.html) with
the Chromebook you’ll be even more secure.) You can wipe these
devices before crossing borders, and you won’t have to worry about
backing up lots of information because they won’t contain much to
begin with.

4. 

Change all your social media passwords to randomly generated
strings, and bring them with you on a piece of paper. If you decide
you need to, turn over the paper when asked for your passwords.
Then, as soon as you’ve crossed the border, change the passwords
again. This will minimize the window of time during which the
accounts can be accessed. Note that this is potentially problematic if
the social media service in question offers ways to set up other
access to the account once in (e.g.”API keys” or “authenticator
tokens” or whatever), because those keys can be used for future
access. Social media platforms should provide users with an easy
way to see and review all of those keys and to cancel them at will.

5. 

(/user/merrywidow)

[new]


merrywidow (/user/merrywidow) igualdad

Mar 13 · 07:04:05 PM (/comments/1643059/65806055#comment_65806055)

Recommended 17 times

Amazing you even have to write that.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) merrywidow

Mar 14 · 01:41:35 AM (/comments/1643059/65808175#comment_65808175)

Recommended 5 times

Amazing that we're having serious discussions about Nazis in 21st
century America.



(/user/nchristine)

[new]


nchristine (/user/nchristine) igualdad

Mar 13 · 07:21:06 PM (/comments/1643059/65806190#comment_65806190)

Recommended 35 times

Password:  donotspyonpeople_1776
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(/user/subir)

[new]


subir (/user/subir) igualdad

Mar 13 · 07:51:56 PM (/comments/1643059/65806435#comment_65806435)

Recommended 8 times

If your phone has removable storage, you could put all your social media apps
on that and remove it before leaving the country. Inconvenient, but should do
the trick.



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) igualdad

Mar 13 · 08:10:18 PM (/comments/1643059/65806613#comment_65806613)

Recommended 7 times

What are the the going to find out?

I hate Trump?

Hell, I’ll tell them that.



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 08:17:20 PM (/comments/1643059/65806661#comment_65806661)

Recommended 10 times

Not that I think this kind of search is tolerable. It’s not.

Just saying, I don’t have much they’ll find, except my contempt for the
orange idiot and, even more, the morons who voted for him.



(/user/Back In Blue)

[new]


Back In Blue (/user/Back In Blue) Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 09:24:05 PM (/comments/1643059/65807142#comment_65807142)

Recommended 4 times

At some point, that may be an issue...



(/user/Azubia)

[new]


Azubia (/user/Azubia) Bush Bites

Mar 13 · 09:14:14 PM (/comments/1643059/65807061#comment_65807061)

Recommended 4 times

Everyone you know that's in your contact list becomes a target for
discrimination if you piss someone off in a situation like that. Not just
yourself. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Azubia

Mar 14 · 01:42:29 AM (/comments/1643059/65808178#comment_65808178)

Recommended 3 times

Very important point. 

Guilt by association is a thing.



(/user/Lib Dem FoP)

[new]


Lib Dem FoP (/user/Lib Dem FoP) igualdad

Mar 13 · 08:47:14 PM (/comments/1643059/65806850#comment_65806850)

Recommended 9 times

Shipping devices may not be an option as many airlines refuse to take lithium
batteries as cargo. Postal and courier services refuse to accept them. In they UK
the Post Office refuses to accept a device with them even for delivery within the
country as a lot of post is sent by air.



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) igualdad

Mar 13 · 09:16:06 PM (/comments/1643059/65807073#comment_65807073)
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Recommended 7 times

If you have a Macbook of whatever flavor, you can clone your internal drive onto
an external drive using something like Carbon Copy Cloner, then wipe your
internal drive and install a fresh copy of Mac OS. Make sure you make a bootable
clone, then mail the hard drive to yourself at your destination. You can now boot
off that drive using the “option” key when booting up your Mac, and you can
work entirely off that drive without ever touching your clean, pristine, unsullied
version of Mac OS. 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) igualdad

Mar 14 · 01:40:55 AM (/comments/1643059/65808172#comment_65808172)

Recommended 1 time

Do Not use Chromebook: Chrome is Google, and Google is a vast unregulated
surveillance octopus that makes NSA jealous.

Get a used computer cheap, from a reputable used computer store.  Have a new
hard drive put in.

Frankly anyone who recommends Chromebook is not credible in my book.



(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfeather) Shockwave

Mar 13 · 07:00:38 PM (/comments/1643059/65806023#comment_65806023)

Recommended 16 times

Thank you for this.  My spouse, just this evening was asking me about this, and what I was
going to do.  Now I can tell him.  :)



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Crimson Quillfeather

Mar 13 · 07:49:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65806416#comment_65806416)

Recommended 12 times

Don’t forget nchristine’s idea of clever passwords too, like: NaziScum_Fuck0ff 



(/user/Bush Bites)

[new]


Bush Bites (/user/Bush Bites) igualdad

Mar 13 · 08:11:07 PM (/comments/1643059/65806620#comment_65806620)

Recommended 5 times

Classic.



(/user/BlackSheep1)

[new]


BlackSheep1 (/user/BlackSheep1) igualdad

Mar 13 · 08:40:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65806799#comment_65806799)

Recommended 5 times

Or, “#NotMyPresident: CrookedLoserTrump1!”



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) igualdad

Mar 14 · 01:51:41 AM (/comments/1643059/65808192#comment_65808192)

Recommended 3 times

Problem with that is, gratuitously pissing-off people who can make your
life difficult, is highly Not Recommended.  There are plenty of other
clever things to do; waving red capes in front of bulls isn’t one of them.



(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) Mar 13 · 06:56:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65805986#comment_65805986)

Customs Officers note the passwords in the traveler’s computer records and keep it so the next
time, they have it handy. They can also copy the entire contents of the phone, but I believe they
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Recommended 25 times

can only keep the copied information for two weeks. 

Don’t carry a cell phone across borders. Or else, buy a burner phone just for the trip. 

(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontCranston) o4tuna

Mar 13 · 07:54:21 PM (/comments/1643059/65806460#comment_65806460)

Recommended 11 times

Buy it at your destination, and dispose of it there as well before returning home



(/user/seattlebarb)

[new]


seattlebarb (/user/seattlebarb) o4tuna

Mar 13 · 08:52:49 PM (/comments/1643059/65806890#comment_65806890)

Recommended 6 times

Guess I won't be upgrading from my good ole flip phone until after DT is out of office.



(/user/Mother Mags)

[new]


Mother Mags (/user/Mother Mags) Mar 13 · 06:58:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65806001#comment_65806001)

Recommended 27 times

There’s a reason they call the border around the country “A Constitution-Free Zone.”
(https://www.thenation.com/article/66-percent-americans-now-live-constitution-free-zone/) And it’s
not just in the Southwest.

(/user/Wendy Slammo)

[new]


Wendy Slammo (/user/Wendy Slammo) Mother Mags

Mar 13 · 07:27:22 PM (/comments/1643059/65806251#comment_65806251)

Recommended 11 times

4th Amendment. “Pffffft” say the republicans. No 4th amendment for you.



(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) Mother Mags

Mar 13 · 07:40:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65806344#comment_65806344)

Recommended 16 times

100-mile zone around all the borders, including the coastlines — that’s most of the people
in the country.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) PJEvans

Mar 14 · 02:18:23 AM (/comments/1643059/65808219#comment_65808219)

Recommended 2 times

Any sort of “passwords, please” activity within the US is going to stir up the legal
shitstorm of the century.  Guaranteed.



(/user/benamery21)

[new]


benamery21 (/user/benamery21) Mother Mags

Mar 13 · 09:23:50 PM (/comments/1643059/65807138#comment_65807138)

Recommended 6 times

2/3rds of the population lives in the area where CBP asserts their unconstitutional
powers.  Also, this is the same area they use for reporting what percentage of deportees
were apprehended “near the border.”  



(/user/robk331)

[new]


robk331 (/user/robk331) Mar 13 · 06:58:18 PM (/comments/1643059/65806002#comment_65806002)
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Recommended 24 times

This is insanity. I'm off to Europe in a week for a short vacation. I’m a white middle-aged male and
even I'm scared of what might happen upon my return. I dread being asked what I think of Trump..

(/user/GrouchySquirrel)

[new]


GrouchySquirrel (/user/GrouchySquirrel) robk331

Mar 13 · 07:10:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65806096#comment_65806096)

Recommended 8 times

Mail your phone back home before you leave Europe.



(/user/Otteray Scribe)

[new]


Otteray Scribe (/user/Otteray Scribe) GrouchySquirrel

Mar 13 · 07:30:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65806277#comment_65806277)

Recommended 31 times

Not even that is completely secure. The best security is to leave it at home.  See
my note below. I have a flip phone with no SIM card and only a handful of
numbers on speed dial.



(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontCranst Otteray Scribe

Mar 13 · 07:55:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65806470#comment_65806470)

Recommended 16 times

^^^^^^^^^^  This the best advice. ^^^^^^^^^^^

... 

(/user/Lib Dem FoP)

[new]


Lib Dem FoP (/user/Lib Dem FoP) GrouchySquirrel

Mar 13 · 08:50:36 PM (/comments/1643059/65806873#comment_65806873)

Recommended 3 times

See my comment above. The best option is to save you phone’s entire contents
to the cloud and return it to factory settings. You can restore the back-up when
you return. The only downside is that they will likely be suspicious and start
digging further.



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) Lib Dem FoP

Mar 13 · 09:56:14 PM (/comments/1643059/65807371#comment_65807371)

Recommended 2 times

That’s why you have another set of social media under your name that
acts as a cover account. Make it a yawnfest.



(/user/raboof)

[new]


raboof (/user/raboof) Lib Dem FoP

Mar 14 · 06:01:38 AM (/comments/1643059/65808817#comment_65808817)

Recommended 1 time

Save it to a hard disk that is in your (or someone you trust's) physical
possession. Not "the cloud".  That isn't secure. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) GrouchySquirrel

Mar 14 · 02:19:24 AM (/comments/1643059/65808221#comment_65808221)

Recommended 1 time

No no no, lithium battery powered devices are not accepted for post.

Please don’t advise people to do that, they will be unsuccessful.
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(/user/anjaspapa)
[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:15:09 AM (/comments/1643059/65808899#comment_65808899)

Recommended 3 times

Mostly correct. Actually, USPS (at least) will accept packages (say,
laptops or cellphones) for shipment IF the lithium battery is detached
from the device and is either shipped separately or in a separate
compartment with the package. I’ve done so with no issues several
times. The only question I’ve ever been asked is whether I’ve “unplugged
the battery”. YMMV, though, so check with your post office. And don’t
assume.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) anjaspapa

Mar 14 · 05:29:21 PM (/comments/1643059/65816400#comment_65816400)

Recommended 0 times

That’s good to know.  That would seem to exclude an awful lot
of Apple stuff these days, where you can’t remove or replace
the battery (“the better to see you with, my dear”). 

IMHO Apple has stuck its head so far up its derriere that it
doesn’t even pretend to listen any more.  The hardware has
become fragile, the OS has been slowly removing security
things (no more “secure delete” on laptops, “because mobile
compatibility,” lame-ass excuse if ever there was), and planned
obsolescence is the word of the day.

I am going to attempt to transition to one or another Linux
variant running on a Panasonic Toughbook with
interchangeable hard drives and no mic, camera, or GPS chip. 
That will be a real work machine and writer’s machine, rather
than a consumer media & surveillance machine, and it will
probably last 3x as long as Apple hardware.  The things I need
most that are Apple-specific are Quickbooks (NOT the “cloud”
version) and TextEdit, so that’s where the challenges will be. 
And the things I need that are Windows-specific are some
work-related programming tools for which there are no Linux
replacements but they can run in a VM.



(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfeather) robk331

Mar 13 · 07:16:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65806142#comment_65806142)

Recommended 11 times

I feel you.  I’m not travelling and leaving the country until December.  However, I’m
watching all this with trepidation. 



(/user/FarWestGirl)

[new]


FarWestGirl (/user/FarWestGirl) robk331

Mar 13 · 07:16:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65806145#comment_65806145)

Recommended 8 times

Check in when you get back. Safe travels.



(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) robk331

Mar 13 · 07:31:41 PM (/comments/1643059/65806285#comment_65806285)

Recommended 0 times

Stay home. Save the planet, stop polluting. 



(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) ban nock

Mar 13 · 07:41:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65806348#comment_65806348)

Recommended 15 times

DBAD.
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(/user/robk331)

[new]


robk331 (/user/robk331) ban nock

Mar 13 · 07:44:18 PM (/comments/1643059/65806375#comment_65806375)

Recommended 21 times

I'm visiting my 94 year old mother who isn’t doing too well. DBAD.



(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) robk331

Mar 14 · 12:24:07 AM (/comments/1643059/65808027#comment_65808027)

Recommended 2 times

Limiting travel, especially air travel, is actually a good thing.  Because,
well, you know (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2017/03/13/1642106
/-It-s-time-to-start-worrying-Widespread-loss-of-ocean-oxygen-
to-become-noticeable-in-the-2030-s)….

What can I say?  I like oxygen.  Call me crazy.

All that said, the reason you specify has been, and is, the only exception
I’ve made in the last 5 years.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Huma gharlane

Mar 14 · 05:08:14 PM (/comments/1643059/65816118#comment_65816118)

Recommended 1 time

I haven't flown since 2008 … and that was a required work trip.

Low carbon footprint here … but not entirely by choice (cash
poor makes our vacay’s … stay-cay’s.

... 

(/user/gharlane)

[new]


gharlane (/user/gharlane) Human Adulthood

Mar 14 · 06:07:00 PM (/comments/1643059

/65816868#comment_65816868)

Recommended 1 time

Right with you.  Cash poor = low carbon. And I’m both
(for a US resident…. obviously my carbon footprint is
massive compared to your average African, for
example).

I hope not to remain cash poor, but I do hope to
remain low carbon. 



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/ gharlane

Mar 14 · 10:27:17 PM (/comments/1643059

/65819229#comment_65819229)

Recommended 0 times

I hear that!

... 

(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfe ban nock

Mar 13 · 07:49:37 PM (/comments/1643059/65806415#comment_65806415)

Recommended 9 times

I’m not certain you stayed home.  Why should we?

... 

(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) ban nock

Mar 13 · 09:20:24 PM (/comments/1643059/65807112#comment_65807112)

Recommended 4 times

Yeah tell your entire family that you now expect them to come to you from now
on. Thus, the fascists have won. 
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(/user/Damaniel)

[new]


Damaniel (/user/Damaniel) ban nock

Mar 14 · 12:20:07 PM (/comments/1643059/65813027#comment_65813027)

Recommended 0 times

Yawn.



(/user/Colonel Mustard)

[new]


Colonel Mustard (/user/Colonel Mustard) robk331

Mar 13 · 07:44:40 PM (/comments/1643059/65806379#comment_65806379)

Recommended 2 times

Wear a MAGA cap — bypass the body cavity search. 



(/user/robk331)

[new]


robk331 (/user/robk331) Colonel Mustard

Mar 13 · 07:47:37 PM (/comments/1643059/65806403#comment_65806403)

Recommended 9 times

Tempting but I’d have to take about 100 showers to get rid of the ick.



(/user/westyny)

[new]


westyny (/user/westyny) Colonel Mustard

Mar 13 · 09:29:24 PM (/comments/1643059/65807180#comment_65807180)

Recommended 4 times

I refuse to be seen in one. Some person I think is cute will get the wrong idea.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adul westyny

Mar 14 · 05:13:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65816186#comment_65816186)

Recommended 0 times

LOL!!

Just make your phone’s home screen picture a big ol mugshot of the
Prez himself. Border agents will say “move along, move along”, whilst
not icking up a potential new partner, heh heh.

Oh wait … no phone on zee plane is zee zafest thing.

okay … wear Trump socks?

... 

(/user/Black Max)

[new]


Black Max (/user/Black Max) Mar 13 · 07:02:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65806034#comment_65806034)

Recommended 19 times

This is a gross and barbaric violation of their civil rights. Are they filing lawsuits?

(/user/sunbro)

[new]


sunbro (/user/sunbro) Mar 13 · 07:06:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65806077#comment_65806077)

The 4th and 5th Amendments would seem to apply here.

4th Amendment:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants
shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be
seized.

5th Amendment:
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Recommended 12 times

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in
the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or
public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put
in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
compensation.

Berkeley Technology Law Journal

Volume 30 | Issue 1 Article 2

Spring 3-1-2014

Compelling Passwords from Third Parties: Why

the Fourth and Fifth Amendments Do Not

Adequately Protect Individuals when Third Parties

are Forced to Hand Over Passwords

Sarah Wilson

scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/… (http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu
/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2052&context=btlj)

legal (http://time.com/tag/legal)
Why the Constitution Can Protect Passwords But Not Fingerprint Scans

Jack Linshi (http://time.com/author/jack-linshi/)
Nov 06, 2014
time.com/... (http://time.com/3558936/fingerprint-password-fifth-amendment/)

(/user/PsychoSavannah)

[new]


PsychoSavannah (/user/PsychoSavannah) sunbro

Mar 13 · 07:22:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65806199#comment_65806199)

Recommended 4 times

Oh come on — it’s not PAPER!

/s



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) PsychoSavannah

Mar 14 · 05:17:34 PM (/comments/1643059/65816223#comment_65816223)

Recommended 0 times

Hahaha!

I wonder if disabling the finger print login would be a smart extra step (if it can
be done — gotta check my smart phone settings and see!)



(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) Mar 13 · 07:08:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65806082#comment_65806082)

Recommended 4 times

The Republican have the right idea actually, we’ve got to defend this country against the voters. We
just disagree on which ones.

I wonder if it’s as few as 200 times a day I see us blaming the country on its people.

(/user/GrouchySquirrel)

[new]


GrouchySquirrel (/user/GrouchySquirrel) Mar 13 · 07:08:48 PM (/comments/1643059/65806084#comment_65806084)

Recommended 24 times

This is awful. US citizens are not allowed to enter without handing over their passwords? You can
bet that if they see any anti-Trump stuff on your media, your name is going on a List.

If a Democrat ever manages to become president again, the CBP is only one of the things which will
need to be purged of all the fascists.
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(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfeather) GrouchySquirrel

Mar 13 · 07:20:32 PM (/comments/1643059/65806188#comment_65806188)

Recommended 12 times

….following orders and doing their jobs….

Arendt’s Eichman in Jerusalem. 

Worth re-reading.



(/user/Rainshower1)

[new]


Rainshower1 (/user/Rainshower1) GrouchySquirrel

Mar 13 · 09:09:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65807027#comment_65807027)

Recommended 0 times

Why do you have a black line through the upside down flag?



(/user/GrouchySquirrel)

[new]


GrouchySquirrel (/user/GrouchySquirrel) Rainshower1

Mar 14 · 05:55:55 AM (/comments/1643059/65808781#comment_65808781)

Recommended 3 times

It’s a mourning band, to mark the death of sanity.



(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) Mar 13 · 07:18:59 PM (/comments/1643059/65806173#comment_65806173)

Recommended 22 times

Hispanics are next.

I have a child who is originally from Guatemala.   I’m scared shitless.

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) anon004

Mar 13 · 10:06:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65807442#comment_65807442)

Recommended 7 times

I have a child who is from China. I scared too.



(/user/Waffull)

[new]


Waffull (/user/Waffull) Mar 13 · 07:21:06 PM (/comments/1643059/65806189#comment_65806189)

Recommended 4 times

I hate to say it, but HitlerTrump hadn’t yet been sworn in yet:

When Buffalo, New York couple Akram Shibly and Kelly McCormick returned to
the U.S. from a trip to Toronto on Jan. 1, 2017, U.S.

(/user/Crimson Quillfeather)

[new]


Crimson Quillfeather (/user/Crimson Quillfeather) Waffull

Mar 13 · 07:34:41 PM (/comments/1643059/65806300#comment_65806300)
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Recommended 17 times

But the officials caution that rhetoric about a Muslim registry and
ban during the presidential campaign also seems to have
emboldened federal agents to act more forcefully.

"The shackles are off," said Hugh Handeyside, a staff attorney with the
ACLU's National Security Project. "We see individual officers and perhaps
supervisors as well pushing those limits, exceeding their authority and
violating people's rights."

(/user/PadreMellyrn)

[new]


PadreMellyrn (/user/PadreMellyrn) Waffull

Mar 13 · 07:59:34 PM (/comments/1643059/65806505#comment_65806505)

Recommended 8 times

But they would still see Trump as an excuse to do what they wanted to do, since they
knew he won, and the pretty much knew what he was going to do.

So we can’t blame the ‘ban itself’, but there is no doubt that Trump encouraged this kind
of behavior, even during his Campaigning.



(/user/ursulafaw)

[new]


ursulafaw (/user/ursulafaw) Mar 13 · 07:23:40 PM (/comments/1643059/65806212#comment_65806212)

Recommended 18 times

This is as shocking as your last article about how our insane paranoia is making us look in the
world with tourists.  This is even worse, Dartagan.  I appreciate your bringing it to our attention and
I think that this belongs on the front page, truly.  This must stop. 

(/user/Otteray Scribe)

[new]


Otteray Scribe (/user/Otteray Scribe) Mar 13 · 07:26:41 PM (/comments/1643059/65806239#comment_65806239)

Recommended 22 times

I have a flip phone. It does not have a SIM card in it. The only numbers on speed dial are a half
dozen family members, my doctor’s clinic, and the administrative assistants at several Sheriff’s
departments. That’s it.  That is on purpose. I don’t do Facebook for a myriad of reasons.  I also
don’t bother with Twitter except to follow a few people.  If I have to go outside the US, I have no
intention of taking my laptop.  If for any reason I absolutely need a computer, I will borrow or buy a
cheap one as a last resort.

If they want to interrogate me, let them. That could be entertaining, given my skill set.
(https://jonathanturley.org/2013/12/15/we-have-ways-of-making-you-talk-confessions-and-false-
confessions/)

(/user/LamontCranston)

[new]


LamontCranston (/user/LamontCranston) Otteray Scribe

Mar 13 · 07:57:10 PM (/comments/1643059/65806488#comment_65806488)

Recommended 10 times

Excellent advice.



(/user/Lib Dem FoP)

[new]


Lib Dem FoP (/user/Lib Dem FoP) Otteray Scribe

Mar 13 · 08:55:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65806913#comment_65806913)

Recommended 2 times

It does have a SIM card or you would not be able to use it to dial the numbers you list.
Cellphones without SIM cards can only make calls to the national emergency numbers
programmed in. That could be 911, 112 or 999 depending on the country.



(/user/Otteray Scribe)

[new]


Otteray Scribe (/user/Otteray Scribe) Lib Dem FoP

Mar 13 · 09:36:05 PM (/comments/1643059/65807225#comment_65807225)
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Recommended 3 times

Whatever it has in it has nothing on it. I thought it was using the small amount of
built-in memory. I can only program in a couple dozen numbers and it only has
enough memory for a few tweets. No camera. I think the phone cost all of $40.

(/user/Otteray Scribe)

[new]


Otteray Scribe (/user/Otteray Scribe) Otteray Scribe

Mar 13 · 09:36:33 PM (/comments/1643059/65807230#comment_65807230)

Recommended 3 times

Meant text messages, not tweets.



(/user/catwho)

[new]


catwho (/user/catwho) Lib Dem FoP

Mar 14 · 07:02:34 AM (/comments/1643059/65809247#comment_65809247)

Recommended 1 time

Many feature phones without 4G capabilities still use GSM technology.

My husband’s 10 year old flip phone also completely lacks a SIM card.  It doesn’t
use data at all. 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Otteray Scribe

Mar 14 · 02:44:16 AM (/comments/1643059/65808251#comment_65808251)

Recommended 2 times

Most interesting, and more common ground; Erickson et.al. spoken here.  Obama was a
natural master of all of that; some of his speeches could be taught as textbook cases.

Though, I would differ about suggestibility.  I’d say that 20% of humans are highly
accessible to any given category of induction procedure, but when you add up all of the
available inductions, you end up with nearly 100% of the population being accessible to
one or another of them. 



(/user/dweb8231)

[new]


dweb8231 (/user/dweb8231) Mar 13 · 07:45:18 PM (/comments/1643059/65806385#comment_65806385)

Recommended 11 times

Hate to tell you fellow troopers, but case law gives them the right to demand this without probable
cause or right to legal representation. You ask how this could happen?  Me too, but it did, and
apparently under the guise of Homeland Security. Think you are protected because you are a
United States citizen? No!  They are demanding documents from everybody on domestic flights.

hell these folks are now so brazen they are creating phony documents and ordering immigrants
with all the right clearances to sign them.  If they do, they sign away their rights to enter...ever.

(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) dweb8231

Mar 13 · 09:00:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65806948#comment_65806948)

Recommended 0 times

It is ILLEGAL for them to demand ID from passengers disembarking DOMESTIC flights.
JUST SAY NO.



(/user/dweb8231)

[new]


dweb8231 (/user/dweb8231) o4tuna

Mar 14 · 01:55:47 AM (/comments/1643059/65808193#comment_65808193)

Recommended 0 times

Good luck with that!

www.upi.com/... (http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2017/02/24/Border-patrol-
agents-check-IDs-of-domestic-flight-passengers-in-New-York/6741487906527/)



[new]
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(/user/o4tuna) o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) dweb8231

Mar 14 · 01:47:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65814076#comment_65814076)

Recommended 0 times

Yes,  I’m familiar with that story.  What they did was illegal. If anybody
had refused, they  would have been required to let that person go. If
they detained that person, then there would be grounds for a lawsuit. 

They can “ask” but they cannot “require”.



(/user/praying manatheist)

[new]


praying manatheist (/user/praying manatheist) dweb8231

Mar 13 · 09:13:46 PM (/comments/1643059/65807056#comment_65807056)

Recommended 7 times

It has gotten progressivly worse since 911.  First it was the body scans and pat downs with
the random cavity search just to be sure.  We were required to remove our belts and our
shoes and turn on our laptops to make sure they worked.

I remember going to Peru duing the GWB years and getting grilled when I returned by
customs agents.  I had previously traveled to Mexico before 911 and it was a night and
day experience.  It was unsettling.

We tolerated this increased intrusion during the Obama administration because we
trusted him at some core level and never felt it could get out of hand.

And now we have Trump and the border is a Constituion free zone and we’re fucked.



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) praying manatheist

Mar 13 · 09:28:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65807172#comment_65807172)

Recommended 8 times

That is why they call it a slippery slope. 



(/user/praying manatheist)

[new]


praying manatheist (/user/praying ma CyberMindGrrl

Mar 14 · 08:46:08 AM (/comments/1643059/65810355#comment_65810355)

Recommended 2 times

Yes, exactly.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) praying manatheist

Mar 14 · 02:51:16 AM (/comments/1643059/65808259#comment_65808259)

Recommended 2 times

The “shoes & belt” routine, and “not more than 3 oz. size for liquids” rule, both
have sound basis.  Look up “det cord” and think about shoe laces.  Yes that’s
been done.  There are two chemicals you can buy on Main Street, that when
mixed, form a highly unstable explosive.  Mix ‘em up, smack the bottle on the
airplane bathroom sink, and blow a hole in the side of the airplane.  Etc.

So I don't object to those security measures.  Inconvenient, yes, but convenience
is a harsh god that demands human sacrifices, and I’d rather my plane stay in the
air until the pilot decides to land it.

“Passwords please?” on the other hand…

...them’s fightin’ words. 



(/user/praying manatheist)

[new]


praying manatheist (/user/praying ma G2geek

Mar 14 · 08:48:40 AM (/comments/1643059/65810388#comment_65810388)

Recommended 2 times

So you simply carry three bottles of each and you have 9oz of each
chemical.  They have never actually opened up my shampoo to make
sure it is actually shampoo and they never will because they’re lazy and
really, really stupid.

It’s security theater and completely ineffective.

... 
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(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) praying manatheist

Mar 14 · 05:36:03 PM (/comments/1643059/65816499#comment_65816499)

Recommended 0 times

One leetle problem.  You can’t carry a 9-ounce container in
carry-on, in which to mix the chemicals. 

But by all means go right ahead calling TSA lazy and stupid. 
That will help them keep catching approx. 100 firearms a
month that try to walk onto airplanes.  If 99% of those are
innocent blunders, that’s a hijacking a month prevented.  

If badguys think TSA are lazy & stupid, they’ll keep stuffing their
pistols down their socks or between the cheeks of their rear
ends, or under their hats, etc. etc., and they’ll keep getting
caught.  Good.



(/user/praying manatheist)

[new]


praying manatheist (/user G2geek

Mar 14 · 06:18:05 PM (/comments/1643059

/65817005#comment_65817005)

Recommended 0 times

I could mix the chemicals in a plastic bag or a
collapsable thermos mug or my empty can of cola.
 My point is, the 3oz rule is just theater.  Anyone with
a couple of brain cells and the determination can
circumvent those restrictions easily.

... 

(/user/easong)

[new]


easong (/user/easong) Mar 13 · 07:53:34 PM (/comments/1643059/65806452#comment_65806452)

Recommended 2 times

Who was president on January first?

(/user/statistic)

[new]


statistic (/user/statistic) easong

Mar 13 · 10:13:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65807474#comment_65807474)

Recommended 1 time

Indeed. That tidbit appears to have been overlooked, no? Along with this bit:

Data provided by the Department of Homeland Security shows that
searches of cellphones by border agents has exploded, growing fivefold in
just one year, from fewer than 5,000 in 2015 to nearly 25,000 in 2016.

Who was president in 2016? Hmmm...



(/user/nomandates)

[new]


nomandates (/user/nomandates) statistic

Mar 13 · 10:47:55 PM (/comments/1643059/65807651#comment_65807651)

In April 2016, who was endorsed (http://www.npr.org/2016/04/04/472929173
/union-representing-16-000-border-agents-endorses-trump) by the National
Border Control Council, which is a CBP union?

The union that represents 16,000 Border Patrol agents is
throwing its weight behind Donald Trump. That is a first for the
National Border Patrol Council, which has never endorsed a
candidate in the primaries before. The union says it's doing so
now because, quote, "we need a person in the White House
who doesn't fear the media, doesn't embrace political
correctness and doesn't need the money."
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Recommended 4 times

(my emphasis)

I posted a number of links about this in another comment
(http://www.dailykos.com/comments/1643059/65807291#comment_65807291),
so not repeating here.

(/user/jasan)

[new]


jasan (/user/jasan) Mar 13 · 07:54:48 PM (/comments/1643059/65806464#comment_65806464)

Recommended 6 times

We are afraid of our own shadows anymore.  We arm ourselves to the teeth while shouting at the
tee vee, but the tee vee will not stop yaking.  So we are fucked and we want everyone else to be as
well.  

(/user/Cuseology)

[new]


Cuseology (/user/Cuseology) Mar 13 · 08:00:59 PM (/comments/1643059/65806524#comment_65806524)

Recommended 6 times

They can have my DK user ID 149050.  Check out this post fuckers.

(/user/swiffy)

[new]


swiffy (/user/swiffy) Mar 13 · 08:04:47 PM (/comments/1643059/65806569#comment_65806569)

Recommended 14 times

Very distressing to see this. I used to leave behind my regular electronics and take only a special
netbook and older phone for some international travel. But I wasn’t too worried about the return
to the US then. Looks like this is now obligatory for all air travel.

We really have to clean house in customs and immigration whenever we can. I have actually been
hearing disturbing stories for a long time, but the new admin has really unleashed the worst of
their instincts. It has to become professional and follow effective procedure.

(/user/dawnc)

[new]


dawnc (/user/dawnc) swiffy Mar 13 · 08:48:47 PM (/comments/1643059/65806860#comment_65806860)

Recommended 10 times

A few years ago I was visiting my daughter in Oregon.  It was chilly on the Sunday morning
when I went to the airport to fly home so I was wearing my over-sized Penn State
sweatshirt.  I don’t fly often so did not think to take it off before going through security
and got pulled aside.  I offered to take it off and send it through the machine but they said
no.  I was wanded , searched, and delayed while they kept cracking jokes about my
sweatshirt and it was really, really, weird.  Eventually they let me go.  Upon my arrival
home, I was reading my Sunday paper and there was the headline:  Penn State defeats
Oregon (or maybe Oregon St).  Wow.  It was kind of comical if not for the fact that they
were really abusing their authority over such a trivial thing,  I hadn’t even known about the
game so was totally flummoxed.  This has always been an amusing story I have
sometimes told but now I think that people who would do that would do all sorts of things
to others who might have reason to be scared.  They can really do whatever they want
because you are stuck.



(/user/CyberMindGrrl)

[new]


CyberMindGrrl (/user/CyberMindGrrl) dawnc

Mar 13 · 09:32:57 PM (/comments/1643059/65807199#comment_65807199)

Recommended 7 times

It literally is the Stanford Prison Experiment gone national. 



(/user/dawnc)

[new]


dawnc (/user/dawnc) CyberMindGrrl

Mar 13 · 10:29:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65807549#comment_65807549)

Yeah, so many of the stories I’ve seen seem to be a case of just messing
with someone because they could.  I know my story was pretty trivial
and I was never nervous or scared.  I think they were literally just
entertaining themselves which was terribly unprofessional.  But I can
see that kind of attitude going really bad given the wrong people or
circumstances.
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Recommended 8 times

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) Mar 13 · 08:25:49 PM (/comments/1643059/65806719#comment_65806719)

Recommended 5 times

How about setting your phone’s language to something illegible to Americans?  Like Russian,
Chinese, or anything but Arabic, which would probably get you shot. It’s relatively simple to learn
the phrases “Settings” and “Language and Region”.  If questioned, you could say it got set by
mistake while abroad and you don’t know how to set it back. Better, ask for their help!

(/user/Otteray Scribe)

[new]


Otteray Scribe (/user/Otteray Scribe) Keri

Mar 13 · 08:31:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65806749#comment_65806749)

Recommended 11 times

My grandson is fluent in Japanese and does passable Mandarin, French and Spanish. He
can program in Japanese.  All his gadgets are set to display Japanese. Even text messages
are translated automatically into Japanese. I know that is beyond the average person’s
skills, but is an example of how to confuse the CPB and TSA beyond belief. Especially if he
mixes languages.

I would love to be a fly on the wall when he goes through customs.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Otteray Scribe

Mar 14 · 04:16:11 AM (/comments/1643059/65808407#comment_65808407)

Recommended 3 times

I envy him, I literally can’t learn spoken Chinese dialects in general, my hearing
impairment makes the tonal nature of the majority of Asian languages
incomprehensible.



(/user/minidriver)

[new]


minidriver (/user/minidriver) Mar 13 · 08:38:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65806786#comment_65806786)

Recommended 3 times

I’m heading over to Ottawa soon. I wonder how they would react to an erased phone with no
micro-SIM card?

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) minidriver Mar 13 · 09:46:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65807306#comment_65807306)

Recommended 2 times

I wonder how practical/easy it would be to delete or disable all social media and email
apps and accounts and delete content from the phone itself, while keeping all account
info and content on servers, during such a trip, only to restore them fully upon getting
back home? Just so it doesn’t look too obvious, you can create a second account that you
rarely use, perhaps using it for some commercial emails. It might be a hassle, but I bet
someone’s already developed an app that automates it all (that can also be deleted and
fully restored).



(/user/sneakers563)

[new]


sneakers563 (/user/sneakers563) kovie

Mar 14 · 01:45:13 PM (/comments/1643059/65814053#comment_65814053)

Recommended 0 times

It might be possible for Android, but I don’t think it would be possible on iOS
(iPhone). All the apps are restricted to their own data (sandboxed). It’s impossible
for one app to access or modify the data of another in the way that your idea
would require. 

Most people do back up their settings and mail to iCloud, so it would be possible
to delete the app and then restore when back home, but you would have to do it
manually.



[new]
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(/user/kovie) kovie (/user/kovie) sneakers563

Mar 14 · 01:53:20 PM (/comments/1643059/65814141#comment_65814141)

Recommended 1 time

No, I meant that you’d delete, say, your personal gmail account on your
phone, along with any locally cached copies of its emails, while
preserving both on your stay at home devices. They’re all backed up to
the cloud anyway. This would apply to any other social media apps and
data.

They might get suspicious if you have no email or social media on your
phone, so it might make sense to create secondary accounts you
occasionally use, for stuff you don’t mind people looking at. Or you
could say that you’re always afraid of losing your phone and having
people steal your data, so you keep it off your phone.

They could then ask you for the ids and passwords so they can log into
them on a PC, but you could refuse, saying that it’s personal and doesn’t
concern devices you have on you right now, and either let me go or I
need to speak to my lawyer or the ACLU. Chances are that they’ll
grumble, maybe hold you a while longer, then let you go.



(/user/sneakers563)

[new]


sneakers563 (/user/sneakers563) kovie

Mar 14 · 02:07:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65814286#comment_65814286)

Recommended 1 time

Oh sure, I meant specifically your idea for an app that does it
automatically. There’s no way to write such an app on the
iPhone because apps can’t install or delete each other, nor can
they modify each other’s data. It’s prevented at the level of the
operating system as a security measure.

I agree with the idea in general, though, along with the rest of
your comment.



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) sneakers563

Mar 14 · 08:33:21 PM (/comments/1643059

/65818444#comment_65818444)

Recommended 1 time

Ah, sorry, didn’t understand. Although, the mere
presence of such an app would be a tipoff that you
might be hiding something. Probably best to do it
manually.



(/user/Rumarhazzit)

[new]


Rumarhazzit (/user/Rumarhazzit) Mar 13 · 08:39:09 PM (/comments/1643059/65806792#comment_65806792)

Recommended 11 times

I would NOT give them anything. No passwords, no cooperation, no nothing. And I would
constantly remind them that they should be ashamed.

I'm traveling to Mexico later this year. I am a white male, which makes me feel awful for the
privilege, but I am gay and married so I may have to defend that. Short story: When they fuck with
my Muslim brothers and sisters, they fuck with me. We are all in this together.

RESIST!

(/user/ultragreen)

[new]


ultragreen (/user/ultragreen) Rumarhazzit

Mar 13 · 10:16:32 PM (/comments/1643059/65807486#comment_65807486)

Recommended 2 times

Unfortunately, the border agents may respond to your lack of cooperation by seizing your
digital device. This has happened many times. The Federal courts have allowed border
agents greater powers of search and seizure than the police. Just bring a cheap cell phone
with you that contains little information.



(/user/tiggs)

[new]
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Mar 13 · 10:30:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65807555#comment_65807555)

Recommended 2 times

If you are getting ready to do that, you need to start looking for a good atty right now, not
all are the same. And he needs to be easily reachable in case of trouble. Please do not say
that about feeling awful for the privilege. It is a very PC thing to say and it sounds awful.
Never be ashamed of who you are. that is something for Harvard freshman girls to say. 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) tiggs

Mar 14 · 02:56:21 AM (/comments/1643059/65808270#comment_65808270)

Recommended 3 times

And, put your lawyer on a “deadman switch” basis: tell him/her that if you don’t
contact her/him within a day of your planned arrival, s/he should go to war for
you.



(/user/ceebee7)

[new]


ceebee7 (/user/ceebee7) Mar 13 · 08:45:38 PM (/comments/1643059/65806840#comment_65806840)

Recommended 5 times

I cannot believe this is happening.  But then, I did not believe Trump could be elected president.  I
shared this on FB and wrote the above.  Then I wrote, and then deleted, another remark.  I am
editing myself out of fear that my speech could one day be used against me (even though I don't
travel and don't even own a cell phone).

(/user/tiggs)

[new]


tiggs (/user/tiggs) ceebee7 Mar 13 · 10:32:14 PM (/comments/1643059/65807566#comment_65807566)

Recommended 4 times

They got you on the cheap then. That’s it, they don’t need to do another thing. They won
hands down. If everybody goes that route, what will happen?



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) tiggs

Mar 14 · 02:59:22 AM (/comments/1643059/65808277#comment_65808277)

Recommended 2 times

What's worse is when people go all conformist online because their current or
future boss might see something.  That’s just pathetic. 

Poor peasants in China with no education, are building home-made airplanes
from scrap materials, and flying them.  www.bbc.com/… (http://www.bbc.com
/culture/story/20170312-the-amazing-flying-machines-of-chinese-farmers)

Meanwhile Americans are wimping out because The Boss might Say Something.



(/user/biryanifan)

[new]


biryanifan (/user/biryanifan) tiggs

Mar 14 · 12:12:14 PM (/comments/1643059/65812934#comment_65812934)

Recommended 0 times

We’d just become another dictatorship like any in the world.

The dark reality is that few dictatorships are run either competently or with
majority support—but their armed forces and police keep them in power, thanks
to a mixture of fear and corruption.

That fear and corruption is keeping former NeverTrump Repubs in line now. The
only way to nip it in the bud before it becomes too entrenched is win big next
year—somehow, and by then it’ll be further on its way.



(/user/seattlebarb)

[new]


seattlebarb (/user/seattlebarb) Mar 13 · 09:03:36 PM (/comments/1643059/65806973#comment_65806973)

Democratic members of Congress are meeting with the head of DHS on Friday this week to discuss
border issues. Please call, email, or tweet your Rep (if you have a Dem rep, the meeting is only with
the Democratic caucus) your concerns about phone and social media searches, disrespect and
abuse of persons arriving at airports, mass deportations of law abiding immigrants, and any other
matters of concern.  Let your Democratic rep know we need to put a stop to Gestapo tactics
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Recommended 12 times

at the border. The meeting is this Friday — they need to know how unacceptable this is and
communicate that to Director Kelly.

(/user/Rainshower1)

[new]


Rainshower1 (/user/Rainshower1) Mar 13 · 09:03:39 PM (/comments/1643059/65806976#comment_65806976)

Recommended 6 times

This is insane.  I don't understand how searching th e phones of muslims is supposed to make our
borders safer.  Are they gonna have like calls overseas to terrorits or something in their?

(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) Rainshower1

Mar 13 · 10:08:49 PM (/comments/1643059/65807454#comment_65807454)

Recommended 6 times

It's about harassment and making Others feel threatened. I doubt Border Patrol is under
any delusions that they are actually making the country safer, except in as much as they
think all Muslims are a threat to Christian America.



(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) Rainshower1

Mar 14 · 01:42:16 AM (/comments/1643059/65808176#comment_65808176)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks for posting, Rainshower1.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/Hollowdweller)

[new]


Hollowdweller (/user/Hollowdweller) Mar 13 · 09:20:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65807113#comment_65807113)

Recommended 1 time

Going to get to a point where nobody wants the internet or a mobile phone anymore.

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Hollowdweller

Mar 14 · 03:00:41 AM (/comments/1643059/65808279#comment_65808279)

Recommended 1 time

Good.  Then we can build a data network that doesn’t spy on people, and have telephones
that are designed for conversation rather than as portable TVs.

30+ years in tech speaking here.
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(/user/Damaniel)

[new]


Damaniel (/user/Damaniel) G2geek

Mar 14 · 12:28:12 PM (/comments/1643059/65813140#comment_65813140)

Recommended 1 time

If you want to head back to the 1970s with your anti-modern technology rhetoric,
that's fine, but for those of us who live in the real world of the 2010s, we can take
steps to keep customs off our backs without needing to carry around a
circa-2000 dumb phone (or nothing at all).



(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) Hollowdweller

Mar 14 · 09:36:59 AM (/comments/1643059/65810881#comment_65810881)

Recommended 1 time

That is almost certainly intentional…. to dampen the free flow of information.



(/user/mdsiamese)

[new]


mdsiamese (/user/mdsiamese) Mar 13 · 09:26:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65807158#comment_65807158)

Recommended 12 times

Okay, so now that this is known that CBP is doing this, any terrorists or criminals trying to enter the
country will know to have decoy social media accounts to turn over and will hide their true
accounts. So the only people who will turn over actual account passwords will be innocent people.
This is moronic.

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) mdsiamese

Mar 13 · 09:42:09 PM (/comments/1643059/65807272#comment_65807272)

Recommended 5 times

As per LITERALLY every single thing Trump has done.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) kovie

Mar 14 · 05:37:19 PM (/comments/1643059/65816514#comment_65816514)

Recommended 0 times

and … yup!



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) mdsiamese

Mar 14 · 05:36:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65816507#comment_65816507)

Recommended 0 times

Yup.



(/user/JCPOK)

[new]


JCPOK (/user/JCPOK) Mar 13 · 09:40:02 PM (/comments/1643059/65807256#comment_65807256)

Recommended 7 times

Elections matter. If you feel you had the luxury of not voting, or pulling an idiot-Susan-Sarandon-
protest-vote, then fuck you because you are total fucking idiot.

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Mar 13 · 09:41:40 PM (/comments/1643059/65807269#comment_65807269)

My mom and I got rudely questioned and pulled over while crossing back from a short trip to
Vancouver a decade ago. There was no obvious reason for them to do this, although it turned out
that we had a few pieces of fruit we forgot to eat or throw out that were in the trunk that they
couldn’t possibly have known about by just looking at my car.
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Recommended 9 times

The tone of the booth guard was very hostile and mean, and he clearly enjoyed being a bully
dickweed to us. These guys live to abuse people crossing over. It’s clearly one of the highlights of
their day, probably lives (I bet they all hunt too, not for the chase, but the kill, which I’m guessing
no true hunter really enjoys). We were held for nearly 2 hours and asked a bunch of stupid
questions. No cell phones checked as this was before smart phones and phone-based social
media.

I’ve always wondered if a license plate scan told them to be harsh to us, if it brought up our
personal details, perhaps compiled after we first crossed over into Canada and showed our
passports. We’re both naturalized citizens born in the mideast, specifically Israel. For all they knew
we were one of them there Mooslims come to kill Murcans, and not those good Jews with the
yarmulkes and bagels.

I get that they need to be on the lookout for potential “evildoers” (which I’m guessing has a lot
more to do with smugglers than terrorism on a day to day basis), but this is not the way to do it,
harassing people because of their religion or skin color or appearance, or just for the hell of it. This
is going to get worse before it gets better with Drump in charge. He gets off on this shit, the politics
of national security theater, nasty variety as per his sadistic personality and moronic intelligence.
We truly have let a barbarian in the gate, and he’s trashing the place.

The DoJ is also set to become Gestapo-ized, what with the replacement of all Obama US attorneys
and the top people at DoJ, and Comey, who looks to be a Dominionist authoritarian at FBI. Man,
we’re fucked.

(/user/nomandates)

[new]


nomandates (/user/nomandates) Mar 13 · 09:45:07 PM (/comments/1643059/65807291#comment_65807291)

Recommended 7 times

From the article the diarist quoted (http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/american-citizens-
u-s-border-agents-can-search-your-cellphone-n732746), this definitely rings true:

But the officials caution that rhetoric about a Muslim registry and ban during the
presidential campaign also seems to have emboldened federal agents to act more
forcefully.

"The shackles are off," said Hugh Handeyside, a staff attorney with the ACLU's
National Security Project. "We see individual officers and perhaps supervisors as
well pushing those limits, exceeding their authority and violating people's rights."

Members of a CBP union were publicly emboldened by Trump’s campaign and racist rhetoric as far
back as April 2016, which is when the National Border Control Council endorsed Trump
(http://www.npr.org/2016/04/04/472929173/union-representing-16-000-border-agents-endorses-
trump).

The union that represents 16,000 Border Patrol agents is throwing its weight
behind Donald Trump. That is a first for the National Border Patrol Council, which
has never endorsed a candidate in the primaries before. The union says it's doing
so now because, quote, "we need a person in the White House who doesn't fear
the media, doesn't embrace political correctness and doesn't need the money."

Another article regarding the controversy over their endorsement (http://www.latimes.com/nation
/politics/la-na-border-patrol-trump-20160511-snap-story.html):

The union leadership, in a strongly worded endorsement letter that mimics
Trump’s brash stylings, commended Trump for not backing down from statements
considered racist by many. Trump has referred to Mexican immigrants as rapists
and criminals.

“Mr. Trump is correct when he says immigration wouldn’t be at the forefront of this
presidential campaign if months ago he hadn’t made some bold and necessary
statements. And when the withering media storm ensued he did not back down
one iota,” read the endorsement letter from the union, which represents 16,500
agents.

Finally, a NYT editorial (https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/05/opinion/the-border-patrols-bizarre-
choice.html?_r=0) condemned the National Border Control Council for their endorsement of a
candidate who “prey[ed] on fear and hate” against Mexicans and Muslims, and for their union
leaders’ “Trump-level tirades,” including a podcast that attacked President Obama and the Black
Lives Matter movement.

Thank you, Dartagnan, for helping to publicize the CBP’s targeting of Muslims at our borders.
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(/user/phillyburbsdem)
[new]


phillyburbsdem (/user/phillyburbsdem) Mar 13 · 09:45:25 PM (/comments/1643059/65807296#comment_65807296)

Recommended 8 times

Fuck every single Republican, fuck Trump, fuck the GOP, fuck every single person who voted for the
shithead. You are all evil.

(/user/phillyburbsdem)

[new]


phillyburbsdem (/user/phillyburbsdem) Mar 13 · 09:47:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65807313#comment_65807313)

Recommended 9 times

This is NOT America. This is fucking Nazi Germany. I’m so pissed off.

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) phillyburbsdem

Mar 14 · 06:08:21 PM (/comments/1643059/65816884#comment_65816884)

Recommended 3 times

No, this is America, NOT Nazi Germany.  Nazi Germany was the inspiration for those that
currently rule. The Trump Administration is doing things that Hitler & Co. could only
dream about. And, they’ve only just begun! Better join The Resistance, or be a good little
Nazi.



(/user/Just Saying)

[new]


Just Saying (/user/Just Saying) Mar 13 · 09:47:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65807316#comment_65807316)

Recommended 4 times

I would not take my cell phone overseas, I’d use my emergency phone (old fashioned flip, talk/text
only, with prepaid minutes). I’d send my laptop by separate courier, or just buy a cheap one at my
destination.

(/user/tiggs)

[new]


tiggs (/user/tiggs) Just Saying Mar 13 · 10:23:20 PM (/comments/1643059/65807518#comment_65807518)

Recommended 0 times

You seem to be fine with your plans how to get around the Nazies. Not a hair in
your head unruffled. And that is how it should be, take an eat every sht pie comes
your way, and smile. And ask for more. 



(/user/Just Saying)

[new]


Just Saying (/user/Just Saying) tiggs

Mar 13 · 10:44:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65807636#comment_65807636)

Recommended 2 times

Girl Scout



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) Just Saying

Mar 14 · 06:37:55 PM (/comments/1643059/65817293#comment_65817293)

Recommended 1 time

What's funny is that, to me, those basic precautions makes sense on so many levels … not
just because of our current political nightmare situation.

Reasons (aside from the main topic of border security discussion):

if phone or laptop gets stolen while traveling or in a foreign country ...

if phone or laptop is damaged/un-repairable  while traveling or in a foreign country ...

I mean, why risk the loss of the expensive “good” electronics, and risk of hacking if stolen.

Less personal stress to travel with burners, cheapies, etc. etc.., amirite?

(Remember when prepaid “calling cards” was all the rage? Is that still a thing, lol?)



(/user/CleanAirMeister)

[new]


CleanAirMeister (/user/CleanAirMeister) Mar 13 · 09:52:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65807342#comment_65807342)
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Recommended 1 time

Upload all your data into the cloud, then erase and wipe the phone. Upon crossing the border,
simply download all of your data back from the cloud. Nothing to find. Problem solved.

(/user/CleanAirMeister)

[new]


CleanAirMeister (/user/CleanAirMeister) Mar 13 · 09:53:53 PM (/comments/1643059/65807354#comment_65807354)

Recommended 6 times

Trump can see my phone when I see his tax returns

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) CleanAirMeister

Mar 14 · 05:50:09 PM (/comments/1643059/65816671#comment_65816671)

Recommended 0 times

Ah, but he has got the “guns” so to speak, and you don’t.  Also, what will you do after his
Tax Returns are “released” after suitable editing?



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) Keri

Mar 14 · 06:42:51 PM (/comments/1643059/65817357#comment_65817357)

Recommended 1 time

Major buzz kill there, Keri. 😉

‘course, you have a point … but I needed a good chuckle, and CleanAirMeister
delivered!



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) CleanAirMeister

Mar 14 · 06:40:01 PM (/comments/1643059/65817316#comment_65817316)

Recommended 1 time

Top comment!!

Whoop Whoop!



(/user/lynneinfla)

[new]


lynneinfla (/user/lynneinfla) Mar 13 · 10:06:10 PM (/comments/1643059/65807440#comment_65807440)

Recommended 3 times

Unscrupulous CBP agents could take the phone and extract personal information. Where is the
protection against this? You should be able to watch them look through your phone.

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) lynneinfla Mar 14 · 05:33:43 PM (/comments/1643059/65816462#comment_65816462)

Recommended 2 times

You may assume that if they still have their job in six months, CBP agents are
unscrupulous. There is absolutely NO protection against this. Nor will their be until at
least a pretense of fairness is returned to our government. This will take a stiff resistance.
Join in!



(/user/ultragreen)

[new]


ultragreen (/user/ultragreen) Mar 13 · 10:10:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65807457#comment_65807457)

Recommended 5 times

The Electronic Frontier Foundation has some things to say about one’s right to digital privacy at the
border:

www.eff.org/... (https://www.eff.org/wp/digital-privacy-us-border-2017#if-refuse)

(/user/G2geek)

[new]
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G2geek (/user/G2geek) ultragreen

Mar 14 · 03:06:17 AM (/comments/1643059/65808285#comment_65808285)

Recommended 2 times

I support EFF to the tune of 4 figures/year, and everyone here can do their part too.

Anything you can donate makes a difference.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) ultragreen

Mar 14 · 06:48:54 PM (/comments/1643059/65817418#comment_65817418)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks for the link, ultragreen! Good info!

I’m not a frequent traveler, but it's always good to be aware and prepared. (I really like to
research and learn “stuff”).

😋



(/user/tiggs)

[new]


tiggs (/user/tiggs) Mar 13 · 10:21:17 PM (/comments/1643059/65807509#comment_65807509)

Recommended 6 times

So, now, now what , now what the hell, is this hell? I am not ashamed I hate, yes hate, those who
voted for that obvious lunatic, for that unashamed psycho, for the gross megalomaniac.  Can this
country ever be healed? Can we ever forgive and forget and all sing kumbaya together? Can he last
another year? Pruitt is murdering the country as if he had a vendetta towards animals, water, air..
and yeah.. people. Dr. Duh has whispered not one word on housing for the needy, while the  rich,
now richer thanks to the tax rebates while millions will suffer and tens of thousands, hope Trump
voters, die. Did I say that? Hell yeah.. first thing they did was repeal the use of lead in the wild… to
save the hunters and fishermen a few bucks while poisoning millions of birds and other non
human beings yearly...These are not escapees from a loony bin, they came up the cracks in the
earth from the very bowels of hell, and the trumpists should have known, or if they did not know,
do not deserve to take up any more space here. 

(/user/trueromantic)

[new]


trueromantic (/user/trueromantic) tiggs

Mar 13 · 11:09:52 PM (/comments/1643059/65807767#comment_65807767)

Recommended 5 times

Agreed. I just read ANOTHER article about a completely stupid woman who is on
Medicaid, voted for Trump, and is “afraid” that they will take away the insurance that is
saving her life.  And yet…. wait for it…..she STILL supports Trump.  HOW is  it possible for
anyone to be this DUMB?!!



(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) trueromantic

Mar 14 · 05:41:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65816565#comment_65816565)

Recommended 1 time

By being specifically raised to be an unquestioning believer in authority figures.  I
blame religion for much of this.  And no, I have not yet figured out how to
overcome it.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adul Keri

Mar 14 · 06:56:12 PM (/comments/1643059/65817507#comment_65817507)

Recommended 1 time

Agree!

Especially the religion aspect of the brainwashing and willingness to give
up one’s power to a “higher authority”.

It begs for a long analysis paper … but of course, we have philosophers
abound in humanity who've already … ahem, "covered" this topic.

Seems the learning curve on this one is really really long, haha!

... 

(/user/Keri)

[new]
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Keri (/user/Keri) tiggs Mar 14 · 05:51:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65816680#comment_65816680)

Recommended 2 times

And yet, as repulsive as it may seem, we have the unenviable task of helping as many of
the Trump-ites to see the error of their way. Sadly, now that Trump is in power we cannot
just wait for them to die off. It is on us to reduce the size and strength ofTrump’s base,
and that necessarily means trying to reason with very many of them.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) Keri

Mar 14 · 07:17:33 PM (/comments/1643059/65817735#comment_65817735)

Recommended 1 time

A Herculean task.

But, necessary … at some level.

I like to help people out of the dark (if I'm the appropriate person for the task at
hand. It’s a gut thing, and case by case, as it were. I don't like to proselytize, but
still do sometimes … when I forget myself or I'm just mad as hell, etc..)

If someone is light years wiser than I am, I wouldn't want to be “left in the dark”,
even if I didn't even realize I was in the dark at the time. So, that's where I draw
my empathy from, generally.

Good luck to us all!



(/user/Qwisp)

[new]


Qwisp (/user/Qwisp) Mar 13 · 10:46:26 PM (/comments/1643059/65807645#comment_65807645)

Recommended 1 time

I don't know what the average man can do, but I know as a middle age catholic woman, next time I
leave and or enter the country I can wear a hijab. How dare they stop people on religious grounds.

(/user/acerimusdux)

[new]


acerimusdux (/user/acerimusdux) Mar 13 · 10:49:11 PM (/comments/1643059/65807664#comment_65807664)

Recommended 3 times

It’s getting hard to keep up with the outrages.

(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) acerimusdux

Mar 14 · 07:21:37 PM (/comments/1643059/65817789#comment_65817789)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, that is sooooo true!

A tactic of … fascism? To keep us off balance while the shitz goes on behind the scenes?



(/user/trueromantic)

[new]


trueromantic (/user/trueromantic) Mar 13 · 11:04:52 PM (/comments/1643059/65807749#comment_65807749)

Recommended 3 times

The people who were unconstitutionally stopped by these cop wannabe psycho border agents
should SUE, SUE, SUE!!!  Stand up for your rights, damn it!

(/user/Proginoskes)

[new]


Proginoskes (/user/Proginoskes) Mar 13 · 11:11:20 PM (/comments/1643059/65807772#comment_65807772)

Recommended 3 times

Wonderful /s.

I’ve told this story before, but it’s worth repeating: About 20 years ago, I was at a math conference
when a guy came up to me and asked where the local mosque was. I told him I didn’t know, that I
wasn’t a Muslim. He didn’t believe me and asked again.

I dread the day when I meet TSA (or their equivalent), who will refuse to believe me when I say I’m
not a Muslim. Or Hispanic. (I’ve got black hair, brown skin, and a hairy body.)
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(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) Proginoskes

Mar 14 · 07:29:50 PM (/comments/1643059/65817882#comment_65817882)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks for sharing that.

Can anyone believe that we are actually in a state of consciousness where these
discussions are at the forefront?

I still find myself stepping back, and going “whoa", what just happened?!?



(/user/Bensdad)

[new]


Bensdad (/user/Bensdad) Mar 13 · 11:26:40 PM (/comments/1643059/65807832#comment_65807832)

Recommended 0 times

Underreported, for sure. There is nothing and no one to hold these people back. Soon, the courts
will be stacked with all of those positions they refused to fill under Obama and there will be no
relief there either.  It's a vertical fascist monopoly.

(/user/truthhertz)

[new]


truthhertz (/user/truthhertz) Mar 13 · 11:34:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65807861#comment_65807861)

Recommended 1 time

To all the idiots who think this is a USA thing, the same thing happened to me — but it was the
Canadian border police.

(/user/Novel)

[new]


Novel (/user/Novel) Mar 13 · 11:35:58 PM (/comments/1643059/65807868#comment_65807868)

Recommended 5 times

As I mentioned on another diary about this issue: how is it possible that requiring social media
passwords isn’t just ABSOLUTELY ABHORRENT and immediate cause for civil liberties injunctions
and court involvement.  

Let’s just imagine for a moment that it’s appropriate for an individual to agree to have their private
messages intruded upon on an unreasonable whim of “authorities” … let’s just grant that, which is
absurd, but let’s go with it… how about the privacy of those who have messaged the person.

The guys mother who sent him the message on Facebook or over the smart phone, telling him
about some embarrassing medical condition she is suffering, or the doctor who has received an
image of a worrisome discoloration on the genitals of her sister who is asking for an opinion… this
fucking mother and this fucking sister DIDN’T FUCKING AGREE TO HAVE THEIR FUCKING PRIVATE
MESSAGES PERUSED BY SOME FUCKING ASSHOLE USING HIS “AUTHORITY” OVER SOME PERSON
JUST ENTERING THE COUNTRY LEGALLY. THESE US CITIZENS DID NOT CONSENT TO THEIR PRIVATE
WORDS OR PICTURES SALIVATED OVER AND INTRUDED UPON BY SOME “SECURITY” APE.

Fuck this country. Fuck people.

Fuck everything.

(/user/Catte Nappe)

[new]


Catte Nappe (/user/Catte Nappe) Novel

Mar 14 · 07:44:13 AM (/comments/1643059/65809618#comment_65809618)

Recommended 0 times

I didn’t read that they are asking for social media account passwords, but the phone
password itself.



(/user/oldmanriver)

[new]


oldmanriver (/user/oldmanriver) Catte Nappe

Mar 14 · 10:14:34 AM (/comments/1643059/65811254#comment_65811254)

Recommended 2 times

Most people have all their passwords saved, so they don’t have to log in every
time to every account.  Thus, the phone password is the keys to the kingdom.



(/user/Norm1946)

[new]


Norm1946 (/user/Norm1946) Mar 14 · 12:22:31 AM (/comments/1643059/65808019#comment_65808019)

This is scary.  I am truly ashamed of what the president of extremist Amerika if doing to the USA.

The first act of the new President will really rile those so called people.  He/She will have to
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Recommended 2 times

apologize for out temporary absence, due to circumstances beyond control of the sane and assure
the citizens and governments of the world that we are back in business, older, but maybe wiser.

(/user/blueoregon)

[new]


blueoregon (/user/blueoregon) Mar 14 · 12:22:57 AM (/comments/1643059/65808022#comment_65808022)

Recommended 2 times

I may never fly again, of course, I have no money to fly but, that’s beside the point.

(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) blueoregon

Mar 14 · 07:35:53 PM (/comments/1643059/65817933#comment_65817933)

Recommended 0 times

Future travel might come down to “Scotty, beam me up”!

Or, “Scotty, beam me over to your country”, teh heh.



(/user/Dumbo)

[new]


Dumbo (/user/Dumbo) Mar 14 · 12:29:19 AM (/comments/1643059/65808033#comment_65808033)

Recommended 5 times

They should tell them, “I can’t possibly give you my Facebook password.  That would be a clear
violation of the Facebook Terms of Service Agreement which I legally agreed to!”

(/user/delver rootnose)

[new]


delver rootnose (/user/delver rootnose) Mar 14 · 12:44:17 AM (/comments/1643059/65808065#comment_65808065)

Recommended 2 times

Get a cheap burner phone for the trip.  And then fill it full of invasive viruses when you come back
so that when they clone your phone it fucks up their system and installs malware etc.

(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) delver rootnose

Mar 14 · 07:37:48 PM (/comments/1643059/65817949#comment_65817949)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, hahahahaha! You made me smile.



(/user/roarofdissent)

[new]


roarofdissent (/user/roarofdissent) Mar 14 · 01:21:43 AM (/comments/1643059/65808140#comment_65808140)

Recommended 4 times

Keep pins on your phones and refuse. No one should be subjected to an unreasonable search
without cause, whether they are a citizen or a foreigner. And while I absolutely condemn people
from other countries being treated this way, it’s important for you as an American citizen to assert
your rights. 

Here’s the sad truth: There’s a lot they can do to screw with you and even if you have legitimate
reasons to seek legal recourse, it’s going to make your life difficult and you might not win in the
end. But, you should refuse anyway. Every time someone says “I’ve done nothing wrong, so I’ll
consent to a search”, that enables more searches. But if every single person refused, it would
disrupt them so much that they would eventually have to stop doing this.

I would rather be detained for awhile and know I stood on principle. If I’m holding an American
passport and have solid proof of my citizenship, eventually they will have to let me go or charge me
with a crime, so they’re not looking at my phone or laptop, no way in hell. 

(/user/Heavy Mettle)

[new]


Heavy Mettle (/user/Heavy Mettle) roarofdissent

Mar 14 · 05:47:29 AM (/comments/1643059/65808740#comment_65808740)
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Recommended 0 times

Pins?

(/user/sneakers563)

[new]


sneakers563 (/user/sneakers563) Heavy Mettle

Mar 14 · 01:39:11 PM (/comments/1643059/65813983#comment_65813983)

Recommended 2 times

Personal Identification Number (PIN).



(/user/Lefty Coaster)

[new]


Lefty Coaster (/user/Lefty Coaster) Mar 14 · 01:36:48 AM (/comments/1643059/65808165#comment_65808165)

Recommended 2 times

Ugh! I'm reading this in an Italian B&B. About to change my password

(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) Lefty Coaster

Mar 14 · 07:42:09 PM (/comments/1643059/65817997#comment_65817997)

Recommended 0 times

LOL!

How’s the weather over there?



(/user/OuijaForestCat)

[new]


OuijaForestCat (/user/OuijaForestCat) Mar 14 · 02:05:25 AM (/comments/1643059/65808207#comment_65808207)

Recommended 3 times

So now DKos readers care about this stuff?  Readers of the evil Glenn Greenwald have been aware
that exactly this sort of harassment of travelers has been happening for years.  Maybe Democrats
shouldn’t have turned a blind eye to it for eight years just because they thought Barack Obama was
a cool guy.

(/user/Diana in NoVa)

[new]


Diana in NoVa (/user/Diana in NoVa) Mar 14 · 03:04:21 AM (/comments/1643059/65808284#comment_65808284)

Recommended 1 time

Oh, my GOD!

Sue-sue-sue.

This is horrendous.

(/user/MarcKyle64)

[new]


MarcKyle64 (/user/MarcKyle64) Mar 14 · 03:13:16 AM (/comments/1643059/65808302#comment_65808302)

Recommended 1 time

I have an old phone with a cracked screen that I will carry with me when I visit Vancouver BC this
summer. My SIM card should work in it since I’m still with the same phone company.

(/user/zbr)

[new]


zbr (/user/zbr) Mar 14 · 03:29:59 AM (/comments/1643059/65808326#comment_65808326)

Recommended 0 times

Did anyone bother to check the date of this? Jan 1 2017, does this help? You laughing Dartag-nans?

(/user/Colonel Mustard)

[new]


Colonel Mustard (/user/Colonel Mustard) zbr

Mar 14 · 05:06:53 AM (/comments/1643059/65808533#comment_65808533)
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Recommended 2 times

But do you dismiss the effect of months of campaign rhetoric, the surprising election
result weeks earlier and who the Border Control Agents union endorsed in that election? 

(/user/ChasMac77)

[new]


ChasMac77 (/user/ChasMac77) Mar 14 · 04:39:58 AM (/comments/1643059/65808456#comment_65808456)

Recommended 2 times

Please encourage everyone to change their passwords to something like:
GOFUCKYOURSELFFUCKDONALDTRUMPANDFUCKYOUYOUNAZIPIECEOFSHIT. Then sue after the
ensuing results.

(/user/silletti)

[new]


silletti (/user/silletti) Mar 14 · 05:30:15 AM (/comments/1643059/65808636#comment_65808636)

Recommended 0 times

Perhaps I'll take a trip to the border. That will be my destination. I'll plan on spending 1 week in the
care of CBP. Wait till they see what they find in my phone.

Of course I'll fill my phone with the most strange and shocking shit I can find.

(/user/Heavy Mettle)

[new]


Heavy Mettle (/user/Heavy Mettle) Mar 14 · 05:45:09 AM (/comments/1643059/65808728#comment_65808728)

Recommended 0 times

How do they know peoples religion ?

(/user/AuntArtyk)

[new]


AuntArtyk (/user/AuntArtyk) Mar 14 · 06:05:57 AM (/comments/1643059/65808838#comment_65808838)

Recommended 3 times

My husband and I are going out of the US for an extended period of time this summer. We have
only half jokingly wondered if we will be able to re-enter this country when we return.

I have a foreign sounding last name (by marriage) and am old enough that career concerns are
behind me, so if they want to play “Constitutional rights” with me, I will be glad to oblige them by
being detained for as long as they want. (And don’t worry, we have several friends who are
attorneys who would be happy to help me in case that happened.)

(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) Mar 14 · 06:12:24 AM (/comments/1643059/65808878#comment_65808878)

Recommended 2 times

Scary.  This horrible situation reminds me of the time after 9/11 where all places (from museums to
airports) had security to search your bags or pat you down just to go in.  What the couple
experienced is certainly a level higher than the ghastly pall which hung over the nation in the Bush
era.

(/user/freeportguy)

[new]


freeportguy (/user/freeportguy) Mar 14 · 06:16:22 AM (/comments/1643059/65808908#comment_65808908)

Recommended 4 times

No matter who YOU are, this is gradually and slowly coming to YOU TOO!!!

(/user/pittie70)

[new]


pittie70 (/user/pittie70) Mar 14 · 06:23:14 AM (/comments/1643059/65808960#comment_65808960)

Recommended 1 time

Do what has been suggested elsewhere:  leave your phone at home.  You can rent cell phones
pretty  much everywhere in Europe.  Sure, it’s not as convenient as having your personal phone but
 it will be worth it not to have to contend with the budding fascists of the Border Patrol at US
airports.
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(/user/QTGetomov)
[new]


QTGetomov (/user/QTGetomov) pittie70

Mar 14 · 07:42:52 AM (/comments/1643059/65809594#comment_65809594)

Recommended 1 time

That’s an interesting take on “if you have nothing to hide you have nothing to fear.” 

Why should innocent citizens who have nothing to fear be forced into hiding (their
possessions, their messages, their opinions, themselves)? I don't want to get all ‘slippery
slope’ but where does hiding your IT from officialdom end?



(/user/diamondvajra1976)

[new]


diamondvajra1976 (/user/diamondvajra1976)

Mar 14 · 07:14:00 AM (/comments/1643059/65809349#comment_65809349)

Recommended 0 times

viktor oorban’s hungary...

(/user/stevetheking)

[new]


stevetheking (/user/stevetheking) Mar 14 · 07:29:38 AM (/comments/1643059/65809474#comment_65809474)

Recommended 2 times

Not that they are likely to be reading Daily Kos, but in case they are, I’d like to send a message to
members of the Border Patrol, ICE, the TSA, and other similar law-enforcement/border
security institutions:

The political pendulum always eventually swings back the other way in America, and sometimes
it swings back very quickly. When the pendulum does swing back next time, your actions now are
going to determine how you are treated. Committing violations of human rights against your fellow
citizens, and well-intentioned visitors, is NOT going to be forgotten. And it’s NOT going to be
forgiven. You will be made to pay for any immoral and/or illegal actions you take.

(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadian Reader) stevetheking

Mar 14 · 02:55:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65814826#comment_65814826)

Recommended 1 time

I don’t, myself, subscribe to the pendulum theory of history. I find it to be a dangerous
over-simplification; in my view, it is always possible for things to get worse.

If you can get CBP and other such institutions to temper their actions by convincing them
the pendulum is sure to swing back… more power to you!

But, I ask you. Does that ever work in movies? When a victim shouts, “You won’t get away
with this! You will pay!” does the villain ever once stop and say, “Oh. Oh my. You’re right. I
never thought of that! I’d better not kidnap my girlfriend’s husband / rob Fort Knox / start
World War III... after all!”?



(/user/QTGetomov)

[new]


QTGetomov (/user/QTGetomov) Mar 14 · 07:38:36 AM (/comments/1643059/65809556#comment_65809556)

Recommended 8 times

The US has become the Stanford Prison Experiment made real. And it’s being administered by
someone who’s more than willing to see how far the guards will go.

(/user/pipman317)

[new]


pipman317 (/user/pipman317) Mar 14 · 07:39:36 AM (/comments/1643059/65809560#comment_65809560)

Recommended 2 times

while I am enraged by the actions of the Trump administration, the problem with this article is that
the story of the Buffalo, New York couple occurred on Jan. 1, 2017, which is stated in the article,
and that date is 19 days before the Trump inauguration and administration….Daily Kos needs to be
sure that their citations match the intent of their content

(/user/butteite)

[new]


butteite (/user/butteite) Mar 14 · 07:41:34 AM (/comments/1643059/65809578#comment_65809578)

Not to justify things but this has been going on for years (certainly post 9/11) and I am reasonably
sure it has survived various legal challenges during both the Bush II and Obama administrations.
 And again, not to justify or minimize what I feel is wrong, but if you have plans to travel out of the
country, you really shouldn’t worry about this.  Bring your phone, bring your laptop. The chances
that anyone pays attention to you when you re-enter the country are pretty low and even if they go
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Recommended 3 times

so far as to wanting to see your phone, believe me that they don’t give a crap about DK, or any
naughty places you visit online, or your FB rants.  So, please travel if you want.  Probably a better
chance of getting struck by lightning than getting caught up in some bizarre political crime case
where you are falsely framed based on your social network content.

And having said all that, yes, I think this is a horror and I wish to hell it weren't happening and I am
shocked that it does pass legal muster.  I wish there were a way to challenge it but if I remember, it
somehow has been ruled legal by pretty much all level of the courts.

(/user/pabobfin)

[new]


pabobfin (/user/pabobfin) Mar 14 · 07:50:54 AM (/comments/1643059/65809687#comment_65809687)

Recommended 2 times

Lock your device
Refuse to open it or provide password
You may be arrested
Have someone you trust to know your iCloud settings
When arrested, use your phonecall to call the trusted person, possibly give this task to your lawyer
Have them remotely ERASE your iPhone
Tell them you have been arrested.
Call the ACLU for help too.

(/user/GracielaTS)

[new]


GracielaTS (/user/GracielaTS) pabobfin

Mar 14 · 10:33:41 AM (/comments/1643059/65811472#comment_65811472)

Recommended 0 times

Better: You have NO legal rights unless you 1) KNOW what they are 2) EXERCISE THEM.

The correct answer I would have used is (as I pull my pocket CONSTITUTION from my
purse): "please show me in here where you have ANY rights or authority whatsoever to
search my phone. And before I hand it to you, I am calling my attorney. She'll want to
know your name."



(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) GracielaTS

Mar 14 · 06:46:03 PM (/comments/1643059/65817384#comment_65817384)

Recommended 0 times

What makes you think they will allow you to make a phone call? They have
already proven eager to trample our rights, why would you think they would
allow you one right and not the others?



(/user/Peace Missile)

[new]


Peace Missile (/user/Peace Missile) Mar 14 · 08:39:05 AM (/comments/1643059/65810268#comment_65810268)

Recommended 0 times

Canadian border agents are doing this, too.

There was a big article about on Medium (I think), but I found this:

www.cbc.ca/... (http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/border-phone-laptop-search-cbsa-canada-
cbp-us-1.4002609)

(/user/honeydo7)

[new]


honeydo7 (/user/honeydo7) Mar 14 · 09:02:36 AM (/comments/1643059/65810549#comment_65810549)

Recommended 3 times

Looks like we’re going to be seeing TV networks airing lots of news stories showing
American senior citizens returning home from foreign travels, be handcuffed & taken to airport
detention areas by TSA/HSA agents, for saying they don’t own a smart phone, have never had a
Twitter or Instagram account & have no idea what  “social media” is.  

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) honeydo7 Mar 14 · 05:47:17 PM (/comments/1643059/65816635#comment_65816635)

No, we are far more likely to see TV networks airing news stories of the Heroic Border
Guards protecting Merica from yet another bogus terrorist attack.  The seniors being
handcuffed, tortured and injured will have No Exposure Whatever.
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) Mar 14 · 09:20:06 AM (/comments/1643059/65810692#comment_65810692)

Recommended 1 time

I had seen this before, and it doesn’t shock me to see it continuing.

For anyone traveling abroad, I have but two words: burner phone.

(/user/wmpmacm)

[new]


wmpmacm (/user/wmpmacm) Mar 14 · 09:21:31 AM (/comments/1643059/65810704#comment_65810704)

Recommended 2 times

Violation of the 4th amendment.  Illegal search and seizure without probable cause. Get a lawyer
and file for an injunction. A class action suit may be in order. Contact the ACLU, too

(/user/GracielaTS)

[new]


GracielaTS (/user/GracielaTS) wmpmacm

Mar 14 · 10:32:39 AM (/comments/1643059/65811458#comment_65811458)

Recommended 1 time

EXACTLY. I hope this visibility is leading them to lawyer up. As I posted below, as military
veteran and defender of the US Constitution: You have NO legal rights unless you

1) KNOW what they are 2) EXERCISE THEM.

The correct answer I would have used is (as I pull my pocket CONSTITUTION from my
purse): "please show me in here where you have ANY rights or authority whatsoever to
search my phone. And before I hand it to you, I am calling my attorney. She'll want to
know your name."



(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) GracielaTS

Mar 14 · 07:12:29 PM (/comments/1643059/65817680#comment_65817680)

Recommended 1 time

Good for you! As a European I have no attorney, we are not used to legal fights.



(/user/bananalabnotes)

[new]


bananalabnotes (/user/bananalabnotes) Mar 14 · 09:30:35 AM (/comments/1643059/65810810#comment_65810810)

Recommended 1 time

Now we know what to do, only take a burner phone with you out of the country. I'm serious.

(/user/PBarr)

[new]


PBarr (/user/PBarr) Mar 14 · 09:32:13 AM (/comments/1643059/65810826#comment_65810826)

Recommended 1 time

Ummmm, Obama was still in office when this incident you report occurred.  Not sure how you label
that “Trump”.

(/user/GracielaTS)

[new]


GracielaTS (/user/GracielaTS) PBarr

Mar 14 · 10:30:12 AM (/comments/1643059/65811433#comment_65811433)

Recommended 2 times

What date was the election after months of White Supremacy and Muslim bashing
rhetoric? Yeah. Think.



(/user/nextstep)

[new]


nextstep (/user/nextstep) Mar 14 · 09:39:47 AM (/comments/1643059/65810911#comment_65810911)
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Recommended 0 times

This happened during the Obama administration.  This is obvious from the date of the incident
being Jan 1, 2017 when Obama was president.  

(/user/GracielaTS)

[new]


GracielaTS (/user/GracielaTS) nextstep

Mar 14 · 10:30:49 AM (/comments/1643059/65811441#comment_65811441)

Recommended 1 time

Um....What date was the election after months of White Supremacy and Muslim bashing
rhetoric? Yeah. Think.



(/user/nextstep)

[new]


nextstep (/user/nextstep) GracielaTS

Mar 14 · 10:54:09 AM (/comments/1643059/65811781#comment_65811781)

Recommended 1 time

The diary is about what the Federal government did while Obama was President.
 This type of activity by the Federal government occurred before the election as
well.



(/user/nomandates)

[new]


nomandates (/user/nomandates) nextstep

Mar 14 · 01:06:41 PM (/comments/1643059/65813610#comment_65813610)

Recommended 1 time

Some of this activity did occur during previous presidencies, but it
escalated after the CPB union endorsed Trump in April 2016.
(http://www.dailykos.com/comments/1643059
/65807291#comment_65807291)

Furthermore, the diary points out a striking increase in the CBP’s
(ab)use of the search policy during the month following Trump’s
inauguration (my emphasis):

In February of this year alone, five thousand devices
were “accessed,” more than the entirety of 2015, in
what former privacy officers for the Department of
Homeland Security see as a “conscious strategy.” The
former acting Commissioner under both the Bush and
Obama Administration, Jayson Ahern, says the policy of
searching electronic items is supposed to be “based on
specific, articulable facts that raise security concerns.”



(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) Mar 14 · 10:19:32 AM (/comments/1643059/65811306#comment_65811306)

Recommended 2 times

 What they should do is sue these officers for violating their 4th Amendment rights, and Akram
Shilby should sue those officers for assault. If you or me ganged up on security officers like the way
they did to him, we’d be in jail. It is an abuse of authority, plain and simple.

 They are not even fit to be mall cops.

(/user/loueebee)

[new]


loueebee (/user/loueebee) Mar 14 · 10:19:57 AM (/comments/1643059/65811311#comment_65811311)

Recommended 1 time

Gestapo,...violating constitutional rights!!!

(/user/Darmok)

[new]


Darmok (/user/Darmok) Mar 14 · 10:25:37 AM (/comments/1643059/65811378#comment_65811378)
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Recommended 3 times

US agents at Pearson (Toronto) seem particularly unfriendly and borderline rude in a couple
experiences there.  Then again, Canadian border agents kind of grill you as well.

I miss the old days where crossing a border just meant getting a stamp in your passport book.

(/user/Art H)

[new]


Art H (/user/Art H) Mar 14 · 10:27:49 AM (/comments/1643059/65811401#comment_65811401)

Recommended 2 times

Exactly what can they do if you refuse?

(/user/GracielaTS)

[new]


GracielaTS (/user/GracielaTS) Mar 14 · 10:28:48 AM (/comments/1643059/65811416#comment_65811416)

Recommended 3 times

Listen to me, as military veteran and defender of the US Constitution: You have NO legal rights
unless you 1) KNOW what they are 2) EXERCISE THEM.

The correct answer I would have used is (as I pull my pocket CONSTITUTION from my purse):
"please show me in here where you have ANY rights or authority whatsoever to search my phone.
And before I hand it to you, I am calling my attorney. She'll want to know your name."

(/user/independent cuss)

[new]


independent cuss (/user/independent cuss) Mar 14 · 10:30:43 AM (/comments/1643059/65811440#comment_65811440)

Recommended 2 times

Fortunately I use the same password for all my social media: Fuck you.

(/user/FogBelter)

[new]


FogBelter (/user/FogBelter) Mar 14 · 10:33:57 AM (/comments/1643059/65811474#comment_65811474)

Recommended 2 times

I think many travelers will simply begin leaving their technology at home until sanity returns and
the Nazi Fever dissipates. I don’t anticipate this government doing anything to remedy the
problem.

(/user/dale1000)

[new]


dale1000 (/user/dale1000) Mar 14 · 10:48:13 AM (/comments/1643059/65811676#comment_65811676)

SO the White House says that the public can trust Trumps words.

OH REALLY?

I voted for Trump because of a very important promise he made while he was campaigning for
president.

He promised that he was going to go after corporate greed and that he was going to take on wall
street saying that "THOSE  CEOs  ARE  GETTING  AWAY  WITH  MURDER"

BUT after he won the presidency he packed his Cabinet with Billionaire CEOs.

And now those CEOs and Trump are working together to protect corporations from having to pay
their taxes leaving the American people with the tax bills needed to run the country.

I and everyone who voted for Trump because he promised to end corporate greed have been
BETRAYED.

Lawmakers must do everything they can to get Donald Trump out of the white house before he
does something catastrophic.

Expert psychiatrists have been saying for the last few years that Donald Trump is a unstable
paranoid unbalanced narcissistic and a pathological liar who does not have the temperament or
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Recommended 0 times

the judgement to run the United States safely.

(/user/gaptooth)

[new]


gaptooth (/user/gaptooth) dale1000

Mar 14 · 11:44:36 AM (/comments/1643059/65812576#comment_65812576)

Recommended 1 time

And after your last paragraph you still voted for Trump? Check yourself into a mental
hospital.



(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) gaptooth

Mar 14 · 06:51:48 PM (/comments/1643059/65817461#comment_65817461)

Recommended 0 times

This kind of reply won’t help!  Especially not to someone with enough integrity to
not only deduce their error but admit to it.



(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) dale1000 Mar 14 · 06:50:12 PM (/comments/1643059/65817438#comment_65817438)

Recommended 1 time

Thank you for your honesty and forthrightness. And now that you have learned the hard
way about Demagogues, please, please, p-l-e-a-s-e try to get these points across to your
fellow Trump voters. They won’t listen to the rest of us here, but they might listen to you.  



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) Keri

Mar 14 · 08:56:41 PM (/comments/1643059/65818657#comment_65818657)

Recommended 0 times

Umm … I've noticed that Dale1000 has been posting this bit over many diaries.
Pretty much the same "copy n paste" rant, with a few adjustments, as of late.

Unlikely you will engage Dale in a dialogue, based on what I've read thus far.

Just an FYI. Not sure if this falls into trolling category or not  … but feels
annoyingly similar.



(/user/coconuthead)

[new]


coconuthead (/user/coconuthead) Mar 14 · 10:59:06 AM (/comments/1643059/65811872#comment_65811872)

Recommended 2 times

disgusting. People all over the world will point fingers at us: “Here are the new nazis”

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) coconuthead Mar 14 · 06:33:30 PM (/comments/1643059/65817233#comment_65817233)

Recommended 2 times

The USA actually picked up Hitler’s fallen banner in many ways at the end of WW2.
Finance Capital ruled the US since in a thinly disguised hidden terrorist dictatorship of
Capital, hidden behind a presence of democracy. Now that the disguise has failed, we are
experiencing the OPEN TERRORIST DICTATORSHIP OF  FINANCE CAPITAL, aka Fascism. 



(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) coconuthead

Mar 14 · 07:09:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65817651#comment_65817651)

Recommended 1 time

They do. In Germany Carnival is a festival that is used to stick it to the political
establishment or make political statements. In the city if Duesseldorf the Carnival parade
included a float that showed the liberty statue holding the decapitated head of Trump. On
her chest was the word “Resist”.
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(/user/klsb)

[new]


klsb (/user/klsb) Mar 14 · 11:02:32 AM (/comments/1643059/65811926#comment_65811926)

Recommended 5 times

I’m a Canadian, white, 60+ and I can attest to the fact things have definitely changed at the border.
I recently crossed into the USA south of Vancouver, BC and was grilled for 3 or 4 minutes with
questions I’d never heard before.  Coming back into Canada it was the same thing.  Last weekend a
friend of mine, male, 65, Canadian, white, driving a 10 year old SUV was stopped prior to the
Canadian border by US customs officials and was grilled with outlandish questions as well. He said
everyone was being stopped.  He also said it was the first time in his life he was actually scared at
the US/Canada border and had never felt so relieved as when he was back in Canada.

Things have changed and it is not for the better, that’s for sure.  I have many friends in the States
and even made the trip to DC to walk in the Women’s March on January 21st but I have to be
honest, I am afraid to come into your country now. I don’t feel safe.  I am so sorry this is happening
to your country.

(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) klsb

Mar 14 · 09:25:35 PM (/comments/1643059/65818877#comment_65818877)

Recommended 0 times

WTF?

Wow.



(/user/Xtapha45)

[new]


Xtapha45 (/user/Xtapha45) Mar 14 · 11:15:49 AM (/comments/1643059/65812141#comment_65812141)

Recommended 0 times

I don't know where this rumor started but it's baloney. I flew into JFK yesterday and neither I nor
the thousands of other travelers I observed were asked anything about their phones, tablets or
computers. I also visited the Canadian Niagara Falls and it didn't happen on return from
there either.

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) Xtapha45

Mar 14 · 02:56:46 PM (/comments/1643059/65814847#comment_65814847)

Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/smileycreek)

[new]


smileycreek (/user/smileycreek) Xtapha45

Mar 14 · 04:50:40 PM (/comments/1643059/65815939#comment_65815939)

Recommended 2 times

Oh. So other people’s travel experiences are mere “rumors.” Your own travel experiences
are obviously the truth. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hasty_generalization) Got it.



(/user/Xtapha45)

[new]


Xtapha45 (/user/Xtapha45) smileycreek

Mar 17 · 11:18:13 AM (/comments/1643059/65845081#comment_65845081)

Recommended 0 times

It is NOT happening,  plain and simple.
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(/user/smileycreek)

[new]


smileycreek (/user/smileycreek) Xtapha45

Mar 17 · 07:08:36 PM (/comments/1643059/65850795#comment_65850795)

Recommended 0 times

Believing a thing does not make it so. Denying a thing does not make it
fictitious.

The evidence of your own eyes and ears does not negate the
experiences of others.

Research and analysis are your friend. Regardless of your personal
experiences, the experiences of others is out there if you can look past
your personal biases.

This is a reality-based community, and your personal reality, while valid
for you, is not considered compelling or definitive evidence for everyone
else.

It is happening. Open your eyes.



(/user/integral matrix)

[new]


integral matrix (/user/integral matrix) Mar 14 · 11:20:53 AM (/comments/1643059/65812211#comment_65812211)

Recommended 0 times

It is time for Americans to realize they have to fight and sacrifice to defend their freedom… refuse
to give the info

(/user/Do Not Push)

[new]


Do Not Push (/user/Do Not Push) Mar 14 · 11:28:07 AM (/comments/1643059/65812308#comment_65812308)

Recommended 4 times

Trump has ruined CBP and ICE. The agents have gotten a taste of power and they seem to enjoy
abusing us, their fellow citizens. Trump’s turned them into little tin gods and I doubt it will be
possible to re-train them to treat us with respect. The next sane President will have no choice but
to fire them all and rebuild both agencies from scratch. Next time we’ll have to be sure to exclude
racists and other sociopaths.

(/user/gaptooth)

[new]


gaptooth (/user/gaptooth) Do Not Push

Mar 14 · 11:35:52 AM (/comments/1643059/65812432#comment_65812432)

Recommended 1 time

Agree



(/user/Bill Day)

[new]


Bill Day (/user/Bill Day) Mar 14 · 11:34:19 AM (/comments/1643059/65812411#comment_65812411)

Recommended 3 times

We need a strong movement to stop this and hold these bullies accountable, perhaps including
legal actions and massive civil disobedience.

(/user/independant76)

[new]


independant76 (/user/independant76) Bill Day

Mar 14 · 11:38:53 AM (/comments/1643059/65812485#comment_65812485)

Recommended 2 times

Agreed.  MASSIVE CIVIL DISOBEDIANCE.



(/user/gaptooth)

[new]


gaptooth (/user/gaptooth) Mar 14 · 11:34:42 AM (/comments/1643059/65812417#comment_65812417)

Recommended 3 times

So where is the ACLU in all of this? Is any of this legal? What are our rights? Do we have to
cooperate?
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(/user/independant76)

[new]


independant76 (/user/independant76) Mar 14 · 11:37:36 AM (/comments/1643059/65812466#comment_65812466)

Recommended 2 times

To support Trump and the GOP now officially means supporting a POLICE STATE.   

(/user/JBaldrige)

[new]


JBaldrige (/user/JBaldrige) Mar 14 · 11:47:07 AM (/comments/1643059/65812613#comment_65812613)

Recommended 2 times

Every person in this country should read this entire article and be profoundly concerned.  Yet
another opportunity for my favorite quote.. Those that trade freedom for security may soon find
they have neither.

(/user/spirit2002)

[new]


spirit2002 (/user/spirit2002) Mar 14 · 11:50:55 AM (/comments/1643059/65812665#comment_65812665)

Recommended 1 time

Still waiting to see the brown shirts in tRumpistan.

(/user/rbaillie)

[new]


rbaillie (/user/rbaillie) Mar 14 · 11:52:33 AM (/comments/1643059/65812694#comment_65812694)

Recommended 2 times

FYI: If you travel across the border, you should read this article about your legal rights:

https://www.propublica.org/article/can-customs-border-protection-search-phone-legal-rights
(https://www.propublica.org/article/can-customs-border-protection-search-phone-legal-rights)

(/user/joanmaurer)

[new]


joanmaurer (/user/joanmaurer) Mar 14 · 12:00:23 PM (/comments/1643059/65812794#comment_65812794)

Recommended 3 times

This article suggests you have no recourse but to provide passwords to your phone if asked at the
border. Previous posts have quoted lawyers with the ACLU as saying that you can refuse. As a US
citizen do I give up privacy rights under the Constitution by traveling? I realize that by refusing you
all but guarantee a detention of several hours, but I believe you do have legal recourse and the
right to refuse. Easy for me to say, as an old white women.

(/user/New Refugee Immigrant)

[new]


New Refugee Immigrant (/user/New Refugee Immigrant)

Mar 14 · 12:09:18 PM (/comments/1643059/65812897#comment_65812897)

Recommended 3 times

Just to make things easy for border security, people crossing into US after trip abroad should
change their passwords to various versions of Trump and his gang…..

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) New Refugee Immigrant

Mar 14 · 02:51:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65814777#comment_65814777)

Recommended 0 times

“Trumpis0.”

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)
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(/user/OldTeacher)

[new]


OldTeacher (/user/OldTeacher) Mar 14 · 12:11:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65812926#comment_65812926)

Recommended 1 time

Several thoughts cross my mind.

Wonder what would have happened if they treated Chuck Norris or Jackie Chan in this fashion. I
suspect the “border agents” would not be prepared (unless they drew their guns.)

What if someone fought back? Arrested? Jailed? What is the penalty for defending yourself from an
illegal search? Was the search and/or seizure legal? If so, under what law?

Since we had the “underwear bomber” does that mean they can strip us and check our underwear?

Can these officers be arrested for assault and battery? 

Who told them, directly, they could treat American citizens this way?

I remember the story of when the late Senator Ted Kennedy  was denied boarding on a plane he
took each week to go home.  He had his Senatorial credentials, and they recognized him as a
frequent passenger. But, Someone put a Ted Kennedy on the no fly list. So, no fly.  I think that only
happened once, something about all &@ll broke loose when he got ahold of the head of TSA.

(/user/Ansuremi)

[new]


Ansuremi (/user/Ansuremi) Mar 14 · 12:22:56 PM (/comments/1643059/65813068#comment_65813068)

Recommended 2 times

This is one of the most despicable acts of a dictatorship.  This action is against the 1st. Amendment
to our Constitution, the law of our land.  The right to privacy is our right.  There is no way that we
have to divulge our passwords to our social media or out PIN number to unlock our phone.  This is
unthinkable that our country has come to this.  In 6 weeks we have lost our rights of freedom.  

(/user/Laughing Horse)

[new]


Laughing Horse (/user/Laughing Horse) Mar 14 · 12:23:39 PM (/comments/1643059/65813082#comment_65813082)

Recommended 1 time

The European Immigrants have doing this to Native Americans since 1492 to present and why
should you be any different? You said nothing when you should have and now that it is happening
to you your finding that no one cares?

(/user/thebeever)

[new]


thebeever (/user/thebeever) Mar 14 · 12:39:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65813269#comment_65813269)

Recommended 0 times

how come people obey these kind of orders ? seriously what do you risk beyond long delay, what
are they gonna do ? take you to court ? 

could someone tell us precisely what the law is on this ??

(/user/Codder)

[new]


Codder (/user/Codder) Mar 14 · 12:42:01 PM (/comments/1643059/65813306#comment_65813306)

Recommended 2 times

WTF...Gestapo, American style. Thanks to the Orange Asshole for allowing the dregs of the
country’s swamp to bubble to the surface. 

(/user/iburl)

[new]


iburl (/user/iburl) Mar 14 · 12:44:09 PM (/comments/1643059/65813334#comment_65813334)

Recommended 3 times

I’m NOT giving my password to anybody. I’m an American, goddamnit.

(/user/SaRAoRAH)

[new]


SaRAoRAH (/user/SaRAoRAH) Mar 14 · 12:49:36 PM (/comments/1643059/65813401#comment_65813401)

Anyone want to plagiarize for an op ed or two, let the cutting and   pasting begin….

In short, border police are now in control of White Supremacists who are quickly swelling the ranks
with tens of thousands more.  They have the right to work anywhere in America, enter any
building, even Churches - yes, they do, it's the LAW, now, demand ID from anyone to prove citizen
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Recommended 1 time

ship, and after that, whatever they feel is appropriate, supposedly to catch terrorists.  All powers
they needed, when kept in check by laws, courts, exec and legislative branches ensuring these
powers were used against likely targets, not the likes of citizens whose biggest crime might is being
a closet liberal.

It's unlikely this can be stopped short of armed civil war, and if the army follows illegal orders and
machine guns down protestors, not at all.  There is too much money paying off EVERY Republican
in the country (hear ANY of them protest the horrible things their breather in Washington are
doing?, what, 3 dissenters, irrelevant).

Too many liberals who won't simply blanket brand every Republican and supporter a Supremacist,
and a core of 25% of voters who believe they'll get rich, be able to live out their most violent
fantasy against liberals and people of color now that they are free of any social restrictions and the
rule of law.

The only way to stop them, not one Republican I know will do, which is just that, brand Republicans
Supremacists, and support ONLY Democrats until our laws are voted back, and institutions that
provide checks and balances restored, and ADDITIONAL protections put in place.  All candidates
100% financial disclosure, 100% of assets sold and put in trust, no immunity from prosecution,
legislative challenge of any appointee or employee.  Full disclosure of foreign ties.  I hate laws, but,
what's the choice, to live as a slave to a Supremacist Oligarch.  Your choice.  I've done what I can.

This is what I saw coming during the campaign when every sheriff, police dept, and law
enforcement agency in the country endorsed Trump.  When I saw the Federal Gov't stop using
abusive for profit private prisons.  When Trump declared war on Mexicans, Muslims, Gays, Women.
 When he embraced the violent White Supremacist movement whose members can hardly utter a
sentence that doesn't include beating, killing, shutting up, deporting, locking up everyone except
them.
I knew creating a private police force loyal to the leader (Trump spilled the beans when he thought
he could just use 100,000 national guard, when he found that illegal, he dropped all screening for
border police, so Steve Bannon can stuff 100,000 of his rapid followers into border police), with it's
own private prisons that double as sweat shops, was how the USSR got it's start, and how to this
day, every Chinese leader rises and stays in power.  I saw it was the way to turn the US into the
same type of "democratic" dictatorship as Russia and China are.  I saw how Trump, and more
importantly, the dupes backers, the Super Pac that Kelly Ann came from (wondered where she
came from, why he can't get rid of her) that pays off everyone to go along with the power mad
edicts Steve "biggest White Supremacist in America" Bannon has his puppet sign would use that
private police force.
Terrorize (working, tourism down 5% in Jan, with industry predicting 30% drop, OK by Trump,
Bannon, Republican's, only Republican state effected is Florida), and US citizens are reportedly
deciding to "stay-cation" rather than risk being groped (new 100% enhanced pat downs just
enacted, they stick their hands inside your pants, up your dress, into your underwear, grabbing
your genitals) and locked up for hours while being grilled like a mass murderer.
Fear - still working on provoking a terrorist attack, by pointless bans against countries that NEVER
THREATENED THE US, while leaving open access from EVERY COUNTRY THAT HAS SENT
TERRORISTS TO THE US.
Divide - By race - targeting one after another, By age - penalizing old people in health care system,
By sex - enabling explosion of sexual abuse by "normalizing" it, By religion - by giving Christians
(not even Catholics mind you) special privileges - whole states have enacted such laws.
FORCE - catering to police who are naturally dominated by the violent, except for a few of the
larger professional urban police forces, providing them with MILITARY WEAPONS, legalizing
shooting grenades into unarmed crowds (nearly blowing off a womens arm recently, leaving her
crippled for life).  Criminalizing ALL at a protest, even who planned it, allowing protestors to be run
over without penalties (3 states so far).  Stripping EVERY SINGLE PROGRAM in gov't to add to
America's Police and Military, already we have more police and soldier per person than the next 10
countries combined!  WE ARE A POLICE STATE.  It's just been one operating under the rule of law so
far.
Rule of Law:  Dispense with it, fire judges, fire prosecutors, hire lackies to replace them, scare those
left into obeying.  Strike down any legislation that slows your take over, write new to support it,
ram it though in the middle of the night.  Enact it without warning.  Rig elections, rig voting districts,
steal opponents secrets.  Destroy any faith in anything, Gov't, Elections, News, Facts.
It was all happening during the election.
Instead, too many drank the Kool-Aid, voted for someone they didn't even believe in, didn't like,
didn't respect, yet didn't think he'd be the despicable person they already thought he was, because
the alternative, a status quo that only allowed a slow improvement of the peoples condition, wasn't
going to provide the instant gratification we all crave (as opposed to the generations it took those
before us to provide what they'd call the cornucopia even our poorest enjoy - yes, compared to the
early 1900's, just two generations ago, our poor are pampered, our middle class rich, our rich,
godlike)

(/user/DrJohninDC)

[new]


DrJohninDC (/user/DrJohninDC) Mar 14 · 01:03:57 PM (/comments/1643059/65813573#comment_65813573)

These searches are a violation of the 4th Amendment. Here’s a good primer
(http://judiciallearningcenter.org/your-4th-amendment-rights/) on those rights. Anyone conducting
them could ultimately be open to prosecution. especially if they actually went ahead and arrested
you without probable cause. And even if the CBP agents manage to escape personal liability,
without probable cause anything they find that they think makes you culpable would be subject to
the Exclusionary Rule (https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/exclusionary_rule). Simply being a Muslim
(American) is not probable cause. 

If this happened to me, I would tell them I will comply but only in the presence of a lawyer.
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Recommended 0 times

We need to instill in the command structure of our police, CBP, ICE & other DHS personnel the
concept of the Command Responsibility (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command_responsibility),
namely if they go too far in the performance of their duties a day of reckoning could occur. 

(/user/54StarryNights)

[new]


54StarryNights (/user/54StarryNights) Mar 14 · 01:30:32 PM (/comments/1643059/65813905#comment_65813905)

Recommended 2 times

Why doesn’t the 4th Amendment apply at the border?  I don’t recall reading that exception in the
Constitution unless, possibly, someone is distorting the 5th Amendment stipulation of “. . . when in
actual service in time of War or public danger . . . .” beyond recognition.

(/user/evrgreen)

[new]


evrgreen (/user/evrgreen) Mar 14 · 01:40:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65814000#comment_65814000)

Recommended 0 times

So the ACLU knows this is illegal and these nazis are getting away with it?

(/user/AmmoLady)

[new]


AmmoLady (/user/AmmoLady) Mar 14 · 01:41:20 PM (/comments/1643059/65814011#comment_65814011)

Recommended 2 times

Just out of curiousity, I have to wonder how they cope with those few of us who still don’t carry cell
phones, or use Facebook, et al.

(/user/Do Something)

[new]


Do Something (/user/Do Something) Mar 14 · 01:45:44 PM (/comments/1643059/65814059#comment_65814059)

Recommended 2 times

According to Maddow last night this has been going on for years, growing each year.  It has just
ramped up significantly since Trump won.

(/user/gpfnancy)

[new]


gpfnancy (/user/gpfnancy) Mar 14 · 01:47:44 PM (/comments/1643059/65814080#comment_65814080)

Recommended 3 times

I couldn’t produce my password on demand if my life depended on it.

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) gpfnancy

Mar 14 · 02:36:38 PM (/comments/1643059/65814625#comment_65814625)

Recommended 0 times

Just use “password” for your password. :)

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



[new]
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(/user/Dem) Dem (/user/Dem) Mar 14 · 01:52:46 PM (/comments/1643059/65814135#comment_65814135)

Recommended 2 times

Bigots

(/user/Caroline061715)

[new]


Caroline061715 (/user/Caroline061715) Mar 14 · 02:00:52 PM (/comments/1643059/65814227#comment_65814227)

Recommended 1 time

Hello friends! I am not new to dailykos as I signed up as soon as it was created! I am so happy that I
Officially have my login now and can comment! So, I have been reading the comments and was
delighted to see members being called out for bullying people who point out that these policies
have been in effect for a LONG time. I, personally do not have a problem with the Policy itself when
we have Sane leadership in charge enforcing it and using it for what it is intended for: Border
Security. Also, although we, American citizens do not like having our privacy invaded when we have
done nothing wrong, are intellectuals who understand that we need to do our part in assisting DHS
to keep ALL OF US safe! With that being said, DHS and every other agency that is supposed to be
executing these policies are White Nationalists with an Agenda of their own that has nothing to do
with border security and everything to do with obstructing our Civil Rights and rights we are
afforded under the Constitution. Everyone is on a "List" of one kind or another. We know that DHS
is abusing their power at the borders and in the United States And it's our DUTY to bring attention
to every single Abuse of power they are inflicting upon one group or another EVERY SINGLE TIME!

So, that means we have to do that when we see our own members abusing someone else in these
comments who attack another persons views! That is not what dailykos is about and it's definitely
not what the Resistance is about .

Our GOAL is to unite and empower citizens to RESIST this Administrations agenda to divide us with
propaganda, lies and manipulations in order to deconstruct the administrative state!

Let's not be like them! ☺

(/user/catilinus)

[new]


catilinus (/user/catilinus) Caroline061715

Mar 14 · 02:35:17 PM (/comments/1643059/65814608#comment_65814608)

Recommended 0 times

Glad you finally got a login, and welcome aboard.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/democratos)

[new]


democratos (/user/democratos) Mar 14 · 02:12:27 PM (/comments/1643059/65814352#comment_65814352)

Recommended 1 time

Just drop the T from TSA

Behind the blind bestiality of the SA*, there often lay a deep hatred and
resentment against all those who were socially, intellectually, or physically better
off than themselves, and who now, as if in fulfillment of their wildest dreams, were
in their power.

-- Hannah Arendt. The Origins of Totalitarianism. 1967. iBooks ed.

*SA, abbreviation of Sturmabteilung ...Storm Troopers or Brownshirts, in the German Nazi Party, a
paramilitary organization (1921-1934) whose methods of violent intimidation played a key role in
Adolf Hitler’s rise to power. Their leader Röhm murdered by Hitler’s order during "the night of the
long knives" 30 June — 2 July 1934.
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(/user/WagonMaster1949)[new]


WagonMaster1949 (/user/WagonMaster1949)

Mar 14 · 02:15:00 PM (/comments/1643059/65814386#comment_65814386)

Recommended 3 times

The reality is Martin Niemoller (1892–1984) said it best :

“Then they came for me”

“First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Socialist.

Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Trade Unionist.

Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Jew.

Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.”

We are now living a what could easily become a Christo -Fascist Theocracy.

(/user/yellowdog55)

[new]


yellowdog55 (/user/yellowdog55) WagonMaster1949

Mar 14 · 06:04:09 PM (/comments/1643059/65816835#comment_65816835)

Recommended 0 times

Thank you friend for remembering those who went before us.  May we stand up, united.

As Ben Franklin said, “We must all hang together or most assuredly we will all hang
seperately.”



(/user/HumboldtRick)

[new]


HumboldtRick (/user/HumboldtRick) Mar 14 · 02:31:52 PM (/comments/1643059/65814575#comment_65814575)

Recommended 2 times

These “Customs Agents” (read Gestapo) are FASCIST, anti-American TRAITORS, and it is time they,
and the entire tRump Administration/Republicans, should be treated as such.

(/user/joa)

[new]


joa (/user/joa) Mar 14 · 02:57:08 PM (/comments/1643059/65814850#comment_65814850)

Recommended 0 times

thanks for the warning. i will leave my cell phone and computer at home. if i need help, Canadians
are nice and they will help me. i travel through canada and will be fine without my technology. it
will actually save me money to avoid roaming charges. 

(/user/nasaeng)

[new]


nasaeng (/user/nasaeng) Mar 14 · 03:05:17 PM (/comments/1643059/65814934#comment_65814934)

Recommended 0 times

So here's a question that I have not actually seen an answer to...let's say I, as a US citizen, asserting
my rights, refuse to tell them my passwords (any passwords, to any device or to any accounts).

What can they do?  I know they can “detain” the device for up to 5 days.  What if I say “go ahead.  I'll
be back in 5 days to pick it up.” 

I can’t be arrested, as they have nothing to charge me with.  I can be hassled and “detained”, but
for how long before they’ll need to come up with reasonable suspicion to detain me further?  An
hour?  Two?  Longer?

Basically, what is the *worst* that can happen if I refuse to cooperate?  (Assuming I’ve not done
anything else wrong, like smuggling in Cuban cigars or fresh fruit or dope or anything like that :) ).

(/user/cahp)

[new]


cahp (/user/cahp) Mar 14 · 03:20:38 PM (/comments/1643059/65815105#comment_65815105)

Recommended 2 times

This country is sounding more like Nazi Germany every day.  American citizens need to take a
stand against this hatred.  If we do not, it is going to continue and it is going to involve more groups
of people.

(/user/jk98106)

[new]


jk98106 (/user/jk98106) Mar 14 · 03:30:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65815211#comment_65815211)
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Recommended 1 time

Being a naturalized citizen who travels abroad every year, I can say that the CBP agents are the
worst of all law enforcement and typically are people who want to play cop but couldn’t pass the
more rigorous screening of other agencies. I wouldn’t be surprised if a significant number of them
were members or sympathizers of the KKK.

(/user/maradel)

[new]


maradel (/user/maradel) Mar 14 · 04:07:50 PM (/comments/1643059/65815606#comment_65815606)

Recommended 1 time

Where is the ACLU with all of this??  Isn’t this blatantly illegal?

(/user/roll)

[new]


roll (/user/roll) Mar 14 · 04:20:10 PM (/comments/1643059/65815696#comment_65815696)

Recommended 0 times

That's the begin of NORTH KOREA life in AMERICA

(/user/ynohtnA)

[new]


ynohtnA (/user/ynohtnA) Mar 14 · 05:09:28 PM (/comments/1643059/65816132#comment_65816132)

Recommended 0 times

If they (customs officials) violate department procedures and you can show financial harm (you
missed your flight) those individuals can be sued.  Not the agency unless you can show that the
agency has made a policy of violating procedures.  Someone needs to sue and that suit needs to be
well advertised. 

(/user/skinwalker)

[new]


skinwalker (/user/skinwalker) Mar 14 · 05:14:13 PM (/comments/1643059/65816188#comment_65816188)

Recommended 2 times

Damn if i have to have a social media password I am fucked I can’t get back in USA

as I don’t belong to any social media account*LOL*
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(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) Mar 14 · 05:31:16 PM (/comments/1643059/65816424#comment_65816424)

Recommended 1 time

For the FIRST time in my fucking life I am truly ashamed to say I am an American and that started
with Dumpster’s illegal election!

We are NO LONGER the beacon of the free world and thanks to Dumpster we may never be again!

If this fucking shit continues we will become the pariah of the entire world and we will be looked
upon as a failed state, a failed experiment. We will be looked upon as a once free people who
allowed themselves to become complacent and not involved, as a people who allowed the fascists
to take over our country, lock, stock and barrel!

And if we don’t stop this SOON, mark my words we will end up as a 3rd world country embroiled
in a violent Civil War from which we might never recover!

What we have seen being played out in countries like Iraq, Afghanistan and
Syria could well become our new reality!

If we don’t want this that we had damn well better be ready to do ANYTHING
it takes to STOP it!

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) AllenMcw Mar 14 · 06:14:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65816963#comment_65816963)

Recommended 0 times

Some would say this state of affairs precedes Dumpster. In any case, if you go around
admitting disgust and shame of being an American, you may shortly be asked to leave by
Proud Mericuns. Might be a good idea to pick up a second language or two. But an
altogether more constructive plan is to join The Resistance, and work to make this country
something to be proud of. 



(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/AllenMcw) Keri

Mar 14 · 06:37:51 PM (/comments/1643059/65817292#comment_65817292)

Recommended 1 time

Admitting disgust and shame has nothing to do with my Resistance which I have
been engaged in for far longer than Dumpster being elected!

Try not to conflate the two.



(/user/yellowdog55)

[new]


yellowdog55 (/user/yellowdog55) Mar 14 · 05:58:42 PM (/comments/1643059/65816787#comment_65816787)

Recommended 1 time

We are at war, and the other side started it.  We can’t let them win.

(/user/nomandates)

[new]


nomandates (/user/nomandates) Mar 14 · 06:18:40 PM (/comments/1643059/65817010#comment_65817010)

From the ACLU: Can Border Agents Search Your Electronic Devices? It’s Complicated.
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Recommended 2 times

We’ve been getting lots of questions about what border agents can

and can't do with your devices at the border. aclu.org/blog/free-futu

…

6:14 PM - 14 Mar 2017

572 624

ACLU National
@ACLU

Can Border Agents Search Your Electronic Devices? It’s Complicated.

We’ve been getting a lot of questions about when border agents can

legally conduct searches of travelers’ electronic devices at international

aclu.org

 Follow

Until the Supreme Court weighs in on the constitutional limits of the government’s
powers at the border, questions about the government’s authority to conduct
these kinds of searches aren’t likely to be settled. Lower courts have issued
conflicting rulings on whether individualized suspicion should be a condition for
such a search. The Ninth Circuit, which covers several western states, for
example, requires (https://www.wired.com/2013/03/gadget-border-searches/) at
least reasonable suspicion for a “forensic” search of a seized device, but has not
imposed limits on “cursory” on-the-spot searches.

It is crucial that more courts weigh in, given that device searches at the border
seem to be on the rise. News reports (http://bigstory.ap.org/article
/6851e00bafad45ee9c312a3ea2e4fb2c/electronic-media-searches-border-
crossings-raise-worry) indicate that in 2016, almost 24,000 electronic devices were
searched, a huge jump from the nearly 5,000 devices that were searched in 2015.
The pace of searches continues to accelerate, with the Department of Homeland
Security reportedly (http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/traveling-while-
brown-u-s-border-agents-can-search-your-n732746) conducting 5,000 device
searches in February 2017 alone.

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) nomandates

Mar 14 · 06:36:52 PM (/comments/1643059/65817279#comment_65817279)

Recommended 2 times

With Trump we are on a path to dictatorship. Only voting Democrats into all possible
offices will stop Trump. When he clearly loses the “beauty contest” of who attracts the
most voters he will retreat.



(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) Mar 14 · 06:32:24 PM (/comments/1643059/65817209#comment_65817209)

Recommended 1 time

For many years I travelled often outside the US. The border agents were always friendly and
accommodating. Sometimes I was greeted with “Welcome back to America”. That changed after
9/11. TSA was put in place and they have lots of nasty people on board. They like to threaten
people who dare to say or do something. At one time they had a problem with my belt buckle even
though I use all-plastic belts when travelling. When I dared to pull my shirt up to show there is
nothing I was commandeered to put my shirt down or they would arrest me. That was in Miami
and I will only go there again if it is the last option left.

(/user/nasaeng)

[new]


nasaeng (/user/nasaeng) Sailor Jo

Mar 14 · 08:23:13 PM (/comments/1643059/65818364#comment_65818364)
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Recommended 0 times

TSA agents have NO POWER TO ARREST ANYONE.  They are not LE officers.  I'd have
laughed at them and asked them to get a REAL cop on scene.

(/user/Squid)

[new]


Squid (/user/Squid) Mar 14 · 06:49:36 PM (/comments/1643059/65817430#comment_65817430)

Recommended 0 times

The government  sees fit to hassle the taxpaying citizens, while ignoring the flood of illegal aliens
pouring across our borders. Just when we thought we were protected from illegal search and
seizure by the Constitution.

Hitler may be dead, but he must be laughing his ass off in his grave. He lives on through our
politicians.

Looks as if it is time to invest in precious metals……...such as lead.

(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

[new]


ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiber Squid

Mar 15 · 07:15:05 AM (/comments/1643059/65820783#comment_65820783)

Recommended 0 times

What “flood of illegal aliens pouring across  our borders”?

... 

(/user/FinchJ)

[new]


FinchJ (/user/FinchJ) Mar 14 · 09:13:21 PM (/comments/1643059/65818777#comment_65818777)

Recommended 1 time

Glad my family is heading over here this year. Also a little happy the EU is super slow at everything
so ending American visa free travel will take some time.

(/user/cynnara)

[new]


cynnara (/user/cynnara) Mar 15 · 02:36:03 AM (/comments/1643059/65819846#comment_65819846)

Recommended 2 times

I believe I would get in trouble. My answer would be bad words, followed by "Police, attorney, your
name, Id number, see you in court, asshole." Yup, I wouldn't cooperate. Normally, I cooperate with
authorities. Not them. Nope. 😡😡😡😡

(/user/Eric A Blair)

[new]


Eric A Blair (/user/Eric A Blair) Mar 15 · 05:55:38 AM (/comments/1643059/65820324#comment_65820324)

Recommended 1 time

I wonder if they’d believe me when I tell them that I don’t have any social media accounts (and this
is one of the reasons).

(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

[new]


ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

Mar 15 · 07:13:22 AM (/comments/1643059/65820772#comment_65820772)

Recommended 1 time

The Nazis are here and they are now firmly in control.

What are  you going to do about it, America?

(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) ProudAmericanLiberal

Mar 15 · 03:47:50 PM (/comments/1643059/65826374#comment_65826374)

Recommended 0 times

Uhh… Call the Communists? That’s who got rid o the Nazis last time….
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(/user/SuLee)

[new]


SuLee (/user/SuLee) Mar 15 · 07:40:11 AM (/comments/1643059/65820977#comment_65820977)

Recommended 0 times

I’d be in deep doo-doo if they asked me this. I don’t have a smart phone, but if they wanted my
Facebook password, or any other social media password, I couldn’t give it to them because I don’t
know them!

They’re written down in a big list of passwords on my desk.

I guess I’d just have to start singing . . . O’ Canada   (Things could be worse, I guess.)

(/user/JaimesBeam)

[new]


JaimesBeam (/user/JaimesBeam) Mar 15 · 08:10:33 AM (/comments/1643059/65821319#comment_65821319)

Recommended 0 times

Can we have a service that we can call before crossing the border, which will take action on our
behalf if they don't hear from us in a reasonable amount of time that we have successfully crossed
the border?

(/user/jpetersen91)

[new]


jpetersen91 (/user/jpetersen91) Mar 15 · 10:19:34 AM (/comments/1643059/65822689#comment_65822689)

Recommended 2 times

I flew to Canada last week (3/09) for a client meeting along with our VP of Sales. We were both
stopped separately at the Canadian Border in Ottawa and questioned for 30 minutes. I was told if I
was going to be reading any work related email for my current US employer I needed a work visa to
enter the country, however, after lots of discussion about my job I was released.

Our VP didn't get off easy, they took his phone, laptop and demanded passwords to everything,
they took his devices for over an hour and went through it all, read his texts, photos, emails. When
he protested they said they didn't have to but he would have to fly back to the US and would never
be allowed into Canada again.

So it is not just happening here in the States. I would like to see someone cover that.

(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) jpetersen91

Mar 15 · 11:25:24 AM (/comments/1643059/65823415#comment_65823415)

Recommended 0 times

Dear god! What area is your business in? Can they possibly be doing this to all travelers
crossing the border? This is insanity.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/Keri)

[new]


Keri (/user/Keri) jpetersen91 Mar 15 · 04:07:19 PM (/comments/1643059/65826602#comment_65826602)

Recommended 0 times

Canada was a lot like that when I visited back in the ‘90s…. It was made abundantly clear
 to everyone on the plane that Canada didn’t really want us in their country and that they
would be delighted to send the whole bunch of us straight back to the US if anyone got
out of line. Us tourists were only moderately unwelcome. They took a particularly hard
line against anyone was going to conduct business is such a way as to reduce work for
Canadians. 
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(/user/Wayne Johnson)

[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Johnson) Mar 15 · 11:47:32 AM (/comments/1643059/65823719#comment_65823719)

Recommended 0 times

Wall thar now ya gotta have em give dna samples so’s  ta weed out them ones with muslim-illegal
alien—transgender genes, oh don’t fergit the bawdy cavity sarch!!!!

(/user/MichiganJYeti)

[new]


MichiganJYeti (/user/MichiganJYeti) Mar 15 · 11:51:28 AM (/comments/1643059/65823769#comment_65823769)

Recommended 2 times

How do you spell Nazi? G.O.P. Anyone that does NOT understand that now needs to brush up on
their European History, circa 1923-1945.

(/user/Anyse)

[new]


Anyse (/user/Anyse) Mar 16 · 06:11:47 AM (/comments/1643059/65831131#comment_65831131)

Recommended 0 times

I definitely would refuse and even go to jail over this! Of course, I won’t have to because I don’t live
in the U.S. anymore! Yep, you heard that right. Born and raised in California, at the age of 59, I left
the U.S. for S.E. Asia and vowed to never return to the U.S. Why? Because I KNEW that this shit was
coming down and I did not want to be there for it. Sad country that eats its own for breakfast and,
now for all meals and snacks after that! Bye bye!

(/user/Caoimhin Laochdha)

[new]


Caoimhin Laochdha (/user/Caoimhin Laochdha)

Mar 16 · 08:42:15 PM (/comments/1643059/65840371#comment_65840371)

Recommended 0 times

Either way, the Constitutional protection of the Fourth Amendment doesn’t apply at
the border, and border agents have free rein to search anyone at any time.

The Courts have failed to recognize, to respect and to secure our rights — against intrusions by
U.S. security agents — as protected by the Constitution.

These designated, (and rotating), Suspended-Constitution places/areas & ad hoc designations,
appear in arbitrarily drawn “no-rights zones.” These suspended Constitution safety/protection
exclusion zones include large swaths of the country near borders or ports of entry.

It is not that the Constitution “does not apply at the border;” rather the government refuses to
respect the Constitution at ports of entry. Just one of many constitutional “exceptions” imagined by
judges and advocated by Presidents/Congress or other powerful extra-constitutional entities.

(/user/TBncc1701)

[new]


TBncc1701 (/user/TBncc1701) Mar 17 · 07:16:04 AM (/comments/1643059/65842233#comment_65842233)

Recommended 0 times

If a traveler holds a U.S. passport, they can refuse to answer any questions asked by CBP when
re-entering the country. They can also refuse to surrender their phone or other electronic devices
or divulge passwords for social media or other accounts. The only response that CBP has is to
detain them for a time. But the bottom line is this: Holders of U.S. passports must be permitted
into the country---period. If one asks for a lawyer, and you are denied, slap or punch the CBP agent
and force them to arrest you, and you will have to be provided a lawyer.

(/user/Buzzah52)

[new]


Buzzah52 (/user/Buzzah52) Mar 18 · 07:28:55 AM (/comments/1643059/65854068#comment_65854068)

Recommended 0 times

Well, I don’t know my passwords, so I guess I’d have to get ready to be water-boarded...
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